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ABSTRACT

This thesis presents results on a post-growth technique for selectively 
altering the shape of GaAs/AlGaAs quantum  well (QW) m aterial, to 
produce a resultant blue shift in the optical spectra.

The technique used is known as im purity  free vacancy diffusion 
(IFVD), and involves encapsulation with Si02 followed by rapid therm al 
annealing at elevated temperature. This is shown to give rise to surface Ga 
vacancies, that rapidly  diffuse through the structure  enhancing the 
interm ixing of the group III atoms at the w e ll/b arrie r interface, and 
resulting in a blue shift of the lowest confined state.

W ork presented shows that IFVD allows large selective blue shifts 
while still retaining QW characteristics i.e. excitonic features and the 
optoelectronic response, namely the quantum  confined Stark effect 
(QCSE). The diffused well can be successfully m odelled, to a first 
approxim ation by an error function solution. The dep th  dependence 
expected is not observed and this could be due to a gallium  vacancy 
diffusion coefficient higher than previously reported.

IFVD is used to produce two different types of reflection m odulators 
from the same wafer, demonstrating that the technique has applications to 
surface-normal devices and also that it can be used in conjunction w ith 
m ultiple well structures.

The lateral resolution is found to be reasonable, and the change in 
well profile induced is shown to improve the carrier escape from the well 
and the saturation intensity. Im portantly the use of dielectric caps of 
increasing thickness is shown to produce increased levels of intermixing 
and hence blue shift. This last result is of particular importance since the 
ability to produce selective area bandgap engineering has applications in 
the fabrication of optoelectronic integrated circuits (OEICs).

The thesis ends with a discussion of future directions which IFVD 
m ay take including applications in the field of w avelength division 
m ultiplexing (WDM).
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PREFACE

The development of high quality quantum  well (QW) m aterial in the 
last decade, has allow ed the dem onstra tion  of m any  d ifferen t 
optoelectronic devices, with attractive properties. Though research interest 
in QW m aterial is high, if they are to see a wide-scale commercial 
breakthrough monolithic integration of such devices is required, i.e. the 
formation of optoelectronic integrated circuits (OEICs).

The work of this thesis came about after reading results published by 
Ralston and co-workers at Cornell University concerning a technique 
know n as im purity free vacancy diffusion (IFVD), which appeared an 
attractive tool for the fabrication of QW based OEICs. Prelim inary 
investigations proved encouraging and from those studies the w ork 
presented in this thesis evolved.

After giving an introduction to QW properties and devices. Chapter 1 
goes on to discuss the characteristics that make the monolithic integration 
of different devices desirable. The desire for selective area bandgap 
engineering in order to control the optical properties across a chip is 
highlighted as being an absolute necessity for successful integration of 
optical components. In order to achieve this area selectivity it is shown 
that growth and post-growth techniques can be used, and that IFVD offers 
certain advantages.

In Chapter 2 the IFVD process is analysed step-by-step using published 
work. The encapsulation of GaAs with Si02, followed by high temperature 
annealing is shown to cause preferential Ga outdiffusion from the surface. 
The resulting Ga vacancies formed at the surface, on diffusing to the QW 
region, can enhance interdiffusion of the w ell/barrier, and im portantly 
interm ixing in general is shown to lead to a blue shift in the optical 
spectra.

After a description, in Chapter 3, of the experimental set-ups used 
Chapters 4-6 present the results obtained during this work. Chapter 4 
shows the selectivity of the IFVD process, and the large blue shifts it can 
produce, and also that the excitonic and optoelectronic properties 
associated with QW material are retained. Data is also presented showing 
an absence of the expected depth dependence; a surprising result which 
should allow the use of m ultiple QW (MQW) structures in association
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w ith IFVD. In Chapter 5 such an MQW is used to produce, via IFVD, 
surface normal reflection modulators, from the same wafer, which operate 
in com pletely different modes. The lateral resolution of the technique, 
along w ith its effect on the carrier escape from the well is exam ined in 
Chapter 6. In this chapter we also consider the attractive possibility of 
creating m ultiple wavelength operating areas w ith IFVD. Use is m ade 
throughout the thesis of computer modelling to find the well profile after 
interdiffusion, by comparing the calculated lowest energy transition to the 
experimental observed value.

The final chapter puts forward some suggestions for directions which 
fu tu re  IFVD research will need to pursue. W ays of exam ining the 
fundam ental m echanism s of the process, and also dem onstrating the 
applicability of the technique, using wavelength division m ultiplexing 
(WDM) systems as an example, are given.
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Chapter 1

An Introduction to Quantum 
Wells: Properties, Devices and 

Integration Techniques
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1.1 INTRODUCTION

Com pound semiconductor research, especially that based on III-V 
materials has developed in the last three decades into a worldwide field of 
intense investigation supporting a range of microwave, electronic and 
optoelectronic products. The dem onstration, in the early 60's of laser 
emission from GaAs and the ability to grow doped p and n layers, and thus 
electrically pum p this laser action were the initial spurs for this activity 
[Nathan et al]. Efficient light emission from such com pounds stems from 
the fact that unlike silicon or germanium the bandgap is direct. Since that 
time demonstration of optical components such as lasers and modulators 
in both waveguide and perpendicular configurations has increased apace. 
Since the wavelength of operation of these devices is dictated by the 
bandgap of the semiconductor, this can be controlled by the composition of 
say a ternary (e.g. AlGaAs) or quaternary (e.g. InGaAsP) compound. This 
has led to bandgap engineering whereby the wavelength of operation can 
be controlled across a spectrum from = 650nm based on InGaP materials to 
greater than 2pm using GaSb based materials. A further developm ent 
came w ith the sequential epitaxial grow th of different com position 
m aterials, enabling the production of heterostructures, allow ing for 
exam ple gu id ing  in w aveguides and  laser configura tions. Such 
heterostructures are capable of providing not only optical but also 
electrical confinement [see Casey et al].

The electrical properties of GaAs (the most m ature III-V system) and 
its associated alloys have also allowed the development of devices which 
have found applications in both analogue and digital circuitry [see Haigh 
et al for a thorough review of this subject]. This combination within a 
single material of good optical and electrical properties gave rise to the 
field of optoelectronic integrated circuitry (OEIC), where the monolithic 
integration of optical and electrical devices is pursued [see Yariv '84 for a 
review of OEIC beginnings]. In more recent times with the advancem ent 
of epitaxial grow th techniques a new type of structure has become 
available to the OEIC engineer, namely the quantum  well (QW) based 
material system.

In this chapter we will examine the nature of the QW system and the 
characteristics it possesses which make it attractive for both optical and 
electrical devices. Having described some of the discrete com ponents
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achievable, this will lead us into a discussion on the integration of such 
components. Finally we will examine methods for optimising this process 
from an optical component viewpoint. At this point we will introduce the 
technique of impurity free vacancy diffusion (IFVD) which is the basis of 
this thesis.

i
0

1
3D DOS (Bulk)

2D DOS (Quantum well)

ENERGY

Figure 1.1 This shows the change in density of states (DOS) brought about in 
going from bulk (no confinement) to a quantum well where confinement exists in 
the growth direction. Clearly shown is the characteristic step-like DOS of the QW.

1.2 PROPERTIES OF QUANTUM WELL MATERIALS

1.2.1 Quantised states and enhanced excitons

The term "quantum well" is to be found in all quantum  mechanics 
textbooks, and the solution of Schrodinger's equation to reveal discrete 
quantised states is a common undergraduate problem  [see for example 
Eisberg & Resnick]. In the last few decades however the QW has turned 
into a reality, with its production in semiconductor material [Dingle et al]. 
Essentially this is achieved by epitaxially growing two lattice m atched 
com positions (or non-m atched m aterial, though this produces more 
complex strained QW's) of differing bandgap energies e.g. GaAs and 
Al^Ga^_^As. By enclosing the narrower bandgap m aterial (GaAs) within
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the w ider gap material (Al^Ga^.^As) (i.e. a double heterostructure) a 
potential well can be formed for both electrons in the conduction band and 
holes in the valence band. The particles thus experience a confinement in 
the growth direction while still being free to move in the two in-plane 
directions. This confinement affects the density of states (DOS), as is 
shown schematically in Fig.1.1, changing it from a continuous distribution 
in the bulk case to a step-like profile in the QW case. One should note that 
as the confinement increases so the separation of the steps increases.

Conduction
Band

Ihl hhl
hh2Valence

Band
lh2.

hh3

hh4

Figure 1.2 The confined energy levels calculated for both the conduction and 
valence band are shown for a 100Â GaAs well with AIq f ia g  yAs barriers. The 
conduction band shows three confined electron (el) states, while the valence band 
shows four confined heavy hole (hh) and two confined light hole (Ih) states 
respectively

As we have already m entioned the confining potential produces 
quantised discrete quasi-bound states for both electrons and holes (quasi
bound because the particle wavefunctions are not totally contained within 
the well). In Fig.1.2 the confined states are shown for a 100Â GaAs well 
w ith AlQ gGaQ yAs barriers, as calculated using a tunnelling resonance 
technique (see Sec.4.2.1 and Appendix C). In this case the conduction band 
potential well contains three confined electron states. The valence band is 
how ever m ore complex, as the QW nature lifts the hole degeneracy.
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separating the heavy hole and light hole states (the names referring to 
their effective masses in the growth direction). Thus we have four 
confined heavy hole and two confined light hole states. We can thus see 
that the lowest allowed transition is that between el and h h l, the ground 
electron and heavy hole states and that it is of an energy greater than the 
bandgap of the well material. A selection rule w hich says that only 
transitions between states where An = 0 are allowed precludes all but e l- 
h h l, e l-lh l, e2-hh2, e2-lh2 etc. (This selectivity is not rigid due to some 
leakage of wavefunctions into the barriers, and breaks dow n completely 
under the perturbation introduced by an electric field).

The confined nature of the system also produces a significant 
enhancement in the excitonic features observable in the optical spectra. 
An exciton is essentially a hydrogen-like particle form ed betw een an 
electron-hole pair when an electron is prom oted into the conduction 
band. In bulk material its lifetime is short, due to rapid ionisation, and its 
binding energy low such that it is only a very w eak feature on the 
bandedge in GaAs at room temperature [Sturge]. However in a QW (where 
the well w idth  is less than the excitonic Bohr rad ius of ~ 200Â) the 
confined nature leads to an increase in both the exciton's binding energy 
and lifetime (since the ionisation rate is reduced). The photon energy 
required to form the exciton will lie below that of the corresponding 
in terband transition due to the exciton binding energy. The resonant 
nature of the exciton formation process along w ith the enhanced lifetime, 
means that for wells < 200Â in the GaAs system the optical properties will 
be dom inated by excitonic effects even at room tem perature [Miller D.A.B. 
et al ’82].

The optical spectra thus observed will be a combination of step-like 
features caused by the allowed n = 1, n = 2 etc. transitions, plus the 
associated excitonic features. In Fig.1.3 is shown the absorption spectra for 
a typical GaAs QW sample showing the aforementioned features. We can 
clearly see the step-like transitions and the associated exciton features. The 
lowest transition in particular shows both a heavy and light hole exciton, 
and clearly show s the very significant absorption increase over the 
continuum  that such features produce. Another aspect is that the discrete 
nature of the transitions means that the bandedge is particularly sharp 
com pared to bulk  m aterial, this being of im portance for device 
applications which may involve operating close to the band edge.

We have described only briefly the m ost im portan t features of
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quantum  well material, for a more thorough review the reader is referred 
to the recent books on the subject by Weisbuch & Vinter and by Jaros.

5
Üo'Z!
O
CD
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1

0.8
e l- lh l

e l-h h l
0.6

e3-hh3
0.4

e2-hh2

0.2

0
700 740 780 820 860 900

W avelength (nm)

Figure 1.3 This shows the absorption spectra for a 100A GaAs well. This displays 
both the step-like nature and the excitonic features which enhance the absorption 
over the continuum values. (Data taken by Dr. M. Whitehead at UCL from a 
sample grown by Dr. K. Woodbridge at Philips Research Laboratories, Redhill 
U.K.)

1.2.2 QW response to an applied electric field

We have seen in the previous section that confinem ent in a QW 
produces sharp optical features and increased optical absorption at the 
bandedge. In addition to this it also offers the possibility of electrical 
control of the optical spectra. In Fig. 1.4 we have draw n the square well in 
both zero and an applied electric field showing the relative positions of el 
and hh l. The field causes a tilting of the well which causes the m ovem ent 
of the lowest confined states towards the base of their respective confining 
potentials. The result is that the e l-hh l transition undergoes a red shift in 
energy i.e. to longer wavelengths. This phenom ena is know n as the 
quantum  confined Stark effect (QCSE) [Miller D.A.B. et al ’85a]. In the 
diagram we have also plotted the particle wavefunctions in the two cases.
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No Field With Field

ell

Conduction 
Band -

hhlhhl

Valence
Band

Figure 1.4 The above schematically shows the ejfect that application o f an 
electric field has on a QW. The shift in energy levels results in Eq > Ej which 
means that > A-q, giving rise to a red-shift in the lowest excitonic transition (el- 
hhl). The localisation o f the wavefunctions to different sides o f the well means 
that their overlap will be reduced and hence so will the excitonic strength.

Initially at zero field there is a strong overlap between the electron and 
heavy hole accounting for the strong exciton observed. On application of a 
field the wavefunctions move to opposite sides of the wells, causing a 
reduction in the overlap and thus in the strength of the exciton. However 
unlike bulk where the exciton ionises occurs for fields far lower than 
lOkV/cm  [Miller D.A.B. et al '85a], the confinement provided  by the 
barriers means that the exciton can be visible in fields m any times this 
strength. As an example we have plotted in Fig. 1.5 the spectra under 
different fields for a multiple quantum  well (MQW) structure of eleven 
80A GaAs wells separated by 120Â AIq gCaQ yAs (QT220B, see Appendix A 
for details). We can see that the bandedge red shifts considerably, and that 
though the heavy and light hole excitons lose strength they still remain 
resolvable up to very high fields. Placing the QWs w ithin the intrinsic 
region of a p-i-n structure (as was done for QT220B) allows very 
straightforward control of the applied field.
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Figure 1.5 The absorption spectra under different applied electric fields is shown 
for sample QT220B (see Appendix A). We can observe both the red shift in el-hhl 
and e l-lh l and the associated drop in oscillator strength, which follow from  
Fig.1.4. This phenomena is known as the quantum confined Stark effect (QCSE).

The factors mentioned above such as improved bandedge absorption 
and control of the spectral properties with field make QW material 
attractive from a optical device viewpoint. They also offer another 
dimension of control to the bandgap engineer. Narrowing the size of the 
well reduces the wavelength of the lowest transition [Jelley et al], for 
example for GaAs/Alg gCa^ yAs a reduction from 100Â to 50Â causes a 
shift of e l-hh l from 852 to 820nm. Increasing the barrier height will also 
have this effect, but to a lesser degree. By these means one can also control 
the rate of Stark shift, the excitonic strength and the loss of this strength 
with field. Added to this are other possibilities, such as producing coupled 
quantum  wells [Atkinson et al, Lee J. et al] or superlattices [Bluese et al. 
Voisin], where the barrier is small enough to allow wavefunctions from 
adjacent wells to overlap. Growth of lattice mismatched structures allows 
production of strained layer material [Hong S.C. et al , Yablonovitch et al], 
where the amount of strain can also be used as a form of control. Added to 
these param eters is the one of compositional control already mentioned
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previously. It is this great variety which has led to the interest in QW 
material, as well the diverse devices that can be produced as we shall see 
in the next section.

1.3 STATUS OF QUANTUM WELL TECHNOLOGY

13.1 Introduction

The characteristics of QW material, step-like DOS, discrete particle 
energy levels and optoelectronic tunability are the essential ingredients in 
the applicability of such structures. In this section we will examine the 
device types that can benefit from being QW based and how such 
advantages arise. This will lead us into a discussion of the monolithic 
integration of such devices, its desirability and current status.

The work of this thesis has been solely based upon the lattice matched 
GaA s/A lG aA s system (being the most mature technology), and thus the 
m ajority of the examples used in the rest of this chapter will be from this 
m aterial system. However where appropriate mention of other systems 
will be made. We shall keep discussions of applications to a general level, 
though in Chapters 5 and 7 some specific device uses will be discussed.

1.3.2. Quantum well devices

1.3.2.1 Electrical conduction devices
These can be divided into two types, those which rely on transport of 

carriers across the well, and those which utilise carrier transport in the 
plane of the well. Of the former type the most actively studied has been 
the double barrier or resonant tunnelling diode (RTD) [Capasso et al, 
Sakaki et al]. Here the transport of carriers across the barrier/w ell/barrier 
system will be via a tunnelling process, which will be enhanced w hen the 
carrier energy is aligned to a confined well state i.e. resonant tunnelling. 
Since the position of this energy level can be controlled by application of a 
field (see Fig.1.4), then a peak will be observed in the I-V curve 
corresponding to this resonant tunnelling voltage. The device will thus 
exhibit negative differential resistance and can be made to oscillate at the 
frequency dictated by some external circuitry. Such microwave RTDs have
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been demonstrated with cut-off frequencies in excess of 420GHz [Brown et 
al] though oscillations have been detected up to 2.5THz [Sollner et al]. 
O ther vertical transport configurations being investigated include hot 
electron transistors (HEX) [Yokoyama et al], tunnelling HEX am plifier 
(XHEXA) [Heiblum et al] and resonant tunnelling HEX (RHEX) [Imamura 
et al].

Xhe second configuration mentioned, using carrier transport in the 
plane of the well, is thus a field effect transistor (FEX) configuration, where 
the QW can be used to provide the channel. M etal-semiconductor FEX's 
(MESFEX) are the backbone of GaAs bulk electronics for analogue and 
digital applications [see Haigh et al]. In order to increase the MESFEX 
speed, the channel transit time needs to be lowered, by reducing the 
channel length. When one attempts to do this problems arise because the 
ionised impurities now begin to reduce the carrier mobility, thus stopping 
a decrease in transit time. Xhis has led to the advent of the high electron 
m obility transistor (HEMX) [see D rum m ond et al]. Here the channel 
region (GaAs) is undoped while the barrier (AlGaAs) is highly doped, 
carriers from the dopant are collected and confined in a potential well 
formed at the heterojunction interface, giving rise to a 2-D electron gas (2- 
DEG) at the interface. Xhis means that the carriers are spatially separated 
from  the im purities and thus have a higher m obility ( ~ tw o-fold 
im provem ent at room tem perature), as well as an im provem ent in the 
noise performance. Xhe GaAs channel can be either wide or dow n to QW 
in size (narrower than « 200Â). Xhe QW HEMX (sometimes known as the 
selectively doped double heterostructure FEX, SD-DH-FEX) offers the 
advantage that an increase in the electron sheet carrier density  is 
achievable [Inoue et al]. Recent interest in this has focused on the strained 
InG aA s/G aA s system, which offers advantages over the GaA s/A lG aA s 
one (higher saturation  velocities and low er in tervalley  scattering), 
measured gains of 9.2dB at 92GHz have been recently reported by Chao et 
al.

Xhe electrical devices mentioned above offer possibilities for systems 
applications where high frequency and low noise are required.

1 3 2 2  Lasers and optical amplifiers
It is in the area of semiconductor lasers that III-V optoelectronic 

components have made the largest worldwide impact in the commercial 
market, their use ranging from (Al)GaAs based lasers for compact disc
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systems to In(GaAs)P lasers for use around 1.55|im in long haul fibre 
com m unications systems. Such lasers offer num erous advantages, they 
are efficient (high electrical to optical conversion), reliable, compact and 
lend  them selves to large scale m anufacture w ith the resu ltan t cost 
reductions this brings. Most of these lasers are based on the double 
heterostructure (DH) configuration, where a low bandgap (high refractive 
index) m aterial (e.g. GaAs) is sandw iched betw een layers of h igher 
bandgap (lower refractive index) material (e.g. AlGaAs). The advantage of 
such a structure is that it offers both optical and electrical confinement, 
increasing its efficiency and causing a reduction  in the th resho ld  
operating current. In order to produce single frequency operation, and 
suppress sideband modes, lasers of the distributed feedback (DFB) type are 
commonly employed. Here a corrugated grating is formed within the gain 
region, w hich acts as a Bragg reflector whose central w avelength is 
determined by the grating pitch, and it is this that allows a single operating 
frequency to be picked out. A variant on this known as a X/4 shifted DFB 
produces better mode stability and also gives rise to narrow  linewidths, 
w hich is im portan t for com m unications applications, in particu lar 
coherent systems such as frequency division multiplexing (FDM). Another 
im portant consideration is the ability to tune the emission wavelength of 
the laser, this can be done for example by using an integrated two stage 
DFB or three-stage distributed Bragg reflector (DBR) lasers [see Koch et al 
'90 for review  of DFB and DBR lasers and M urata et al for review  of 
tunable lasers].

The developm ent of the QW based laser has been driven by its 
superior properties compared to those of DH bulk lasers. In a QW laser the 
injected carriers are strongly confined within the potential well, however 
for single or lim ited QW lasers in order to provide optical confinement 
then the well(s) m ust be placed w ithin either a separate confinem ent 
heterostructure (SCH) or a graded index SCH (GRIN-SCH) [Weisbuch]. 
(The latter type offers better performance as there are fewer states above 
the well w ere inefficient population  can occur). The perform ance 
enhancem ents exhibited by such lasers can be mainly attributed to the 
step-like DOS [Weisbuch]. These enhancements include:-
(i) Lower threshold current, arising from the fact that fewer states than in 
bulk need to be inverted to produce gain. Threshold values below 1mA 
have been reported for both GaAs/AlGaAs [Derry et al] and InG aA s/InP 
[Temkin et al].
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(ii) N arrow  linewidths, which as previously mentioned are im portant for 
m any coherent applications. The improvement is caused by a reduction of 
the excess loss in the active m edium . Linew idths in a long cavity 
InG aA s/InG aA sP DFB of as low as 56kHz (25mW output power) have 
been recorded [Okai et al].
(iii) M odulation speeds can be expected to improve because of the larger 
differential gain exhibited by QW lasers. This is further enhanced in MQW 
structures [Zmudzinski et al] and for example direct modulation of 14GHz 
has already been measured in a standard GaAs/AlGaAs MQW laser [Lang 
et al]. QW lasers have also been seen to exhibit reduced frequency chirp 
values under such high speed m odulation, for example 2.8Â at 2G bit/s 
[Kakimoto et al] and 3.4Â at lOGbit/s [Uomi et al] both for lasers operating 
at 1.55|Lim.

(iv) The threshold current of QW lasers also exhibit less tem perature 
sensitivity than DH lasers [Tsang '84].
(v) The lower threshold currents means that that QW lasers will have 
la rg e r  p e rfo rm an ce  m arg in s , m ea n in g  th a t re lia b ility  a n d  
manufacturability should be improved. (Lifetimes of over four years have 
recently been reported [Waters et al]). One how ever m ust offset the 
previous statements by remembering that the growth of QW structures is 
far more exacting and requires more control than that of DH devices.
(vi) Due to enhancement by higher confined states the gain spectra of QW 
lasers can be wider than their DH counterparts. This means that they 
should exhibit larger tuning ranges and recent reports of tuning over up to 
15% of the emission wavelength using external cavities seem to confirm 
this [Bagley et al]. Three section InGaAs/InGaAsP MQW DBR lasers have 
shown continuous tuning of up lOOOGHz (80Â) at 1.5pm [Koch et al '88]. 
The increased gain spectra also allows the production of very narrow  
mode-locked pulses e.g. repetition rate of 108GHz and pulse width of 2.4ps 
w idth [Sanders et al].
(viii) Low threshold  currents, good electrical to optical conversion 
efficiency and reduced cavity losses, mean that large arrays a n d /o r  high 
pow er lasers can be fabricated before heat generation becom es an 
operational problem [Streifer et al]. Power outputs in excess of 3W have 
been produced by a number of authors in both GaAs/AlGaAs [Shigihara et 
al] and the more exotic InGaAsP/GaAs [Garbuzov et al] systems, and arrays 
of = 40W output have been reported [Sakamoto et al].

The use of strained layer QW has recently been the focus of interest
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since the valence band splitting ( light and heavy hole bands) of such 
m aterial offers more efficient laser operation and all the advantages that 
arise from this, such as lower thresholds, narrower linewidths etc.. [see for 
examples Loehr et al, Offsey et al, Thijs et al]. Much research has also been 
devoted to the production of visible lasers (< 650nm) based on InGaP 
QWs, for display and optical storage purposes [Hatakoshi et al]. Thus the 
QW laser has been and still is the subject of much worldwide interest.

In the last few years QWs have been at the forefront of a new laser 
configuration, the vertical cavity surface em itting laser (VCSEL). This 
essentially consists of very high (> 99%) reflectivity integrated m irrors, 
front and back, with a short cavity, containing the active QWs, sandwiched 
between them [Coldren et al, Jewell et al '91 for review]. The dimensions 
of the VCSEL can be made very small, reducing the active volume and 
leading to sub-mA threshold currents [Geels et al]. This low power usage 
allied to their compactness means that large arrays of such lasers can be 
fabricated. Recently an array of « 1 million VCSELs was produced w ith a 
yield of greater than 95% [Scherer et al]. Such lasers have applications in 
optical chip-to-chip interconnection of electronic processing islands as well 
as high pow er arrays for beam steering or WDM (e.g. an array of 140 
VCSEL each operating at a discrete wavelength separated by 3Â [Hasnain 
C.J.C. et al]). The m ost prom ising system  appears to be stra ined  
InG aA s/G aA s, where the valence band splitting appears to help as in 
planar configurations. Extension to the 1.55pm spectral region has proved 
more difficult, m ainly due to the problems encountered in producing 
good quality, high reflectivity integrated m irrors at this w avelength. 
However the field is still in its infancy, having been around for less than 
five years, and so even more substantial advances can be expected.

QW have also been examined for their potential as optical amplifiers 
for repeater systems. They offer a num ber of attractions such as high 
saturation ou tpu t powers, a very wide bandw idth  gain and low noise 
performance [Saitoh et al, Stevens et al '90]. For example a GaAs/AlGaAs 
travelling wave amplifier has recently shown a gain of 25.5dB up to 
powers of 40mW [Tombling et al].

Some of the above advantages of QW gain-based optical devices have 
still to be fully realised but all obviously offer trem endous improvements. 
These features should mean that in the next few years their commercial 
impact will increase. QW lasers will be at the forefront of this activity and
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indeed are already commercially available and for example a strained layer 
1.55pm DFB structure is being used in their next generation sub-marine 
telecom m unications links by N orthern Telecom. Such advances led 
Amnon Yariv to state recently that "Quantum well semiconductor lasers 
are taking over" [Yariv '89].

1.32.3 Modulators, switches and detectors
Quantum  well modulators can be found in two basic configurations, 

waveguide where the light propagates parallel to the epitaxial layers and 
transverse in which the light is incident perpendicular to the layers. The 
latter type can be broken down into transmission and reflection devices. 
All three configurations are shown schematically in Fig.1.6.

Waveguide mode

incident
light

j Guiding layer containing QWs ! cladding

Transmission mode Reflection mode

IQW region: =  QW region

: Integrated 
: mirror

Figure 1.6 Shown is a schematic of the three basic modulator configurations i.e. 
waveguide transmission and reflection. One should note that in the transmission 
mode case the substrate has been etched away. This is necessary for GaAs!AlGaAs 

material, both not fo r InP based structures since here the substrate is transparent 
at the operating wavelengths used.
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M odulation is based on the QCSE, which has the advantage that we 
start w ith a sharply defined absorption edge and that on application of a 
field this can be spectrally red shifted while still retaining m uch of its 
sharpness, as shown previously in Fig. 1.5. The ability to place the QWs 
w ithin a p-i-n diode structure means that large fields can be generated 
w ith  low leakage currents under reverse bias. This m eans that the 
m odulation can be performed with low voltages (by reducing the intrinsic 
region width). Thus the QCSE plus the low voltages allow QW to exhibit 
large absorption changes (Aa) per volt.

Let us look first at the waveguide configuration [for review see Wood 
'88]. W aveguide type devices offer long interaction lengths, L, and hence

significant absolute changes (e“̂ “ '^ ) in transm ission can be observed. 
Transverse transmission modulators on the other hand suffer from short 
interaction lengths (= few pm's) and attem pts to increase this m ean that 
the operating voltage also increases since the intrinsic region is now  
wider. (Work by Amano et al has shown 20dB contrast using 220 pairs of 
QWs, but because the i-region was « 4pm wide this led to an operating 
voltage of -30V). For waveguide m odulators however we can increase L 
while still keeping the i-region w idth, and hence the voltage constant. 
Thus in general it w ould appear that w aveguide m odulators offer an 
advantage from this viewpoint. They are also integratable w ith lasers 
being essentially the same in structure. This is im portant since one of the 
m ain drives for high performance optical m odulators has been the desire 
to overcom e the lim itations im posed on directly m odulated lasers by 
frequency chirp [Linkej. External modulation of a laser is seen as a means 
of achieving very high bit rates for future communications systems.

Two types of waveguide modulators are available, absorption (using 
A a) and phase. The latter works because changes in absorption will 
p roduce  changes in refractive index. An, via the K ram ers-K ronig 
relationship. This of course means that chirp will also be present in QW 
m odulators, however this will be considerable less than that experienced 
by directly m odulated lasers [Koyama et al, Mitomi et al]. An im portant 
point about QW waveguides is that they are polarisation sensitive i.e. they 
exhibit different spectra depending on w hether the light is TE or TM 
polarised [Weiner et al]. In TE mode (electric field vector in-plane of wells) 
both the heavy and light hole transitions can exist, however in TM mode 
(electric field vector perpendicular to wells) only the light hole transitions
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are allowed by selection rules. Though this birefringence can be used 
advantageously at times [Ranalli et al], it can also cause problem s in 
certain applications. Transverse m odulators do not exhibit this since the 
electric field vector will always be in the plane of the wells, thus allowing 
both heavy and light holes to be observed.

Optical intensity QW waveguide modulators have been dem onstrated 
in both the GaAs and InP based systems with impressive results [Devaux 
et al, Moretti et al, Tarucha et al '85, W ood et al '85b] Recently an 
InGa Al As /  In Al As MQW device operating at 1.55pm with a 25dB o n /o ff 
contrast ratio and a 3dB cut-off of 22GHz for -6V was dem onstrated 
[Wakita et al '90].

Phase modulators have also been m anufactured in a num ber of QW 
systems [Koren et al, Zucker et al '88]. It has been show n that for a 
G aA s/A lG aA s MQW the phase m odulation obtainable, for a given 
voltage, length and intensity chirp, is « twice that of comparable DH and 
that the operating wavelength is nearer to the fundam ental absorption 
edge, both desirable factors [Valliath et al].

Very recently other configurations of waveguide m odulators have 
been proposed and demonstrated. One such is the field induced guide 
(FIG), where An, produced by an GaAs/A lG aAs MQW structure on 
biasing, was used to change from a guiding to an anti-guiding set-up hence 
producing  an intensity  m odulator [Wickman et al]. A nother new  
configuration is the barrier reservoir and quantum  well electron transfer 
structure (BRAQWETS) developed at the AT&T Laboratories using the 
InGaAs/InAlAs system [Wegener et al]. This works in a way similar to a 
HEMT (suggesting that integration should be possible), in that the barrier 
is grown highly doped and thus injects carriers into the well where they 
are confined and fill up the ground state energy level. Application of a 
field can sweep the carriers in and out of the well. The effect on the optical 
spectra is that initially the carriers in the wells severely reduce the strength 
of the lowest order transition, meaning an effective blue shift of the 
bandedge. On application of a field these carriers are removed and thus 
states are now available again for optical ground state transitions and 
hence the excitonic features are recovered, thus producing a significant 
modulation. BRAQWETS do not thus work by using the QCSE but rather 
on a band filling effect. Both intensity [Zucker et al '90b] and phase 
m odulators [Zucker et al '90a] have been produced using such structures.
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with low voltage (< -2V) operation of up to 5.7GHz [Zucker et al '91]. The 
technique has recently been extended to the GaAs/AlGaAs system [Blum 
et al].

The status of QW waveguide modulators is generally advancing from 
research to systems applications. This was recently borne out by the 
demonstration of a 20Gbit/s 100km 1.55pm transmission system using an 
MQW intensity  m odulator operating at -1.5V w ith  a lOdB contrast 
[Kataoka et al].

We have already noted that transverse m odulators suffer from short 
interaction lengths. However this has been overcome in recent years with 
the development of the asymmetric Fabry-Perot m odulator (AFPM) which 
works in reflection mode [Whitehead et al '89, Yan et al '89]. In an AFPM 
the MQW region is sandwiched between two unequal m irrors, the back 
formed by an integrated multilayer stack (reflection > 95%) the front by the 
a ir/sem iconductor interface (reflection « 30%). Use of the Fabry-Perot 
resonances formed allow the absorption changes brought about by the 
QCSE to be enhanced resulting in devices that can produce > 20dB contrast 
for voltages below -lOV [Whitehead et al '89]. A more detailed description 
of AFPM m odulators is given in Chapter 5 along w ith some of the 
applications in which they may find a role. It is suffice to say here that 
such devices are viewed as candidates for optical interconnection systems, 
and in large arrays possibly working as self-electro-optic effect devices 
(SEEDs) performing switching/logic functions [Miller D.A.B. '90].

The use of the electrorefraction effects exhibited by QWs waveguides 
can also be used to produced optical switches in these materials. Changes 
in refractive index can be used to produce directional couplers or 
intersectional switches, where the ou tpu t port of the light can be 
controlled [Cada et al, Cavaillés et al, Shimomura et al, Yamamoto et al]. 
Compact switches of this kind will be im portant as building blocks to 
produce large num bers of crossovers in optical routing architectures. 
These switches can also be made all-optical in nature [Li Kam Wa et al], 
since the refractive index is also a function of the incident optical pow er 
(at high powers). The reason for this is again band filling, as in the 
BRAQWETS m odulators m entioned previously , caused by p h o to 
generated carriers. Nonlinear effects of this kind are also of interest in 
transverse modulators where arrays of such devices are seen as a means of 
realising the "Nirvana" of all-optical computing [Oudar et al].

We have already seen that QW have good absorption properties, it
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thus follows that carriers produced by the absorbed light allow QW devices 
to be used as photodetectors. Their use in avalanche photodetectors 
(APDs), where high gain and low noise are required for high performance 
systems, has been proposed and dem onstrated in recent years [Brennan, 
Miyamoto et al, Wang Y. et al]. Beyond straightforward detectors one can 
use these detection properties in conjunction w ith other functions. For 
example w ork has shown the use of GaAs/AlGaAs MQW waveguides as 
wavelength demultiplexers, where the demultiplexed signal is detected as 
photocurrent. This has been dem onstrated using either an integrated 
grating filter [Sakata et al] or the tunability of the absorption edge via the 
QCSE [Wood et al '85a] to produce the dem ultiplexing. In optical 
interconnection applications one would need an in p u t/o u tp u t function 
preferably using the same device. This could be achieved using a reflection 
m odulator providing m odulation of an external laser as the ou tpu t 
function and using its efficient photodetection properties for the input 
function. QW detection properties also allows them to be integrated with a 
laser and provide the feedback information needed to stabilise its output 
[Jackson et al].

Recently QW have also been proposed as detectors for far infra-red 
absorption (2-10pm range), using GaAs/AlGaAs intersubband transitions 
[Levine et al]. These are based on absorption between the ground and the 
next confined electron state. The well is doped in order to fill up the 
ground state and thus supply carriers for the aforementioned transition. 
W ork, being carried out by Dr. K. Barnham at Imperial College London, 
has also raised the possibility of using the enhanced absorption of 
G aA s/A lG aA s QW m aterial as high conversion efficiency solar cells 
[Barnham et al].

1 3 3  Integration

We have seen that QW material is capable of operating in a num ber 
of device m odes, m any of which offer superior perform ance to bulk 
m aterial, though in m any cases this has still to be fully realised. If 
however we are to use the large scope that QWs offer, and if they are to 
b reak th rough  into the mass m arket then in tegration  of these basic 
components will be necessary.

It was quickly realised that III-V based material, due to its combination 
of good electrical and optical properties, offered the possibility  of
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m onolithically integrating (i.e. on a single substrate) these functions, 
hence an optoelectronic in tegrated circuit (OEIC) [Yariv '84]. The 
fabrication of OEICs offers a number of advantages over a hybrid system, 
w here discrete components are connected together. These advantages 
include:-
(a) Performance. Monolithic integration removes m any of the parasitic 
reactances which arise from the interconnection wires linking discrete 
devices. This means that improvements in both overall speed and noise 
sensitivity should occur. Both these factors are im portant in high bit rate 
systems, as well as high performance receivers.
(b) Compactness. By integrating all the components onto a single chip it is 
apparent that the overall system size will be decreased. This is further 
im proved because on integration the actual num ber of com ponents is 
reduced.
(c) Reliability. Experience with integrating components has show n that 
their reliability over discrete components is im proved. The im proved 
perform ance already mentioned also allows wider tolerance m argins in 
both manufacture and packaging/assembly.
(d) Cost. The total cost of a system has traditionally decreased as the level 
of integration has increased. Reductions in interconnection components, 
packaging/assem bly complexity, size and hopefully m anufacturing time 
will lead to this cost reduction. This aspect is of particular importance if we 
are looking to mass market applications for OEICs.
(e) Functionality. The integration of components allows the perform ing of 
functions which would be difficult to implement using discrete devices. 
Large integrated arrays for example can give high data throughputs, and 
use of multi-wavelength configurations can also be envisaged.

Most of the initial OEICs were based on GaAs technology, one of the 
principal reasons being that electrical components were at a more m ature 
level. Such GaAs OEICs have applications in optical interconnection 
(chip-to-chip , board-to-board  etc.) in com puting  ne tw orks, large 
logic/sw itching arrays and short-haul fibre transm ission for example in 
local area networks (LANs). For long-haul telecommunications then InP 
based material working at 1.55pm is required, in order to take advantage of 
the optical fibre's low loss window. This has led, in recent years, to an 
increase in OEICs based on this particular system. (For a review of OEIC 
technology its advantages and general application areas see Dagenais et al 
and references therein).
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Since most OEIC applications are based on data transfer, be it short or 
long haul, we can divide them into two area, transmitters and receivers. 
The transm itters are essentially a laser diode integrated w ith a transistor 
based drive circuitry [Liou et al], also integrated m ay be a m onitoring 
photodiode [Wada et al '89]. At the reception end, the integrated receiver 
incorporates a light detection device such as a photodiode or m etal- 
sem iconductor-m etal (MSM) detector and electrical gain circuitry  to 
amplify the detected signal, with the current interest being in the use of 
HEMTs for improved compatibility [Hayashi et al, Hong W.P et al]. For a 
review of OEIC transmitters and receivers the reader is referred to W ada 
[’90].

A w ay from  sim ple data transm ission requirem ents in teg rated  
structures have recently been demonstrated as an aid to new functions for 
example in performing logic [Matsuo et al] or for switching devices such as 
an integrated FET and MQW SEED device (the F-SEED) where the EFT 
provides gain in the circuit [Woodward et al].

To produce OEICs, a number of methods have been tried; (i) Vertical 
integration where the optical and electrical structures are grown in a single 
step on top of each other and then the top function is selectively rem oved 
from areas where it is not required. This suffers from the disadvantage of 
e lec trica l/and  optical crosstalk, and a non-planar surface that poses 
problems for lithography, (ii) Horizontal integration involves a num ber of 
etching and regrowth steps, to produce the electrical and optical structure 
in the desired area. In order to overcome problems in planarisation the 
optical component growth is often carried out in an etched trench so the 
resu ltan t structure is planar. Obviously this involves m ore complex 
grow th and technology, and problems with surface preparation and the 
quality of the regrown material arise. The ideal solution w ould obviously 
be to design a structure which can act simultaneously as both an electrical 
and optical device, thus leading to a single epitaxial growth and a planar 
surface. Such structures based on MQW m aterial have indeed been 
dem onstrated, with operation as a laser and FET [Wada et al '89], and also 
as an HBT and reflection m odulator [Goossen et al '92a]. This appears a 
prom ising  step, though trade-offs in the perform ance of ind iv idual 
devices will almost inevitable have to be made.

It should be pointed out that other integration m ethods exist. One is 
grow th on a mismatched substrate, such as GaAs on Si, where the aim is
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to use Si c ircuitry  along w ith  III-V optical com ponents. Though 
m odulators have been successfully integrated in this w ay, lasers are 
proving more difficult due to the high dislocation densities present in the 
system [Barnes et al]. Another means of combining the strengths of two 
different systems is by epitaxial lift-off (ELO). Here the processed device 
(usually optical) has its substrate removed and is then placed on a host 
substrate, the adhesion is caused by Van der Waal bonding. This has been 
successfully carried out to a number of substrates (e.g. silicon, glass) using a 
num ber of components (e.g. modulator, laser) [Yoffe et al, Chan et al].

In the last few years a subset of OEICs has developed know n as 
pho ton ic  in teg ra ted  circuits (PICs). These focus p rim arily  on the 
m ono lith ic  in teg ra tio n  of optically  in terconnected  g u id ed  w ave 
optoelectronic devices [Koch et al '91]. In a simple way one can regard PICs 
as a num ber of different optical functions monolithically integrated. Such 
integration of optical components offers a number of advantages on top of 
those listed for OEICs in general, these are
(a) the interconnection of discrete optical devices involves a considerable 
am ount of hardw are e g, lenses, mirrors etc., as well as a very high degree 
of alignm ent, especially if the com ponents are single-m oded. Thus 
integration of these com ponents removes all the hardw are and offers 
advantages in terms of size, cost and packaging tolerances far greater than 
those produced on integrating optical and electrical components.
(b) The second point is also linked to the removal of interconnections. 
Interconnecting optical components is by its very nature lossy, however 
m onolithic integration means that component-to-com ponent optical loss 
is drastically  reduced  resu lting  in an im provem ent in  the overall 
efficiency of the system.

In general PICs can also offer an increase in functionality, since the 
above advantages mean that operations can be envisaged which would be 
impractical using discrete devices.

By our definition of PICs, this encompasses a num ber of sim ple 
in teg ra tio n s such as the la se r/m o n ito r [Jackson et al] and  the 
laser/electroabsorption m odulator [Tarucha et al '86, Kawam ura et al]. In 
the first case different areas of the chip operate as a laser and as a 
photodetector to provide feedback control to the laser. In the latter case the 
overall ou tput from the chip is modulated by the electroabsorptive device, 
w ith an active laser section (usually DEB) providing the gain. As we have 
said previously such integration is desirable due to the enhancem ent in
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perform ance over direct laser modulation, and for example chirp values 
as low as O.IÂ have been reported under 10Gbit/s  operation [Soda et al]. If 
such systems are not monolithically integrated then not only do optical 
losses become a problem but reflections from the additional components 
can severely degrade laser performance. Another example of a simple PIC 
is the three stage DBR tunable laser [Murata et al]. Each section performs a 
different optical function, gain section, phase section, and Bragg reflector, 
allowing practical tuning w ithout the need for bulky and low tolerance 
external systems.

The above examples consist of only a limited num ber of functions, 
however extensive work in the last couple of years at AT&T has produced 
far m ore complex PICs, both for transmission and reception purposes 
[Koch et al '91]. Schematics of two such PICs are shown in Fig. 1.7, where 
we have show n a balanced heterodyne receiver and a four channel 
w avelength division m ultiplexing (WDM) transm itter, both based on 
InGaAs/InGaAsP MQW for operation at 1.55pm. A three section tunable 
DBR laser, passive guide interconnects, d irectional couplers and  
photodetectors are all integrated within the receiver. In the transm itter 
meanwhile four DBR lasers, each with a different emission wavelength, a 
passive combining section and optical amplifier have been in tegrated 
together. Both PICs show excellent perform ance and  illustra te  the 
complexity and compactness that can already be produced in this young 
field. The use of these particular PICs is in the next generation of optical 
communications links, where in order to provide m ultiple high data rate 
services, m ultichannel coherent transm ission or WDM is deem ed 
necessary. Such PICs are of particular im portance if fibre-to-the-home 
(FTTH) is to be commercially viable, since one of the m ain current 
draw backs is that discrete component systems are bulky and, m ost 
importantly, costly.

O ne of the m ost im portan t elem ents in in teg ra tin g  optical 
components is the need for a low loss guiding layer i.e. a passive guide 
section. We cannot use the same structure as the active section since it will 
exhibit a high absorption at the emission w avelength. Thus w hat is 
required is a material with a higher bandgap energy, and hence a shorter 
wavelength, than the active or system wavelength. This brings home an 
im portant point, that if we are to integrate m ultiple optical functions, then 
we will require selective area control of the bandgap. This applies not only 
to the integration of passive interconnecting sections but also to the
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Figure 1.7 Schematic of two MQW PICs fabricated by Koch et al [ VI ].
Top:- Balanced heterodyne receiver containing tunable local oscillator (three- 
section MQW-DBR laser), a low-loss buried rib parallel input port, an adjustable 
3dB coupler, and two zero-bias MQW waveguide detectors.
Bottom Wavelength division multiplexer transmitter containing four tunable 
MQW-DBR lasers combining through an MQW amplifier to a single waveguide 
fibre coupling output port.
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integration of lasers with other optical components such as m odulators 
and detectors. The system operating wavelength will be dictated by the 
laser, bu t for a epitaxially uniform  QW w afer the optim um  laser 
w avelength will not coincide, for example, with the optim um  operating 
w aveleng th  of the m odulator. Though we can contro l the laser 
w avelength by use of a Bragg grating, this will mean not operating at the 
peak of the gain spectra, and result in higher thresholds, linewidths and 
reduced tolerances. Such trade-offs can of course on occasions be made and 
a structure designed such that it can perform a num ber of functions [Moss 
et al]. However the goal is to integrate devices with performance as near to 
their discrete counterparts as possible. This is required if an integrated 
system  is to show the performance improvements over a hybrid system 
m entioned previously. An ability to produce different wavelength areas 
would also lead to new PIC configurations.

We can regard the above requirement as the need to produce bandgap 
engineering on a selective area basis. In the next section we will examine 
ways in which bandgap selectivity can be achieved. First we will look at 
grow th based techniques,with reference to the PICs shown in Fig. 1.7, we 
will then go on to examine post-growth methods for achieving the desired 
selectivity.

1.4 SELECTIVE AREA BANDGAP ENGINEERING

1.4.1 Re growth and Selective Epitaxial Growth (SEG)

Passive guiding sections are commonly achieved by regrowing a high 
bandgap guiding structure in the desired areas, having rem oved the first 
epitaxial grow th from these areas. This type of regrow th (now commonly 
carried out by m etal organic chemical vapour deposition (MOCVD)) has 
also been very successful in producing buried heterostructure (BH) lasers. 
Here the laser is etched to form a stripe mesa and then high resistivity (or 
a p-n junction)/h igh  bandgap material is grown around the mesa thus 
prov id ing  both  lateral current and optical confinem ent, resulting in 
im proved laser characteristics. The PICs of Fig.1.7 use BH lasers formed by 
regrow th techniques. Returning to the passive guide growth, such butt- 
coupling has been extensively used, but questions about its coupling loss 
reproducibility have been raised [Takeuchi et al]. O ther methods have thus
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also been employed, for example single growth on uneven levels, such 
that at the step interface the active region is aligned w ith the passive 
guide, [Azoulay et al]; vertical integration of the guiding and active layers, 
so that, after selective removal of the active layers the optical m ode is 
propagated along the passive guide. This latter m ethod is that w hich is 
employed in the PICs of Fig.1.7, using extremely narrow etch-stop layers (~ 
200Â). The use of this technique removes the need for an additional 
grow th step, however it should be pointed out that at least three growth 
steps are still required to produce the BH lasers used. Such buried  
structures and passive guides have become especially prom inent in long 
w avelength  m aterial, due to the ability to grow good quality  semi- 
insulating Fe:InP by MOCVD. Regrowth can also be used to realise active 
QW layers on top of previously etched Bragg grating to form a DFB laser.

Though successes with such growth techniques have been achieved, 
the selective growth of two different QW regions coupled together is still a 
challenge. One problem is that if the growth is not truly selective then 
edge effects will degrade the interface between the two regions, another is 
that the form ation of a mask itself will degrade the surface for future 
epitaxial growth. The nature of the mask geometry itself can also affect the 
grow th process. Overall the result is that the device coupling efficiency 
and its reproducibility is far from ideal

It should be noted that for each operating wavelength (i.e. function) 
requ ired  then an additional grow th step w ould be needed, this is 
obviously not a desirable scenario. However within the last year, a single 
step g row th  technique has been dem onstrated w hich is capable of 
selectively producing  such m ultiple w avelength areas. The m ethod 
utilises the fact, stated previously, that the growth rate is a function of the 
mask geometry. It has been shown that the rate of growth increases as the 
w idth of the exposed area decreases [Aoki et al '91] and also as the w idth of 
the Si02 mask stripe decreases [Kato et al]. If we are growing QW material 

this will m ean that the well width and hence the bandgap will also be a 
function of the mask geometry. Using this method a MQW DFB laser and 
an MQW electroabsorption m odulator w ith photolum inescence (PL) 
em ission at 1.57pm and 1.49pm respectively w ere m onolith ically  
integrated [Aoki et al '92]. Threshold currents of = 5mA, with lOGbit/s (IV 
m odulator drive) operation has been demonstrated. A similar effect using 
a shadow  grow th  technique has been used to dem onstra te  m ulti
wavelength MQW laser operation [Coudenys et al] and also a broadband
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GaAs/A lG aAs QW LED, where the exposed w idth is gradually increased 
across the surface of the material such that the well w idth is also gradually 
changed [Vermeire et al]. Problems with growth rate changes at the mask 
edge, and a reduced PL emission efficiency, w hen com pared to norm al 
g ro w th , have been observed. H ow ever the good perfo rm ance  
characteristics already obtained due in all probability to the reduced 
num ber of growth steps and the continuous nature of the transition from 
one QW region to another, resulting in high coupling efficiency, are to say 
the least very encouraging.

In conclusion growth techniques have im proved rapidly in the last 
few years, so that the use of multiple growth steps is now common in the 
production of BH and DFB lasers, as well as passive guide sections in PICs. 
How ever growth, especially of complex structures such as QWs, is time- 
consum ing, costly and requires high reproducibility  and w afer scale 
controllability. For these reasons it would be desirable to avoid multiple 
grow th steps, especially since regrow th can also affect the previously 
grow n m aterial [Glew et al]. Obviously the last grow th technique 
mentioned, though still in its very early stages, is especially prom ising for 
producing multiple wavelength selectivity with minimal growth steps.

Instead of using growth to produce wavelength selectivity, we can 
also envisage producing this area selectivity via some kind of post-growth 
processing. The concept is similar to that used in Si-based VLSI in that the 
w afer is uniform  and the distinct devices are form ed where they are 
required  during the processing stages. The basic advantages w ith post
grow th processing, is that it simplifys the growth technology required, it 
should hopefully be compatible with other standard processing steps, and 
im portan tly  it should easily produce devices in tegrated in a p lanar 
configuration, hence reducing coupling losses. The three techniques we 
shall discuss below all start with uniformally grown QW m aterial, and 
control the emission wavelength of the material by selective disordering. 
This works on the principal that if an abrupt square QW is intermixed (i.e. 
the constituent elements of the barrier diffuse into the well and vice 
versa) then the lowest optical transition energy can be blue shifted to 
shorter wavelengths, accompanied by a lowering of the refractive index. If 
this d isordering/interm ixing can be controlled on an area selective basis 
then this will obviously lead to wavelength selectivity.
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1 A 2  Laser Induced Disordering (LID)

This technique uses the ability of a high power laser, either in cw or 
pulsed mode, to provide selective local heating of the material [Epler et al, 
Ralston et al '87]. This heating causes the QW m aterial under the 
irrad ia ted  area to melt, and w hen the heat is rem oved the m aterial 
recrystallises into the equivalent alloy (e.g for an MQW of 100Â GaAs 
w ells sep ara ted  by 100Â AlQ gG ag yAs barrie rs  th is w ou ld  be 
AIq isGaQ ggAs). The alloy produced by this intermixing of the wells and 
barrie rs w ill have a larger bandgap and hence shorter operating  
wavelength than the unmixed QW region. A problem with the technique 
is that the material from the surface down will be intermixed, including 
any dopants used in the top layers. Very recently a compositional selective 
LID technique has been dem onstrated in the InG aA s/InG aA sP system 
using a Nd:YAG laser at 1.06pm [Mclean et al]. The top layers of the 
structure, being InP (bandedge « 920nm) are transparent to the incident 
light, while the MQW material is absorbing. The absorbed energy is then 
converted to heat via non-radiative recombination. Thus the m elting and 
recrystallisation to form an alloy is localised to the MQW region. Overall 
LID appears attractive in that one can envisage direct laser w riting onto 
the sample to produce the selective intermixing. However question marks 
exist about the lateral resolution (dictated by spot size and therm al 
conductivity) and the high powers that may be required. Very little work 
appears to have been perform ed in this field (to my knowledge only 5 
papers) and so it is difficult to appreciate w hat future it may have. One 
lim itation m ay be that to date, only complete interm ixing has been 
dem onstrated, meaning that only two wavelength areas can be produced. 
This is sufficient for low loss waveguides but not if one wishes to produce 
m odulators or other active devices.

1.4.3 Impurity Induced Layer Disordering (IILD)

As the nam e im plies IILD uses im purities to produce selective 
disordering. It was noted in 1981, by Laidig et al, that the diffusion of Zn 
into a G aA s/A lA s MQW structure, causes disordering of the structure at 
tem peratures below those associated with therm al interdiffusion. The 
m ost commonly used impurities are Si and Zn [Coleman et al, Laidig et
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al], and m ost of the work has been carried out upon the G aAs/A lG aAs 
system.

The observed enhancement though not fully understood is believed 
to be due to the change in Fermi level caused by the introduction of the 
dopants. The introduction of a donor (e.g Si) causes an increase in the 
concentration of group III vacancies, while the acceptor (e.g Zn) results in 
an increase in the level of group III interstitials. Both these native defects 
are factors in the interdiffusion of the w e ll/barrier system  so by an 
increasing their concentration this will obviously cause an increase in the 
level of intermixing observed. Confirmation of this basic idea has been 
obtained by the use of other p and n dopants. For a thorough review the 
reader is referred to Deppe et al ['88] and references therein.

Ion im plantation, rather than straight diffusion from a source, can 
also be used  to introduce the im purities into the structu re . The 
im plantation phase is then followed by annealing, where the disordering 
occurs. Both Si and Zn have been introduced in this way and a num ber of 
other species have also been utilised [Deppe et al '88, Leier et al].

To date most applications of IILD have used Si or Zn, which along 
w ith standard  photolithographic techniques to introduce m asking of the 
surface, can produce selectively disordered regions. One of the m ain 
app lications for IILD is its use in producing BH lasers. Selective 
disordering is used to produce a buried stripe of active QW m aterial, 
lateral confined by the disordered regions. The confinement is produced 
because the disordered section has a lower refractive index than the 
unm ixed QW material, hence allowing optical confinement. The higher 
bandgap  of the disordered material also provides confinem ent of the 
carriers w ithin the laser's active region. The use of IILD in this way has 
allowed manufacture of BH lasers exhibiting low threshold [Zou et al '90] 
or th a t are closely spaced (10|im centre-to-centre spacing) and  
independently  addressable [Thornton et al '90]. By suitable choice of 
doping type laterally injected lasers can also be formed, where both the p 
and n contacts are on the top surface [Zou et al '91]. The reduction in 
bandgap that occurs on intermixing allows the use of the technique to 
produce passive waveguide sections, and indeed such guides integrated 
with laser sections have been demonstrated [Thornton et al '88, W erner et 
al]. IILD has also been used to form such devices as laterally confined 
phase m odulators [Hausken et al], isolated m icroresonators for nonlinear 
operation [Sfez et al] and two-wavelength demultiplexers [Johnson et al].
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The use of dopants such as Si and Zn, at concentrations of greater 
than 10^^ cm"^, to produce disordering does how ever give rise to a 
num ber of problem s. O bviously being electrically active they will 
completely change the electrical properties of the material, for example if 
the QWs were in a p-i-n region then this configuration would be destroyed 
by the IILD process. Another problem  is that the dopants will ionise 
within the structure, giving rise to free carriers, and hence to a rise in the 
absorption due to these carriers. Thus for passive guides, w here the 
absorption is desired to be as low as possible, this will increase the loss of 
the optical interconnection. Work has been carried out using im plantation 
of non-dopant atoms in order to overcome this, and for example the use 
of fluorine or boron, has been shown to produce less free carrier increase 
than a dopant atom [O'Neill et al]. The im plantation of such atoms is 
believed to cause damage in the form of defects, and these additional 
defects, on annealing, cause an increase in QW intermixing.

As already stated the majority of the interest has been focused on the 
GaAs/AlGaAs, but work has also been performed on InP based QWs [Bryce 
et al. Van Gurp et al]. In such systems, the disordering is more complex, 
since both group III (e.g. Al, Ga and In) and group V (e.g. As and P) can 
intermix. Further work is needed to clarify the mechanisms, and the effect 
that strain (which is beneficially for many device functions) has on the 
disordering process.

The use of IILD has in general become accepted as a useful disordering 
technique. This has m uch to do w ith the fact that it uses standard  
lithography and automatically produces planar integration. W ada et al 
['89] for example produced a planar OEIC with the use of Zn im plantation 
as a means of producing BH QW lasers and isolating the various devices. 
The fact that as yet it has not been fully extended into the InP system, is in 
part due to the success of regrowing S.l InP. Though IILD has been shown 
capable of producing partial disordering (i.e. stopping before the extreme of 
the alloy is reached), it has only been used to produce passive sections or 
for providing confinement. Like LID, no devices have been fabricated 
which actively use the disordered region, e.g. m odulator, detector. (The 
only exception is the demultiplexer mentioned previously [Johnson et al]). 
N or has IILD been used to produce multiple wavelength operating areas. 
Thus it does not have many of the qualities we would like for producing 
truly integrated devices operating at different wavelengths.
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1.4.4 Impurity Free Vacancy Diffusion (IFVD)

In the m id 1980's it was observed by workers at the University of 
Illinois that encapsulation of GaAs/AIGaAs QW structures w ith Si02, 

followed by high temperature annealing caused an increase in disordering 
beneath the capped region [Deppe et al '86, G uido et al '87]. The 
enhancem ent was attributed to preferential Ga outdiffusion into the 
capping oxide, which generated excess group III vacancies at the surface, 
that on diffusing through the structure prom oted QW disordering. The 
technique is thus similar to IILD, in that the production of extra defects is 
used to control the disordering. As the process was however im purity free, 
and relied on the use of vacancies, it was given the name im purity free 
vacancy diffusion (IFVD). IFVD was used at this time, in a similar way to 
IILD, to fabricate BH lasers [Deppe et al '86].

An im portant result was obtained in the late 80's, w hen Ralston and 
co-workers at Cornell University published data showing that IFVD could 
produce partially disordered QW material, which while exhibiting a blue 
shift also still exhibited excitonic features and the QCSE [Ralston et al '88, 
'89].

It was this work which fuelled the interest that resulted in this thesis, 
since if one does want to fabricate devices from disordered m aterial, then 
the retention of these features, which are the the principal advantages of 
QWs, is very attractive. The fact that IFVD works w ithout introducing 
im purities into the structure is the reason that we can still observe the 
QCSE, this should also mean that the free carrier absorption is not 
increased, allowing the production of low-loss passive guides. Some 
evidence from PL results also suggested that the level of intermixing can 
not only be controlled, as expected, by temperature and time, but also by 
controlling the thickness of the encapsulant [Chi et al]. Thus we have a 
technique that offers the possibility of being able to, (i) produce selective 
d isordering via standard photolithographic m asking, (ii) leaving the 
electrical/doping characteristics unaltered, (iii) produce partial disordering, 
while still retaining QW behaviour (excitonic/QCSE), (iv) offers the 
possibility  of producing  areas operating at a num ber of different 
wavelengths. All the above features are obviously very attractive for the 
fabrication of PICs.

In the last couple of years IFVD has been investigated in a num ber of
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other systems such as InGaAs/InAlAs and InG aA s/InP [Miyazawa et al 
'89b, O'Brien et al], also exhibiting a controllable blue shift. It has also been 
utilised to produce some simple integrated structures, such as a two 
w avelength  dem ultiplexer [Miyazawa et al '89a] and an in tegrated  
laser/passive guide [Miyazawa et al '91].

One should note that a variant is used by GTE laboratories, where 

shallow  ion im plantation  of As"^ follow ed by annealing produces 
enhanced disordering [Elman et al]. The implantation is believed to cause 
surface defects, which on annealing diffuse through the structure and 
cause enhancement, in a similar fashion to Si02 IFVD. This has been used 

to produce a two-wavelength dem ultiplexer in InG aA s/G aA s [Masum 
Choudhury et al].

Thus the aim of the thesis was to investigate this IFVD technique 
(which is still in its infancy with only = 20 papers published to date), to 
examine its attributes and to see w hether they are applicable to the 
fabrication of m ulti-com ponent optical circuits. In the next chapter we 
shall look at how encapsulation with Si0 2  brings about the enhancem ent 
in disordering and thence the blue shift observed.
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Chapter 2

The IFVD Process : From 
Encapsulation to Blue Shift
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2.1 INTRODUCTION

In this chapter the general mechanism behind IFVD and the reasons for 
the blue shift observed on intermixing are investigated, using the available 
results from a number of sources. The effect of high temperature annealing on 
an encapsulated GaAs surface is shown to produce atomic outdiffusion 
phenomena which are dependent on the nature of the encapsulant. This then 
allow s us to regard  the surface as a gallium  vacancy source. The 
interdiffusion of the w ell/barrier is shown to be driven by group III 
vacancies, which means that the addition of extra vacancies from the surface 
will enhance this process. The way that interdiffusion of the w ell/barrier 
interface causes a blue shift in the lowest electron-hole transition is 
demonstrated.

2.2 HIGH TEMPERATURE ANNEALING OF ENCAPSULATED GaAs 

2.2.7 Vacancy production at GaAsJdielectric interfaces

It has been known for some time that heating GaAs to tem peratures in 
excess of 600°C causes a steep rise in the outdiffusion of As atoms from the 
surface [Donnelly] the m agnitude of which increases with temperature. The 
resulting effects on the electrical and surface properties obviously pose a 
problem  for the m anufacturers of GaAs based devices, as m any basic 
processes require tem peratures in excess of this [Stephens], for example 
activation of ion implants is done in the range 800-900°C [Nishi]. Research 
work is in progress to try to suppress this outdiffusion via the use of dielectric 
encapsulants, especially silicon dioxide (Si02) and silicon nitride (SiN^), since 
these are already commonly used in many commercial processes. It is in 
attem pting to overcome the problems of outdiffusion that interesting results 
have been obtained on the behaviour of the GaAs/dielectric interface under 
elevated heat treatment.

Outdiffusion from the GaAs surface is commonly investigated by the use 
of secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS) [Stradling et al], where the levels 
of Ga and As atoms in the dielectric and at the GaAs surface are m easured. 
The deposition of the dielectric can be carried out by a number of means such 
as sputtering, chemical vapour deposition (CVD), plasma enhanced CVD and
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Figure 2.1 Normalised SIMS Ga intensity V5 refractive index o f the SiOxNy 
encapsulant. Annealing has been done at S50°C for 15 minutes. Plot reproduced from 
Kuzuhara etal., Journal of Applied Physics, Vol.66, pp.5833-5836,1989.

e-beam evaporation to name a few, but in itself the deposition process has 
been shown not to produce any outdiffusion from the surface [Kuzuhara et 
al]. Figure 2.1 shows results obtained by Kuzuhara et al using SIMS, 
dem onstrating how the type of dielectric used affects the m agnitude of 
outdiffusion. The plot shows the concentration of Ga atoms in the cap (after 
furnace annealing at 850°C for 15 minutes) as a function of the refractive 
index of the encapsulant. The spread in refractive index corresponds to going 
from  Si02 to SiN^ via the intermediate oxynitrides. As can be seen the 
G aA s/S i02 system results in Ga outdiffusion which is about three orders of 
m agnitude larger than that from the GaAs/SiN^ system. The outdiffusion of 
Ga atoms from the surface will result in Ga vacancies being produced there, 
thus we can also regard the process as one of vacancy production. The 
question is, what mechanism is responsible for this process.

The thermal expansion coefficient of GaAs is over ten times larger than
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that of Si0 2 , 7xlO"^/°C as opposed to 0.5xl0"^/°C [Ito et al], and thus a large 
thermal mismatch will exist between the two materials. This mismatch, on 
heating to the high temperatures mentioned previously, gives rise to a large 
interface stress which is of the order of 10® dyne/cm ^ [Nishi, Tachikawa et 
al]. This stress is believed to improve the Ga diffusion through the oxide 
[Katayama et al '89], which is known to be very high in comparison to say As, 
1.3x10"^® cm ^/s as opposed to 5xl0"^^cm ^/s at 900°C [Sze]. Thus Ga is 
rapidly removed from the interface where it is believed to be produced by a 
reaction of the following type [Katayama et al '91, Konig et al],

3S102 4GaAs 4Ga + 2AS2O3 + 3Si
Eqn.2.1

AS2O 3 + 2GaAs Ga2 0 g + 4 As

A thin gallium oxide layer (Ga2 0 g) has indeed been detected at the 
interface, this being produced since it is more stable than the oxide of arsenic 
(AS2O3) [Katayama et al '89, Konig et al]. The process as an oxidation reaction 
is also borne out by the results of Inada et al and Vaidyanathan et al, who 
have shown that oxygen contaminated silicon nitride layers perm it Ga 
outdiffusion while oxygen free SiN^ shows no such outdiffusion. The gallium 
thus released can pass through the gallium oxide into the Si0 2 , where it 
diffuses rapidly away from the interface. This means that the equilibrium in 
Eqn.2.1 is disrupted with the result that more Ga is produced, which in turn 
will diffuse rapidly away from the interface, and so on. The Si02  therefore 
enhances the production of Ga vacancies at the surface by removing the Ga 
atoms themselves and thus facilitating the decomposition of more GaAs. The 
significantly lower As diffusion coefficient in Si02  means that it is not carried 
away from the interface as rapidly and this accounts for the lower 
concentrations of As found in the cap after annealing [Haga et al]. This would 
all seem to be consistent with the results observed by various groups [Haga et 
al, Haynes et al, Kuzuhara et al]. We have established that Ga vacancies can 
thus be produced when GaAs is capped with a dielectric and annealed at 
tem peratures well in excess of 600°C, now we m ust ask how we can control 
the number of such vacancies produced.

We have already seen that the choice of the encapsulant is im portant, 
Si02  giving rise to a far greater number of vacancies than SiN^, so this is one 
m ethod of control. The annealing technique also affects the m agnitude of
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vacancies produced. The results shown in Fig.2.1 were taken using a 
conventional furnace annealing process, however in recent years a technique 
known as rapid thermal processing (RTF) has also come into common use 
[Singh]. RTF is characterised by rapid heating rates of ~ 50°C/s (see Chapter 3 
for further details) and is used because it allows the anneal times to be 
reduced to the order of seconds rather than tens of minutes as is the case in 
furnace annealing. Katayama et al ['89] have shown that RTF produces 
greater Ga outdiffusion than conventional furnace processing, and they 
suggest that the reason lies in the faster heating rates involved in RTF. In the 
heating stage the GaAs absorbs most of the radiative power, (produced by the 
halogen lamps in the RTF system), and then transfers it to the Si02- This will 
give rise to a temperature difference between the two materials, which will 
increase the thermal mismatch between them, thus increasing the therm al 
stress induced. This increase in stress will make it even easier for Ga atoms to 
diffuse through the dioxide increasing their rate of rem oval from the 
interface. As stated above this increase in removal rate of Ga from the 
interface will cause more Ga to be produced to maintain equilibrium, hence 
more Ga outdiffusion and more vacancies at the surface. If this hypothesis is 
correct we would expect the outdiffusion to increase with heating rate, and 
indeed this is what Katayama et al ['89] observed.

Since thermal mismatch appears to be a major driving force then any 
other steps taken to increase this should increase the m agnitude of the Ga 
outdiffusion. An obvious step is to increase the annealing tem perature since 
this w ill not only increase the therm al m ismatch bu t encourage the 
decom position of GaAs via Eqn.2.1, and indeed such a tem perature  
dependence has been demonstrated [Ohdomari et al, Sugitani et al ]. Another 
m ethod for increasing the interface stress is by increasing the thickness of the 
encapsulant [Nishi], and an increase in Ga outdiffusion with thickness has 
indeed been observed [Chi et al]. However if the cap is made too thick then 
the result is a suppression of Ga outdiffusion, the reason arising from a build 
up  of As overpressure at the interface [Katayama et al '91]. As stated 
previously the arsenic atoms do not diffuse readily through the Si0 2 , 
however it is believed that they reach the surface through cracks and pinholes 
in the encapsulant formed during the annealing process [Haynes et al, Lidow 
et al]. If the cap is made too thick then the number of such direct routes to the 
surface will be reduced, leading to an As build-up at the interface. Using an 
As overpressure is known to be a method of preventing outdiffusion in 
uncapped GaAs [Reynolds et al], and has recently been shown to reduce the
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outdiffusion from Si02 capped samples [Campbell et al, Haga et al]. Looking 
at the interface reaction of Eqn.2.1 thicker films will suppress the oxidation 
com pared to thinner films since they will not allow the As to leave the 
interface. The arsenic build-up affects the equilibrium  and results in a 
reduced level of Ga outdiffusion. Thus two conflicting effects are present as 
we increase the dielectric thickness and this is further complicated by the fact 
that tem perature will play a part, since both effects, increased thermal stress 
and As overpressure are temperature dependent.

Another factor arises with the nature of the dielectric itself. The quality of 
the dielectric will play a significant role in the am ount of outdiffusion 
observed , since d ifferent deposition techniques resu lt in d ifferent 
stoichiometric structures of an SiO^ type [Ito et al, Ohdomari et al]. This in 
turn  will affect the porosity of the m aterial and its therm al expansion 
coefficient ; there is also evidence that some deposition methods produce 
dam aged interface layers [Haga et al]. Any oxygen contamination in the 
formation of silicon nitride layers will, as stated previously, also affect the 
materials outdiffusion properties. However if properly characterised then a 
particular deposition m ethod should be perfectly reproducible, the only 
problem  arises if one is attem pting to compare quantitative results taken 
using different quality dielectrics. A substantial body of work thus exists on 
Ga outdiffusion from an encapsulated GaAs surface. The inherent production 
of Ga vacancies in the surface means we can regard our interface as a vacancy 
source, whose m agnitude is controllable by the m ethods m entioned above 
(capping material, temperature, thickness). Having generated vacancies at the 
surface on annealing let us now look at what subsequently happens to them.

2.2.2 Dijfusion of vacancies from the GaAs surface

The outdiffusion of Ga from the surface of GaAs, as described in the 
previous section, results in an As-rich surface region containing a large 
concentration of gallium vacancies, These are Schottky defects since the 
gallium has been removed from the lattice. Having generated the vacancies, 
the question is w hat happens to them. H ow ever due to the severe 
experimental problems involved in measuring such defects finding a clear-cut 
answer is difficult [Tan et al '87]. Consistent information on the nature of the 
defect and its diffusion is limited.

A num ber of authors have suggested that under As-rich and p-type
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conditions is unstable and will form the arsenic antisite defect Asq  ̂ via 
arsenic migration [Baraff et al, Ito et al, Walukiewicz], while as the doping 
goes from p-type to n-type this tendency decreases as the vacancy becomes 
more stable [Baraff et al]. Other authors have also suggested that some 
proportion will form divacancies of the type [Chang et al, Cohen,
Morrow], or that a triply charged negative vacancy is formed [Tan et al '88]. 
Other authors have also suggested that forms part of a complex, whose 
exact nature is unclear [Chang et al, Katayama et al '91, Kuzuhara et al]. The 
comparison of data is further complicated by the fact that the defect will be 
influenced by material quality, doping density and type and encapsulant 
conditions.
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Figure 2.2 The diffusion coefficient o f gallium vacancies in GaAs is shown as a 
function o f reciprocal temperature. The data is taken from a number of sources, and 
clearly shows the large disagreement that exists in the literature.

Since the nature of the defect formed by V^a is still unclear, it is not 
surprising that data on its diffusion is also limited. The usual m ethod used to 
find such information is to look at the change of some electrical param eter 
associated with the vacancy such as hole/acceptor concentrations [Chiang et 
al, Guido et al '89, Katayama et al '91] or deep level defects [Ito et al], though
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quantum  well intermixing has also been used by Kahen et al ['89] to extract 
diffusion coefficients. The graph of Fig.2.2 shows the available data for the 
gallium  vacancy diffusion coefficient, Dy as a function of reciprocal 
temperature. As can be seen there is substantial disagreement between the 
authors, the reason being attributable to both the difficulties and assumptions 
inherent in such measurements.

The diffusion coefficient at 930°C (the nominal anneal tem perature used 
throughout the experiments in this thesis), varies by approximately an order 
of magnitude. When looking at the way the vacancy depth profile evolves 
w ith time this difference is significant. The distribution of the surface 
generated vacancies has been successfully fitted by a num ber of groups 
[Guido et al '89, Ito et al, Katayama et al '91, K uzuhara et al] to a 
complementary error function (erfc) solution of the form [Tuck],

C(%) = —  erfc 
2

Eqn.2.2

where x is the depth, t is the anneal time, C q is the surface concentration 
of vacancies and Dy is the vacancy diffusion coefficient at the anneal 
temperature. The use of such an erfc solution implies that the net flux at the 
surface is zero. In Figs.2.3a and 2.3b, we show the evolution of the vacancy 
depth profile with time assuming the form of Eqn.2.2. Fig.2.3a is calculated 
using Dy = 3.4xl0"^^m^/s, which is the value found by Kahen et al ['89] for 
930°C, while Fig.2.3b uses the coefficient quoted by Katayama et al ['91] for 
930°C, namely Dy = 2.2xlO"^^nf/s. The structures used in this thesis have 
quantum  wells at depths between « 0.5pm and « 1.5pm, so looking at Fig.2.3 
one can see that the choice of diffusion coefficient makes a considerable 
difference to the level of surface vacancies expected between these depths. 
Using the lower, Kahen et al ['89] value, means that fewer vacancies have 
diffused into this region for times of a few minutes, and also that a large 
concentration gradient will exist across the region. The choice of the higher 
D y value, on the other hand, gives rise to a more rapid  build  up of 
vacancies across the aforementioned region ; such that after four minutes the 
concentration level is > 15% of the surface value, throughout the region. The 
concentration variation is still however a factor of three from one side of the 
region to the other. One should note that arbitrary units have been used for 
the vacancy concentration values, since little numerical data is available on

% “S ee : 6A
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Dy^a = 3.4x10'^  ̂m ^/s from Kahen et al ['89]
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Figure 2.3 The above plots show the way the gallium vacancy depth profile evolves 
with time based on the erfc solution of Eqn.2.2. The two graphs are generated using 
different values for Dy q^ (at 930°C) of (a) 3.4x10'^^ m^Is from Kahen et al ['89],

and (b) 2.2x10'^^ m^ Is from Katayama et al ['91]. These representing the extremes of 
the published data.
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this and the surface concentration values will also be extremely dependent on 
the surface encapsulant and annealing conditions (see previous section).

Overall it is possible only to draw  a loose qualitative picture of what 
happens to the gallium vacancies after they are produced at the surface. It 
appears that they form a more complex defect, the nature of w hich is 
dependent on the doping, which probably also affects their diffusion 
mechanism. Though one can say that the vacancies diffuse quickly into the 
structure, as already shown the actual profiles vary significantly w ith the 
diffusion coefficient selected. Results shown later in this thesis (see Chapter 4) 
showing substantial, and relatively uniform intermixing, caused by surface 
generated defects (at depths of the order of a micron after anneals of a few 
minutes) suggest that even higher values of Dy than those shown in Fig.2.2 
may be appropriate.

2.3 VACANCY ENHANCED INTERDIFFUSION OF MQW

2.3.1 Intrinsic interdiffusion ofGaAslAlGaAs structures

In order to know the effect that will be produced by surface generated 
vacancies on the MQW intermixing process, we must first look at the intrinsic 
interdiffusion of the GaAs/Al^.^Ca^As layers, free from any such surface 
effects.

It is well know n that an MQW structure will exhibit significant 
intermixing of constituent atoms (Ga and A1 in the case of the GaAs/AlGaAs 
system) when heated to the elevated temperatures used in this thesis [Camras 
et al, Fleming et al, Hara et al, Schlesinger et al]. As the temperature, T, of the 
semiconductor is increased then the number of native equilibrium vacancies 
generated within it will also increase as e"^/^ [Kahen et al '89, Tuck]. This 
increase in defects on both the group III and group V lattice sites is the cause 
of the observed increase in intermixing with tem perature [Chang et al, 
Schlesinger et al]. The actual level of such vacancies in III-V semiconductors is 
unclear, though Kahen et al ['89] have derived the following expression for 
the concentration of gallium vacancies Cy as a function of tem perature in 
GaAsi

Cy (3a = 1.25x10^^ exp(-3.28eV/kgT) cm'^ Eqn.2.3
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where kg is the Boltzmann constant and T is the tem perature in Kelvin. 
The concentration of arsenic vacancies are thought to exceed those of gallium 
in the material [Potts et al]. It should be noted that the levels of such defects 
will be dependent on the growth quality [Camras et al], thus complicating 
any comparison between results from different authors.
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Figure 2.4 Shown are collected, interdiffusion (I) and Ga se If-diffus ion (S) 
coefficients as a function of reciprocal temperature. The solid line is an empirical fit 
to some of the above data derived by Tan et al C88).

Though the actual interdiffusion mechanism is not clearly understood, it 
is believed to be the same as that which drives Ga self-diffusion in GaAs 
[Cibert et al. Tan et al '88]. The reason behind this thinking can be seen from 
the information displayed in Fig.2.4. The plot is of diffusion coefficient vs. 
temperature, and the data used is a collection of Ga self-diffusion [Goldstein, 
Palfrey et al] and GaAs/AlGaAs interdiffusion coefficients [Camras et al, 
Chang et al, Cibert et al, Fleming et al, Petroff, Schlesinger et al] from a 
variety of sources (including results presented later in this thesis). The solid 
line shown derives from the following equation :

D = 2.9x10^ exp(-6eV/kgT) n ? /s Eqn.2.4
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This was used by Tan et al ['88] to fit the data available to them. As can 
be seen the correlation of the data with this line is quite excellent. Thus since 
both self-diffusion and interdiffusion data have been used, the hypothesis is 
that their diffusion mechanisms are the same. Tan et al ['87, '88] have 
postulated a charged point defect model, proceeding via a triple negatively 
charged gallium vacancy on the group III sublattice. For strongly p-type 
material the controlling defect they believed changes to a gallium interstitial. 
Other defects, such as divacancies and arsenic antisites have also been put 
forward as added controls to the process [Cohen]. A vacancy mechanism via 
the arsenic sublattice has also been suggested by Fleming et al. Generally as 
for most diffusion in III-V materials the mechanism is far from clear, however 
group III vacancies do appear to play an important role. (Group V vacancies 
will also play a role, but to a far lesser degree [Kahen et al '88]).

As the GaA s/A lG aA s interdiffuses, the interface betw een the two 
m aterials changes in profile from an abrupt to a more gradual, graded 
interface. The inter diffusion can be examined by looking at the Al or Ga 
profiles across the layers and examining the way these change. Theoretically 
this can be modelled (for the aluminium profile) by assuming that the barrier 
is an extended Al diffusion source of finite extent [Schlesinger et al]. The 
solution of this is an error function (erf) of the following form [Crank] (see 
Appendix B for derivation of solution) :

C M  = %  
2

erf ^  h + x  1  /  ■+ erf h  -  X
Eqn.2.5

where C(jc) is the Al composition varying across the layers centred at jc=0, 
is the interdiffusion coefficient, t is the anneal time, Cq is the initial Al 

concentration and 2h is the width of the Al source (barrier). Fig.2.5 shows the 
original square (abrupt) profile and the error function profile for different 
levels of intermixing (denoted by the value of interdiffusion length, )•

Some assumptions are made in the derivation of the solution namely that 
the diffusion is Fickian ie that is a constant with time and alum inium  
concentration, and that the diffusion of Al and Ga is isotropic. The error 
function m odel has been compared to experimental results on Al-Ga 
interdiffusion obtained via a number of different techniques, such as Auger 
electron spectroscopy [Chang et al]. X-ray diffraction [Fleming et al] and laser 
Raman spectroscopy [Hara et al]. It appears to be a reasonable good first
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Figure 2.5 Shown is the solution to the diffusion equation 2.5, for ever increasing 

levels of diffusion, i.e. increased interdiffusion length, The diffusion source
is taken to he 30% AlGaAs of width 60Â (=2h), a typical barrier in MQW systems.

approximation to the experimental profiles obtained, however it does not fit 
perfectly since the assumptions made in its derivation are not strictly valid. 
Firstly the interdiffusion coefficient has been shown to be a function of the Al 
concentration, decreasing with increasing Al content [Chang et al]. Secondly 
the assumed isotropic diffusion of Al and Ga appears not to be true, Hara et 
al having shown that Al diffuses faster into GaAs than Ga into AlAs. The 
reason for both these discrepancies could stem from the equilibrium  
concentration of vacancies being different in the two materials [Fleming et al, 
Hara et al], due to differences in bond strengths. It should be noted that the 
deviations from the expected profile are not that substantial, and that other 
authors [Camras et al, Schlesinger et al] using the standard error function 
solution have obtained values of similar to those produced using a more 
exact solution.

Thus it is clear that GaAs/AlGaAs MQW structures will intermix
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w ithout any surface effects present, simply due to the high tem perature 
generation of native defects, most probably group III vacancies. If in some 
way the concentration of these vacancies could be increased, then we would 
expect a corresponding increase in the level of intermixing for the same 
anneal cycle. (A linear relationship between and the gallium vacancy 
concentration has been suggested [Kahen et al '88, '89] and is investigated in 
Chapter 4). This increase is, of course exactly what Si02 can achieve, it can 
provide a source of extra vacancies which can rapidly be transferred to the 
MQW region and enhance intermixing.

2 3 2  Intermixing in encapsulated MQW systems

As stated at the end of the previous section we w ould expect the 
additional vacancies generated by Si02  encapsulation to be able to provide 
enhanced Al, Ga interdiffusion in GaAs/AlGaAs MQW structures. The actual 
concentration of vacancies generated at the Si0 2 /GaAs interface is obviously 
dependent on the nature of the encapsulant and the annealing conditions 
used. Also im portant is the rate at which these vacancies diffuse through the 
structure, though as already shown a large spread in this information exists. 
W hat is im portant is the amount of vacancies we can introduce into the well 
region over and above the native vacancies already present.

In order to see whether the expected interdiffusion enhancement does 
indeed occur, a comparative high temperature annealing study of capped and 
uncapped MQW structures needs to be undertaken. This has been carried out 
by a num ber of authors [Chi et al, Guido et al '87, Ralston et al '88, Suzuki et 
al] and they have all shown the same result, namely that the interdiffusion 
coefficient, is significantly enhanced when a Si02 cap is employed. The 
actual m agnitude of the enhancement will obviously depend on the num ber 
of extra vacancies which, as stated previously, will differ from author to 
author, due to differences in the conditions used. In Sec.4.3.1 we will also 
demonstrate that a very significant enhancement can be produced.

A num ber of groups have also shown that a silicon nitride cap will give 
rise to less intermixing than an oxide cap [Deppe et al, Ribot et al '89a], 
though the results are particularly sensitive to oxygen contamination in the 
nitride layer. This is fully understandable in view of the reduced outdiffusion 
produced by nitride caps. Structures containing single quantum  wells at 
different depths beneath the surface has been used by both Kahen et al ['89] 
and Koteles et al to demonstrate that the enhancement is a surface driven
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effect.
We have already mentioned previously that a stress exists at the 

dielectric/GaAs interface, and Guido et al ['87] have shown that intermixing 
can actually be enhanced by this stress. They examined two superlattice (SL) 
structures, both capped with SiN stripes, one with the SL commencing 
directly at the surface the other at a depth of « 0.2pm. While the form er 
sample showed intermixing at the edge of the SiN stripe (where the stress is 
greatest [Kirkby P.A. et al]), the latter displayed no signs of any disordering. 
This result would suggest that any stress contributions to interm ixing are 
restricted to the near-surface region.

The successful use of shallow ion im plantation to cause enhanced 
intermixing [Elman et al], supports the view that vacancies not stress is the 
driving force. In this technique vacancies are produced in the surface layer 
(top 160Â) by implantation of As"̂  ions. On high tem perature annealing the 
vacancies then diffuse into the structure and enhance the intermixing in the 
sam e way that Si02 produced vacancies would do. In this case, as no 
encapsulant is used, no stress effects will exist, but the interdiffusion is still 
increased, which leaves vacancies as the source of the improvement.

It should be noted here that uncapped annealing of MQW structures can 
also produce an increase in over the equilibrium value (that which 
occurs when no surface effects are present). This is because vacancies will also 
be generated at the bare surface by simple outdiffusion of the Ga and As 
atoms. The level of these is lower than that produced with a Si02 cap, but 
they can still have a notable effect if the anneal times are sufficiently long or 
tem peratures high. For example Guido et al ['89] have shown using single 
wells at different depths, that after annealing at 825°C for 12 hours, the level 
of interdiffusion decreased as the distance from the surface increased. This 
showed that the intermixing was driven by surface effects, which they then 
showed could be attributed to vacancies generated by outdiffusion at the 
surface.

Thus it is generally recognised that encapsulation of the correct type can 
provide enhancement of the Al,Ga interdiffusion in quantum  well structures. 
Following this, we m ust look at how the change in well profile (shape), 
brought about by the intermixing, affects the confined energy levels within 
the well, since this will in turn change the optical response of the material.
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2.4 OPTICAL BLUE SHIFT DUE TO INTERDIFFUSION

Up to now in this chapter we have concerned ourselves primarily with 
the interdiffusion process itself, and how the encapsulation may be used to 
enhance the levels of interm ixing produced. The im portance of the 
interdiffusion is in the effect it has on the optical response of the structure, 
namely the blue shift in energy (shift to shorter wavelengths) that has been 
observed [Chi et al, Ralston et al '88 & '89, Ribot et al '89a, Schlesinger et al, 
Suzuki et al]. In this section we will briefly show why intermixing, be it 
normal or encapsulant enhanced, causes a blue shift in the measured optical 
spectra.

The reason for changes in the optical spectra stem  from  the 
transform ation of the quantum  well profile from an abrupt to a diffused 
(graded) shape via the movement of group III atoms. As has already been 
stated in Sec.2.2.1, the change in profile can be seen in terms of either the Al or 
Ga concentrations (assuming isotropic diffusion of both species), and that for 
unenhanced interdiffusion, an error function solution is a good first 
approxim ation to the diffused profile. This solution has been successfully 
used for both uncapped and capped interdiffusion, though in the latter case a 
proviso will be mentioned in Sec.4.2.2. We can rewrite the solution (Eqn.2.5) 
in terms of the well width, L ^  ;

C(jc) = C0 1 + —erf 
2

( ] 
2 - —erf 

2

( x  +
2

_ I I  V

Eqn.2.6

where the well is centred at x = 0 and the equation is generally solved for 
-1 /2 (Lyv + Lg) < X < 1 /2 (L ^  + Lg), where Lg is the barrier width. The other 
symbols used are the same as those in Eqn.2.5. This solution for the Al profile 
(used throughout this thesis) then allows the conduction and valence band 
energy profiles to be calculated, using the fact that at room tem perature the 
bandgap of Al^Ga^.^As as a function of x varies as [Casey et al]

E (x) = 1.425 + 1.247X + 0.26x2 Eqn.2.7

and that the conduction band offset for the GaAs/AlGaAs system can be 
taken to be 0.65 [Duggan et al].
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Figure 2.6 This shows the conduction and valence band profiles for a 100A GaAs 
well with 30% AlGaAs barriers, both for the as-grown square well and after 
interdiffusion of length 24.5Â (calculated using Eqns.2.6 and 2.7). The el-hhl 
transition is shown (in meV) for both cases, and the blue shift in energy of the 
transition upon diffusion is clear. [NB band gap separation not to scale].

In Fig.2.6 we show the calculated conduction and valence band profiles 
of a 100Â single QW with AlQgGaQjAs barriers, for both the square and 

diffused well cases, using = 24.5Â for the latter profile. If we simply
look at the energy band profiles for the two cases, ignoring all the other data 
in the figure, we can see that the separation between the bottom  of the 
conduction band and the top of the valence band has increased in the diffused 
case. This results in an increase in the bandgap, which is the first contribution 
to the blue shift observed. Essentially this arises because Al has diffused to 
the centre of the well, and from Eqn.2.7 this will m ean an increase in the 
bandgap.

There is a second contribution to the blue shift, due to the quantum  well 
nature of the system. The lowest energy transition allowed in the system is 
that between the first confined electron level (el) in the conduction band, and
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the first confined heavy hole level (hhl) in the valence band (see Chapter 1). 
In Fig.2.7 these confined levels are shown for both well profiles, calculated by 
the tunnelling resonance model (see Chapter 4 and Appendix C). In the 
diffused well the confined electron (heavy hole) level is further, in energy 
terms, from the bottom (top) of the conduction (valence) band than in the 
square well. Thus the confined levels, by increasing in energy, have also 
experienced a blue shift, as a result of the change in confining potential.

The lowest energy transition. Eel-hhl can be described as (neglecting 
excitonic binding energies) ;

^el-hhl + ^el + ^hhl Eqn.2.8

where Eg is the band gap between the bottom of the conduction band 
and the top of the valence band, E^  ̂ is the energy from the bottom of the 
conduction to the first confined electron level and E j^ | is the energy of the 
first confined heavy hole level relative to the top of the valence band. For the 
square well this gives us :

Eel-hhl = 1425.6 + 31.6 + 7.6

^el-hhl ~ 14:64.8 meV

For the diffused well all three contributions have increased giving : 

Eel-hhl = :481.9 + 43.5 + 14.6 

Eel-hhl ~ 1540.0 meV

The position of the confined states and the e l-hh l transitions are also 
shown in Fig.2.7. Hence Eg^.^hj increases in energy by 75.2meV, and this will 
result in the optical bandedge blue shifting from 846.4nm to 805.1nm (again 
having ignored excitonic binding energies). Thus the observed blue shifting in 
intermixed quantum wells can be regarded as the sum m ation of the two 
contributions described. The relative importance of which will be dictated by 
such param eters as the initial well w idth, barrier w idth , barrier Al 
concentration and interdiffusion length (V ^ ï i^ ) .
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2.5 CONCLUSION

In this chapter we have tried to show how the process of intermixing 
gives rise to a blue shift in the optical spectra. Using the available data we 
have dem onstrated that encapsulation using Si02  can give rise to large 
concentrations of group 111 vacancies, which upon rapid diffusion through the 
structure can thereby enhance the interdiffusion at the w ell/barrier interface.

It should be clear from this chapter that diffusion processes in GaAs are 
still not fully understood. The general paucity of experimental data obviously 
makes determ ination of such mechanisms difficult. However the general 
argum ent that group 111 vacancies are responsible for the IFVD intermixing 
process appears to fit the available information.

In forthcoming chapters we will demonstrate that IFVD allows us to 
retain both the excitonic properties and the QCSE while achieving the blue 
shift enhancement described here.

In the next chapter, however, we will describe the process leading up to 
the collection of results i.e. the growth of the structure, encapsulation, 
annealing, device processing and experimental set-ups.
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Chapter 3

Growth, Processing and 
Experimental Techniques
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3.1 INTRODUCTION

In this chapter we describe the epitaxial growth, device processing and 
experimental measurement techniques used to obtain the results presented 
later in this thesis.

3.2 GROWTH OF MQW p-i-n STRUCTURES

The rapid advances in semiconductor epitaxial growth technology within 
the last two decades have made devices based on quantum  well systems 
possible. The original technique em ployed to grow  A l ^ G a s  
heterostructures was liquid phase epitaxy (LPE), but the growth rate can be 
controlled to only ~ 1000A so it is unsuitable for the growth of QW's, which 
require layer thicknesses of < 200À. Hence new growth techniques were 
developed to allow layers of thicknesses of only a few lO's of Angstroms, with 
abrupt heterointerfaces (« one monolayer, i.e. 2.8A) to be produced. The two 
techniques which evolved were metal organic chemical vapour deposition 
(MOCVD) [Stringfellow] and molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) [Joyce, Tsang 
'85]. Any detailed discussion of the relative merits, or otherwise, of these 
m ethods is beyond the scope of this thesis [see Dapkus]. Instead we briefly 
examine MOCVD, which is the technique used to grow the structures used in 
the work presented in later chapters.

Though research into MOCVD began in the late 60's [Manasevit] it was 
not until a decade later that high quality material became available, with 
Dupuis et al demonstrating the first continuous wave room tem perature QW 
injection laser in 1978. The technique has the advantage of potential high 
wafer throughput and short turnaround times for source replacement. It is 
also in principle a cheaper system to construct than say an MBE set-up, but 
this is offset by the considerable safety precautions that have to be 
implemented due to the highly toxic nature of the sources involved. Though 
its control over layer thicknesses is often unfavourable compared to that of 
MBE this only appears to be a problem when layers of only a few monolayers 
are required. The process itself involves the thermal dissociation of group III 
carrying metal organic compounds in the presence of a group V hydride in a 
quartz tube at atm ospheric pressure. In the grow th of G aA s/A lG aA s 
structures, the reagents commonly used are trim ethylgallium  (TMG),
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trim ethylalum inium  (TMA) and arsine (AsHg) with H2 used as the carrier 
gas. The gases intermix and then react at the substrate surface which is heated 
to « 700°C. The use of mass flow controllers on the gas input lines can control 
both the composition and the growth rate. By switching the TMA line on and 
off the Al concentration is varied and the heterointerface can be produced. In 
order to create high quality, sharp interfaces, grow th rates of « one 
m onolayer/second (= 1pm /hour) are normally used. Doping of the sample is 
achieved by introducing silane or dimethylzinc into the chamber to provide 
silicon (n-type) or zinc (p-type) dopants. Obviously control of flow rates and 
substrate temperature are important parameters and intensive calibration of 
an MOCVD system is required prior to the production of high quality 
structures.

The doping level of the intrinsic region of the p-i-n diode is im portant as 
it needs to be kept low (less than « 5x10^^ cm'^) if the device is not to suffer 
from excitonic broadening due to non-uniform electric fields across the 
quantum  wells. In this respect MOCVD sometimes encounters problem s 
stemming from the aluminium source, which has a tendency to introduce 
carbon doping into the intrinsic region, this is why high Al concentration 
barriers are not normally grown in MOCVD set-ups.

All the structures used in this thesis were grown by Dr. John Roberts and 
co-workers at the SERC III-V growth facility at the University of Sheffield 
[Roberts et al]. The basic structure is a p-i-n though this is sometimes inverted 
into an n-i-p configuration. First an n^ GaAs buffer layer is grown on top of 
the GaAs substrate (which is either semi-insulating or n'*') in order to smooth 
out any aberrations in the starting substrate. A doped AlGaAs layer is then 
grown followed by the quantum  well region and another AlGaAs layer. 
Finally a p"'' GaAs layer is grown for contacting purposes, since AlGaAs forms 
an oxide in air which makes forming good ohmic contacts difficult. In 
Chapter 4 transmission electron microscopy (TFM) images of a MQW sample 
are displayed, showing the uniform and sharp interfaces achieved by 
Sheffield University. The structures used in this thesis (see Appendix A) 
appear to have intrinsic doping levels of mid 10^  ̂cm"^ or lower, such that no 
broadening of the type mentioned above is apparent.

3.3 DEPOSITION OF DIELECTRIC LAYERS

Having looked at how the epitaxial structure is grown let us now turn
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our attention to the steps involved in producing the IFVD induced  
intermixing. This process can be broken down into two general areas, firstly 
the deposition of the dielectric cap onto the sample surface and secondly the 
high temperature annealing. First we will describe the deposition process and 
the characterisation of the dielectric layers produced.

A number of methods have been used to deposit both silicon dioxide and 
nitride layers, these include magnetron rf sputtering, spin-on and e-beam 
evaporation. However here we shall deal only with the two related methods 
used in this thesis, namely standard plasma enhanced chemical vapour 
deposition (PECVD) and pyrolitic CVD, which are both essentially low 
temperature deposition techniques.

33.1 Plasma enhanced CVD (PECVD) of dielectric layers

The system used to deposit the majority of the dielectric layers used in 
this thesis was PECVD, carried out at both Sheffield University (by Dr Geoff 
Hill and Malcolm Pate) and UCL (by Tony Rivers) using a PlasmaTech DP80 
deposition reactor. A schematic diagram of the deposition chamber is shown 
in Fig.3.1.

Gases
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 © R F
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electrode Vacuum 
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Temperature 
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electrode To Pumps

Figure 3.1 Schematic diagram of a plasma enhanced chemical vapour deposition 
(PECVD) reaction chamber used at UCL and Sheffield University.
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The process can be broken down into four stages, (i) gas phase 
decomposition of the reacting gases, (ii) diffusion of reactive species to 
substrate surface, (iii) surface reaction on the substrate, (iv) pum ping away of 
deposition reaction products. Control of such parameters as gas ratios and 
flow rates, RF frequency, pressure and substrate temperature will dictate both 
the growth rate and the nature of the material grown.

The dielectric deposited was silicon dioxide, which involved the reaction 
of silane (SiH^) and nitrous oxide (N2O) in the following manner

SiH4 + 4N2O Si02 + 4N2 + 2H2O Eqn.3.1

The deposition parameters used at both Sheffield and UCL are displayed 
in Table 3.1.

TABLE 3.1

Parameter UCL Sheffield
SiH^flow rate 
N2 O flow rate 
N2  flow rate

Base pressure 
Chamber pressure 
RF settings 
Substrate Temp.

10 seem (100%) 
70 seem 
35 seem

<1 mtorr 
200 mtorr 
50W, 13.56MHz 
« 300°C

15 seem (5%) 
135 seem 
None

<1 mtorr 
350 mtorr 
50W, ôOKHz 
= 300°C

As can be seen N 2O is present in excess, this is to ensure that Si02 rather 
than an oxynitride is formed. By appropriate calibration of the growth rate, 
desired thicknesses can be successful deposited.

The layer can then be characterised by surface profiling and ellipsometry, 
which yields values for both the layer thickness and the refractive index. The 
latter inform ation can give us an indication of the stoichiom etry of the 
material. The refractive index for the Si02 was consistently found to be « 1.48. 
This values compares favourable with the high tem perature oxide value of 
1.45, and, due to hydrogen contamination, is as good as can be obtained with 
PECVD. Thus the layer can be assumed to be stoichiometrically Si02-
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Overall the reproducibility of the technique was excellent, this being 
easily verifiable by the ellipsometry measurements. The thickness uniformity 
over a particular sample was also good with, a less than 10% variation for 
those studied. However when a num ber of samples were placed in the 
cham ber sim ultaneously then the variation in dielectric thickness from 
sample to sample sometimes exceeded this value.

3.3.2 Chemical vapour deposition (CVD) of silicon dioxide

The majority of the dielectric layers used in the IFVD experiments were 
deposited by the PECVD method described above. However the layers used 
for the intermixing of samples MV370 (MQW) and MV301 (SQW) were 
deposited at Philips Research Laboratories (PRL), Redhill, by Dr. Paul Hulyer 
using atmospheric pressure CVD of a 1% silane/nitrogen m ixture w ith 
oxygen. The deposition relies on the following pyrolitic reaction

SiH  ̂ + O2 => Si02 + 2H2 Eqn.3.2

The sample is prepared by a thorough cleaning in a num ber of solvents 
under reflux, and then placed in the sealed deposition chamber. The chamber 
is flushed with N 2 for five minutes, before the reactant gases are turned on. 
The reaction of the gases forms the oxide at the sample surface which is 
heated to ~ 450°C. After deposition the chamber is again flushed w ith N 2 for 
five minutes.

The layer thickness is estimated by using a calibrated colour chart, since 
the oxide colour changes as a function of thickness. The layer deposited in all 
cases by this m ethod was of « 2500-3000Â thickness. The stoichiometric 
quality of the material could also not be accurately deduced and Dr Hulyer 
was of the opinion that the layers could only be described as SiOx, where 1 < x 
< 2. However the uniformity and reproducibility of the layers appeared to be 
good with little apparent thickness variation across a sample or from sample 
to sample.

3.4 RAPID THERMAL PROCESSING

The annealing of the samples can be carried out by two different 
m ethods both of which have been successfully used by other authors to
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produce blue shifts, the methods are furnace annealing [Guido et al '87, Ribot 
et al '89a] or rapid thermal annealing [Chi et al, Ralston et al '88]. After initial 
unsuccessful attempts to use furnace processing (FP) it was decided to use 
rapid thermal processing (RTF) since it was available both "in-house" at UCL 
and, based on a commercial system, at Sheffield University.

RTF has come to the fore in the last decade as an annealing technique 
which provides certain advantages over FF (for a comprehensive review see 
R.Singh and references therein). It is based on heating by incoherent light 
sources and is characterised by short anneal times and large heating rates 
when compared to FP. There is evidence as shown by R. Singh that RTF 
allows activation of dopant implants while limiting their redistribution. From 
the point of view of dielectric encapsulated GaAs, as mentioned in Chapter 2, 
RTF's larger heating rate produces a greater surface vacancy concentration 
and thus would be expected to produce increased intermixing over FP at the 
same tem perature. It should be noted that comparing data taken using 
different RTF systems is difficult, since the temperature quoted is dependent 
on the method used to measure it. Other problems arise if the heating rate is 
not stated or if the measurement of the anneal time are not consistent. The 
two RTF systems used in our work are described in the following sections.

3.4.1 Shejfield RTF system

The most frequently used annealing system was an AST SHS100_MA 
rapid thermal processor based at the University of Sheffield and run by Dr. 
Geoff Hill and Mr. Malcolm Fate. Figure 3.2 shows a schematic of the reactor 
chamber and Fig.3.3 a temperature vs. time plot for a typical anneal cycle.

The reaction chamber itself contains 2 water-cooled heater banks, with 
specially designed gold plated reflectors. The 21 halogen lam ps are 
positioned with ten in the top bank and eleven in the bottom bank. Samples 
are placed upon a silicon wafer within a quartz tube which provides a 
controlled environm ent during the anneal. The tem perature is m onitored 
using an extended range optical pyrometer which has been calibrated to 
respond to the silicon wafer emissivity. Infra-red light reaches the pyrometer 
via a small hole in the bottom of the chamber and it then passes on the 
information to the temperature control system run by an IBM FC computer. 
Gas in let/outlet tubes allow nitrogen to be flowed through the chamber. As 
stated the whole anneal procedure, including temperature, time and gas flow 
is controlled by a FC.
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Figure 3.2 Schematic diagram of the Sheffield University RTF system.
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Figure 3.3 This shows the typical cycle for a 930°Cl30s anneal on the Sheffield 

RTF system. The ramp-up (20s), dwell (30s) and cool down are all shown.
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The anneal proceeds as follows ; the sample is placed on the silicon wafer 
and another silicon wafer placed on top as a cover (the wafers are separated 
by quartz spacers) and is then loaded into the chamber. Investigations done 
by Dr. Hill and Mr. Pate have shown that the exact positioning of a sample on 
the silicon wafer does not affect the temperature it experiences. The chamber 
is purged with nitrogen at 10 litres/m in for 90s and the flow is then reduced 
to 2 litres/m in  during the anneal itself. After this 90s purge the lamps are 
switched on and the temperature is ramped from the ambient to the desired 
anneal temperature in 20 seconds. The temperature is then held at this value 
for the anneal time desired, after which the lamps are sw itched off. The 
cooling down is aided by increasing the nitrogen flow to 10 litres/m in, and as 
can be seen in Fig.3.3 results in a rapid temperature reduction (approx. 300°C 
in the first 10 seconds).

The system offers high reproducibility in the annealing cycle, which is 
obviously very important for the work presented here. It also provides a high 
level of both controllability and monitoring, which are both highly desirable 
features.

3.42 UCL HgIXe arc lamp

The commercial system described in the previous section was used for all 
but one of the anneal sets carried out. The exception was some work carried 
out on an MQW sample (MV370) which will be presented in Chapter 4. The 
anneal system used in this case was an in-house rapid thermal annealer based 
on a FTI 02-A-5001 M ercury/Xenon (Hg/Xe) arc lamp. The anneals were 
carried out by Mark Gibson under the supervision of Dr Ian Boyd as part of a 
third year undergraduate project.

A layout of the system including the lamp and sample cell is shown in 
Fig.3.4. The lamp is run by lOOOW of electrical power which in turn produces 
~ 150W of optical output power. The output light is focused into a spot of 
«20mm diameter which has a Gaussian profile. The sample itself is placed at 
the focal point upon a ceramic support disc, within a sealed metal cell as 
shown. The anneal is carried out in a flowing nitrogen atmosphere, achieved 
using a continuous flow of N2 at lOOOcm^/min throughout the anneal. The 
lam p is fixed to the desired current setting (corresponding to a certain 
tem perature, see later), and is then allowed to warm  up for « 15 minutes. 
After this time the black steel shutter shown is manually moved, the sample 
illuminated (heated) for the desired time and the shutter then replaced.
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Figure 3.4 Shown is a schematic diagram of the HgIXe RTF system used at UCL.

The temperature can be found by calibrating the lamp current setting in 
the following way. A K-type thermocouple is placed at the position to be 
occupied by the MQW sample and the temperature is noted as a function of 
current. Using this method the temperature used in the experiments was 
930°C and the heating rate was found to be ~ 85°C/s. Two problems should 
be pointed out here, (i) since the focused light is gaussian in profile it is 
important that samples be placed in the identical spatial position under the 
beam if they are to experience the same conditions, (ii) there is no knowledge 
of the cooling rate on closing the shutter.

When some of the experiments performed using the above system were 
repeated under the same conditions at Sheffield University different results 
were obtained [see Sec.4.4.1]. This should not surprise us since both the 
temperature and time measurement techniques are different. The temperature 
in the UCL system was measured using a thermocouple as a calibration for
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the lamp current while Sheffield use an extended range optical pyrom eter to 
continuously monitor the temperature during the anneal. The anneal times 
are also inherently different, that quoted at Sheffield is the time the system is 
held at the desired temperature. That used in the latter, UCL, system is the 
time during which the shutter is open and thus also includes the tem perature 
rise time. Thus the differences stem not from one system being "wrong" but, 
as mentioned at the start of this section, that different systems have different 
characteristics, and m ust be individually calibrated. The m ost im portant 
factor is reproducibility within a particular set-up, in the same way that this 
was im portant in dielectric deposition. It is for this reason that the Sheffield 
system was used, since it was felt that the more uniform heating and in-situ 
temperature monitoring provided advantages in anneal cycle reproducibility.

3.5 DEVICE FABRICATION

After high tem perature annealing the encapsulated sam ples were 
fabricated into devices such that optical measurements could be taken. This 
was done by producing mesa photodiodes with an optical w indow  at the 
surface and contacts to the p and n regions. The aim being to produce devices 
with good diodic 1-V characteristics, namely high reverse breakdown voltages 
and low dark currents. A brief description of the stages involved in the 
fabrication will be given with reference to the num bered steps shown in 
Fig.3.5, which shows the standard mesa and contact dimensions used.

Firstly the encapsulating dielectric layer must be removed, this is done 
by using a buffered hydrogen fluoride (HF) solution, which removes the 
dielectric while not attacking the GaAs surface beneath. After cleaning in 
heated photoresist stripper for « 5 minutes, photoresist is spun onto the 
sam ple and then "soft-baked" at 85°C for 20 m inutes. Then standard  
ultraviolet photolithography is used to pattern and develop the resist to leave 
a top contact pattern exposed on the surface, the rest rem aining covered by 
resist. The sample is then placed in an evaporator and the top (p-type) contact 
is deposited, this consists of 100A chromium (Cr) followed by 2000À of gold 
(Au). Lift-off using acetone is then carried out leaving the top contacts on the 
surface (STEP 1). The next step is mesa etching, this proceeds by the same 
resist spinning, patterning and developing as above, to leave the whole 
surface exposed except for an area which covers the top contact. The sample
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Figure 3.5 This shows the nature of the sample after each of three stages in device 
fabrication. See text for the complete processing steps, and the relative position of the 
stages in the overall fabrication.
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is then etched with either NH4 0 H :H 202 :H2 0  (1:1:20) at « Ijim /m in  or 
HgP0 4 :H202:H20  (3:4:1) at = 6-8|im/min, with the depth being measured at 
intervals with a Taly-Step. The sample is etched down to the n"*" buffer layer, 
or further if the substrate is also n'*'. Thus after removing the remaining resist, 
we are now left with mesas on the sample of the dimensions shown in Fig.3.6 
plus the top contact (STEP 2), thus it only remains for us to form the bottom 
contact. A resist pattern is produced such that the only area of the sample 
exposed is that for the bottom contact (n- type), whereupon 100Â of tin (Sn) 
and 2000Â of Au are deposited. After lift-off we are thus left w ith the full 
mesa with both p and n contacts (STEP 3). The sample is then alloyed at 
440°C for 2 minutes in order to form ohmic contacts. Each individual device 
on the sample is tested for its I-V characteristics, in order that selection of the 
best device may be made. (Dark currents of under lOnA for reverse biases of - 
20V are common). The sample is then lapped down to a thickness of 100pm 
and is cleaved into pairs of devices. A pair is then epoxy mounted onto a T05 
header and wire bonds (either by hand or ultrasonic bonder) made from the 
top contacts to the header legs, and from the bottom contact to the case. This 
method of mounting the devices allows us to easily connect to the devices for 
optical characterisation.

3.6 DEVICE TESTING

3.6.1 Monochromator system

A monochromator system was used most frequently to take the results 
presented in this thesis, since it was quick, simple to use and is capable of 
obtaining good quality data. The system layout is shown schematically in 
Fig.3.6. Light is emitted from a white light source (Tungsten-Halogen lamp) 
and is then passed into a 0.3m monochromator with a grating whose position 
can be rotated such that the light output through narrow slits can be tuned. 
The resolution of the monochromator is « O.Snm, which is sufficient for our 
requirements. A combination of lenses and an objective (xlO or x20 dependent 
on the measurement being performed) then focuses the light onto the device 
which is held in a T05 socket mounted on an x-y-z positioner. The use of 
lock-in detectors (with chopped light as a reference) allows either 
photocurrent or reflection to be measured. The bias to the device is controlled
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Figure 3.6 Diagram showing layout o f standard monochromator set-up. 
Components within dashed box are added for reflection measurements.

by a highly stable Hewlett Packard programmable voltage source (PVS). The 
w hole system  is driven via a BBC m icrocom puter to w hich  the 
monochromator grating stepper, lock-in and PVS are all connected, so that 
entire spectra for different biases can thus be taken. The components within 
the dashed box are used when reflection measurements are required.

The main disadvantages of the system are low power levels (lOnW's 
inciden t on device) and large spot sizes (« 50pm's), bu t for m ost 
measurements these are not a problem.

3.6.2 Photocurrent measurements

We have mentioned above that the monochromator can be used to take 
device photocurrent spectra, and it is this technique that has proved the most 
useful tool for investigating a sample's optical characteristics. The devices are 
p-i-n photodiodes and thus when light is absorbed in the intrinsic region, 
where the QWs are situated, a photocurrent is produced which can be 
detected by standard lock-in techniques. This photocurrent, ip^ can be
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directly related to the absorption coefficient (cm"^), a, by

iph = Pin [1 _ exp(-aL)] Eqn. 3.3
^ he

where Pj^ is the incident power, R is the front surface reflectivity, T| is the 
internal quantum  efficiency, q is the charge on an electron, h  is Planck's 
constant, c is the speed of light, X is the wavelength and L is the total w idth of 
the QWs. If we know the absorption at a particular wavelength (using data 
published by Jelley et al on absorption at the e l-hh l excitonic peak) then we 
can find a constant conversion factor k, such that:-

1 Vh Eqn. 3.4

Hence we can convert the whole spectra from  pho tocurren t to 
absorption. It should be noted that (i) T| is assum ed to be wavelength 
independent and (ii) the absorption of the GaAs cap is taken into account as 
follows

1 ,a  = —  In 
L

Eqn. 3.5

where A is the absorption coefficient and D is the cap thickness. The 
value of A as a function of wavelength is found by reference to the data of 
Sturge.

On performing the conversion from photocurrent we have shown the 
result as 'a.L', since for the case of a diffused well shape the definition of 'L' is 
unclear.

3.63 Reflection measurements

Some of the structures used in this thesis are asymmetric Fabry-Perot 
m odulators (AFPM's) which operate as reflection modulators (see Chapter 5), 
thus it is necessary to measure their reflection spectra.

Two standard methods are used to do this. The first uses a system 
known as the OMA (optical multichannel analyser) which is essentially a
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Figure 3.7 Diagram showing layout o f reflection spectra measurement set-up based 
on an optical multichannel analyser (OMA).

spectrum analyser. A simple schematic of the layout is shown in Fig.3.7. A 
white light Tungsten-Halogen source is focused onto the sample and the 
reflected signal is in turn focused onto a fibre bundle, where it is carried into a 
spectrometer. Here a grating splits the signal into its constituent wavelengths, 
w ith  a resolution of « O.Snm, which then fall upon a bank of 1024 
photodetectors. The signal from each detector is analysed by a com puter 
which then displays a reflection (arbitrary units) versus wavelength graph on 
the screen. The spectra is updated every 300ms and thus we can use it for 
real-time scanning across a wafer and mapping the reflection spectra. This 
means we can check whether it is worth spending time and effort processing 
the wafer into a device.

Measurements of absolute reflectivity values on m ounted devices were 
carried out on the monochromator system described previously and depicted 
in Fig.3.6. The components contained within the dashed lines are those added 
to the system for reflection measurements, and are used to focus the reflected 
light onto the silicon photodiode, which is connected to a lock-in. The 
microscope objective used is a x20 magnification in order to ensure that all the
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incident light is focused onto the device window and not on the surrounding 
gold contact area, as this would lead to spurious reflections. The device 
position is adjusted such as to maximise both the photocurrent and the 
reflected signal. The system is zeroed so as to account for stray reflections 
from the optical components in the set-up, and reflection spectra at different 
biases are taken using the BBC in the same way described previously. The 
spectra are then normalised to that of a freshly deposited gold film, which is 
assumed to have near 100% reflectivity.

Throughout the above procedure care must be taken to ensure that stray 
reflections are minimised and that all the light reflected from the device is 
collected, if this is done then good quality spectra can be obtained as will be 
shown in Chapter 5.
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Figure 3.8 Figure shows the layout used for laser based measurements.

3.6.4 Ti:Sapphire laser system

In Chapter 6, use is also made of a measurement system other than the 
m onochrom ator, i.e. the Titanium (Ti):Sapphire laser, and thus a brief 
description of the experimental layout is given here. The system consists of an
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Ar"  ̂ laser optically pum ping a Spectra-Physics TiiSapphire laser producing «
0.5W of cw power tunable between = 750-920nm. (The tuning range can be 
altered by changing the mirrors within the cavity, such that a total tuning 
range of « 660nm-1100nm is possible). The experimental layout is shown in 
Fig.3.8 and is essentially similar to that used with the monochromator. The 
two differences are that a variable attenuator is placed just after the laser 
output to control the power levels and that a photodiode (PDl) is used via a 
beamsplitter to detect some of the laser output which it then passes onto a 
lock-in (LIl). The measurements are carried out by an IBM PC which controls 
a biréfringent tuning source within the TiiSapphire, a PVS and the lock-ins. 
The measured data at each wavelength, from LI2 (either device photocurrent 
or reflected signal from PD2), is divided by the signal from LIl, in order to 
normalise the results for fluctuations in the laser output power.

3.7 CONCLUSION

Having described the basic experimental procedures used both prior, 
during and post-annealing, in the following chapters we will describe the 
results obtained.
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Chapter 4

Basic Properties oflFVD
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4.1 INTRODUCTION

In this chapter we present the basic results that make IFVD appear a 
practical and useful technique for future use in optical in tegration 
schemes. Three important features are displayed, (i) that the use of an Si02 
encapsulant can introduce selectivity into the intermixing , and hence into 
the induced blue shift; (ii) that after intermixing the excitonic features 
associated w ith QW m aterial are still clearly resolvable; (iii) that the 
optoelectronic response, i.e. the QCSE is also retained after interdiffusion. 
The presentation of these results is preceded by a brief description of the 
m odelling technique used for calculation of subband energy levels, and 
that for the calculation of the diffused well profile. The results section is 
follow ed by a discussion of the interdiffusion data and  the chapter 
concludes w ith a look at some of the problems that can arise during the 
process. Essentially this chapter is devoted to the analysis of the 
interm ixing process bringing together interdiffusion results from the 
whole thesis.

4.2 MODELLING TECHNIQUES

42.1 Calculation of sub-band transitions

In order to model the effect of the intermixing process we need to be 
able to evaluate the confined conduction band (electron) states and 
valence band (heavy and light hole) states for square (as-grown) and 
diffused well profiles under both zero and applied fields. This then allows 
evaluation of the transition energy from a given valence state to a given 
conduction state. A num ber of methods have been used to solve such 
problems [Austin et al. Bastard et al, Fernandez et al, Singh J. et al], one of 
which is the technique chosen in this w ork know n as the tunnelling 
resonance method [Harwit et al. Miller D.A.B. et al '85a]. The model is 
described in detail in Appendix C along w ith the param eters used (e.g. 
masses, band offsets etc. ). The actual computer model used was based on 
the extensive work of Dr. Peter Stevens (UCL), who in order to calculate 
the energy levels of a potential well under an applied electric field, 
fo llo w ed  the  tu n n e llin g  resonance  m eth o d  of sp li tt in g  the
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bar ri er /  well /  barrier system into a number of small steps [see Stevens et al 
'88]. This division into steps makes the m ethod ideally  su ited  to 
modification so that at each step (1Â width in our case) appropriate masses 
etc. could be entered, dependent on the A1 concentration, thus allowing an 
arbitrary potential profile to be evaluated. Thus Dr. Stevens program  was 
taken and modified in this way. Having evaluated the confined electron 
(hole) states relative to the bottom (top) of the conduction (valence) band, 
denoted as and respectively, the transition energy from an electron 
(el) state to a hole (h) state is given by

^el-h + ^el + " %md Eqn. 4.1

where Eg is the bandgap and Ey^^^ is the excitonic binding energy. For 
the original square well the Ey^^j values, as a function of well width, were 
taken from the work of Ekenberg et al. It was assumed in the program  that 
these values rem ained unchanged on intermixing a n d /o r  application of 
an electric field. Though this is not strictly true it has been shown that the
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Figure 4.1 Shown is the experimental QCSE for both the el-hhl and el-lh l 
transitions o f QT220B, a 80Â GaAs well separated by 120Â A I q  ^ G a Q  y A s  barriers. 
The solid line represents the theoretical position o f these transitions as a function 
o f field (with no fitted parameters). As can be seen there is a very good fit  to the 
experimental results. (Built-in field taken to be 13.9kVlcm).
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changes involved are of the order of a few meV [Ishikawa et al. Miller 
D.A.B. et al '85a], and as such the approximation is reasonable. Another 
point that should be noted is that the structures used in this thesis, being 
p-i-n in nature, all have a built-in-voltage associated w ith them. This has 
been taken to be 1.4V for all the samples based on work by Nelson et al on 
similar structures. Unless otherwise stated the structure quoted is that 
obtained from the grower of the material.

In Fig.4.1 are shown experimental and calculated results for both the 
e l-h h l (heavy hole) and e l-lh l (light hole) transitions versus electric field 
for sample QT220B, which consisted of eleven 80Â GaAs wells separated 
by 120Â Alg gCaQ yAs barriers within an intrinsic region of « 1pm (see 
A ppendix A for more detail). The calculated results, having no fitted 
param eters, show excellent agreem ent w ith the experim ental results 
demonstrating the reliability of the model.

4 2 2  Interdiffused well profile

The above tunnelling resonance program  was then combined with 
one that calculated the post-anneal aluminium profile of the w ell/barrier 
system. The profile used was that discussed in Chapter 2, namely the error 
function solution of the form (as derived in Appendix B):-

C(jc) = C0 1 + —erf 
2

2 - —erf 
2

2
^V^intd

I I J

Eqn.4.2

where is the well width, Cg is the initial A1 barrier concentration. 
Dint is the interdiffusion coefficient and t is the anneal time. The well is 
centred at jc = 0 and the equation is solved for -1 /2 (L ^  + Lg) < jc < 1 /2 (L ^  + 
Lg), where Lg is the barrier width. The process is assum ed to be Fickian 
and the diffusion of A1 and Ga isotropidf The profile is found via an 
ite rative  process w hereby Dint is varied and the e l-h h l transition 
calculated for each new profile until a fit to the experim ental data is 
achieved. A very im portant point should be m ade concerning Dint. For 
uncapped material the intermixing is caused by thermally produced native 
defects, and, assuming that they are produced instantaneously (relative to 
the anneal time) then the value of D̂ ^  ̂ should remain constant w ith time

^  ec^oa.\.
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i.e. the process is Fickian. In the case of encapsulant enhanced intermixing 
we are now  dealing w ith a surface driven process, thus the rate of 
interm ixing at a given depth increases w ith time as m ore vacancies 
propagate into the structure. This means that Dint also increases w ith time 
and thus strictly speaking the process will be non-Fickian. Hence the value 
of found for capped intermixing, via Eqn.4.2, should in  reality be 
regarded as an average interdiffusion coefficient.

The com putation of the profile takes into account the fact that a 
difference will exist depending on whether the well is a SQW or part of a 
MQW. In the latter case a barrier loses A1 to wells on both sides resulting 
in a greater drop in the barrier height.

4.3 RETENTION OF QW PROPERTIES AFTER IFVD

43.1 Enhanced intermixing

We have already pointed out previously that capped annealing has 
been shown to produce enhanced intermixing [see Sec.2.3.2]. In Fig.4.2 we 
dem onstrate this enhancem ent using results from sam ple QT220B (as 
used in Fig.4.1). The sample had half its surface capped w ith « 7000Â of 
S i02  and was then annealed at 960°C for 75s. Figure 4.2 shows the OV 
spectra for the as-grown, the uncapped and the capped areas. As can be 
seen the as-grown spectra shows clearly defined heavy and light hole 
transitions, which remain well resolved in the uncapped spectra, though 
blue shifted by « 6nm (llm eV). The spectra of the capped region, on the 
other hand, displays a very substantial blue shift of 55nm (102meV), 
clearly showing the enhancement encapsulation can produce. This is the 
largest reported shift in this material system while still retaining excitonic 
features, albeit reduced in both resolution and strength.

We can now look at the well profiles, produced by the intermixing 
process, via Eqn.4.2. For the uncapped region we find D^^^ = 7.3x10”̂ ^m^/s 

which is in good agreement with the results and equation of Tan et al [’88] 
discussed in Sec.2.3.1. The profile obtained for the capped results (using 
Dint “  8.5x10“̂ ^m^/s) is shown in Fig.4.3 along with the el and hh l energy 

levels, as well as the original square profile and its respective states. In this
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Figure 4.2 The diagram clearly shows the enhancement that can be produced by 
selective encapsulation with Si02- The sample used was QT220B and the RTF 

cycle 960°C for 75s, with a cap thickness of -  7000À.
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Figure 4.3 The square and diffused well band profiles, corresponding to the 

original and capped data of Fig.4.2. Shown is the lowest energy transition (el-hhl) 
for the two well profiles, demonstrating how the observed blue shift in energy is 
brought about.
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case we can see that the main cause of the blue shift is the diffusion of A1 
into the bottom of the well resulting in a larger bandgap.

The loss in excitonic resolution observed in the capped spectra is in 
part due to the change in separation between the heavy and light holes. 
The calculated separation drops from 8.7nm (17.4meV) to S .lnm  
(12.3meV) in going from the original to the capped profile m eaning that it 
is m ore difficult to resolve the two features separately. Broadening 
mechanisms are discussed fully in Sec.4.5.1.

The results of this section demonstrate that selectivity is not only 
possible but can produce very substantial blue shift differences.

4.32 Excitonic retention

H aving show n the substantial blue shift selectivity that can be 
induced, the next im portant point that needs to be dem onstrated is that 
excitonic features can be clearly maintained during IFVD. In the previous 
section the excitons have been lost in part due to sheer m agnitude of the 
shift induced. In order to demonstrate that significant shifts are possible 
while m aintaining excitonic resolution let us look at results from MV301 
a 82Â SQW structure (see Appendix A for details. N.B. the well w idth was 
obtained from the model due to a growth calibration error). Three pieces 
of MV301 were capped with « 2500Â of SiO^ (at PRL) and RTF was then 
carried out at 930°C for times of 60, 120 and 180s respectively. In Fig.4.4 are 
plotted the respective OV spectrum for the annealed samples along with 
the as-grown spectrum (offset for clarity). As can be seen a maximum shift 
of 16nm (28.4meV) has occured. The heavy and light hole excitons are still 
fully resolvable in this case, though a slight broadening and drop in peak 
strength has occured. The separation of heavy and light hole is calculated 
to change very little on interdiffusion (< Inm) and this is confirmed by the 
experimental data. This is in contrast to the significant reduction observed 
in the results of the previous section, this difference will be discussed in 
Sec.4.5.1.

This result clearly demonstrates that the blue shifting produced by 
IFVD, still enables room tem perature excitons to be fully resolved in the 
intermixed structure.
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F igu re  4.4 The above spectra are from MV301 (82À SQW) after annealing at 
930°C for the different times stated, with ~ 2500Â of SiO^ encapsulant. The heavy 

and light holes are resolvable in all the spectra despite the blue shift of up to 16nm. 
The spectra are offset for clarity.

4.3.3 The Quantum Confined Stark Effect (QCSE)

The two im portant characteristics associated with QW material are 
the appearance of room temperature excitons and the spectral red shift 
under an applied electric field, namely the QCSE. Having shown that the 
former are still observable after intermixing, the question is whether the 
latter effect is also observable. In order to examine the QCSE the results 
from RTF of sample MV370 was used. MV370 was a MQW structure 
consisting of fifty 85Â GaAs wells separated by 60Â Alo.31Gao.69As barriers, 
the total intrinsic region being « 0.77pm in width. Pieces of MV370 were 
capped with ~ 25Ü0Â SiO^ at PRL and then RTF was carried out 'in-house' 
on the Hg:Xe lamp at a nominal temperature of 930°C for times of 90, 120 
and 150s respectively. In Fig.4.5 the OV spectra for all three annealed 
samples plus the as-grown are shown (only the heavy hole exciton is 
shown for sake of clarity) and we can clearly see that a blue shift of up to
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Figure 4.5 Plotted is (a.L) for the heavy hole exciton of four samples o f MV370, 
an original piece and three pieces capped with ~ 2500A of SiO^ and annealed at 

UCL for times of 90, 120 and 150s respectively at 930°C. We can see that a blue 
shift of up to 8.2nm is achieved.

8.2nm (15.3meV) occurs with little change in the excitonic resolution. If 
we now apply a reverse bias to the devices the QCSE can be observed. The 
biased spectra for the as-grown sample and the 150s annealed sample are 
shown in Fig.4.6a and Fig.4.6b respectively. The original sample spectra 
show all the typical features expected i.e. a red shift of the excitons and 
corresponding loss in oscillator strength with field. The annealed sample 
also clearly displays all these characteristics, the only difference being that 
it exhibits a comparative loss in oscillator strength at OV, which is 
continued throughout the spectra, such that, for example, at an applied 
voltage of -8V the heavy hole is far less resolved than in the original 
spectra. However we have clear demonstration of the way the QCSF is 
retained after interdiffusion. The next question to be addressed is whether 
the error function model of Fqn.4.2 is capable of predicting the QCSF 
observed. In Fig.4.7 is plotted the el-hh l position as a function of electric 
field (using = 18kV/cm) for the original and 150s anneal sample,
along with the calculated positions (annealed sample fitted to OV exciton).
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Figure 4.6 Shown are the biased spectra for two pieces of MV370, (a) an 
unannealed original piece and, (b) one annealed at 930°C fo r  150s with a SiO^  ̂

cap of ~ 2500A thickness. We can clearly see that despite the blue shift 
experienced by the annealed sample it still exhibits the characteristic QCSE, 
similar to that of the original piece.
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As can be seen there is a reasonable fit to the experimental data for both 
the samples, suggesting that to a first approxim ation the error function 
solution can be used as an estimate of the diffused well profile.

CDOa.
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865
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845
150s840

835
20 40 60 80 100 120 140 1600

Electric Field (kV/cm)

Figure 4.7 Shown is the experimental el-hhl QCSE for two pieces o f MV370, an 
original as-grown and one annealed at 930°C for 150s with a = 2500À SiO^ cap. 
Also shown are the theoretical shifts calculated for the two samples, using an error 
function profile for the annealed sample. As can be seen there is a reasonable fit 
between theory and experiment. (Built-in field taken to be 18.3kVlcm)

If we look again at the results presented in Fig.4.7 we can see that the 
m agnitude of the Stark shift is significantly less for the 150s anneal sample 
than the as-grown. For an electric field of 122.6kV/cm the heavy hole shift 
from  its zero applied field position was 14.3nm for the as-grow n and 
10.9nm for the annealed sample, a drop of 24%. This loss of Stark shift is 
comparable to that previously reported by Ribot et al ['89b]. However to 
conclude that the transition from an abrupt to a diffused well causes a 
degradation in the QCSE performance, as claimed by Ribot et al ['89b], is I 
believe unjustified. For a fair comparison we should compare the diffused 
well with its 'equivalent ' square well, i.e. that well w idth  which w ould 
have to be grown to give the same zero field e l-h h l position. Such a 
comparison is shown in Fig.4.8 where we have replotted the experimental 
and theoretical data of the 150s anneal, along with the calculated response 
of the 'equivalent' 70A square well. The results show that the diffused
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Figure 4.8 In this figure the experimental and theoretical results for the 150s 
anneal already shown in Fig.4.7 are reproduced, along with the calculated el-hhl 
Stark shift for the 'equivalent' square well. This being that QW that would have to 
be grown to give approximately the same zero field el-hhl position as the diffused 
well. In this case it is a 70A well. Clearly shown is that the diffused well exhibits 
a greater QCSE.

well shifts faster than the square well, with a theoretical increase of ~ 38% 
for a field of 122.6kV/cm. Thus by diffusing a wide well to the desired 
operating w avelength rather than growing a narrow er square well, an 
im provem ent in the QCSE can be obtained. However this is more than 
offset by the reduced absorption at the exciton peak, due not only to the 
diffusion process causing a drop in oscillator strength relative to the 
original, bu t also the fact that the narrow  well will have a larger 
absorption coefficient than the original wide well [Jelley et al]. Even so it is 
im portant to note that the intermixing process cannot be said to degrade 
the Stark shift of the device.

Having shown that the three basic ingredients exist for making IFVD 
a particular useful technique, let us now look at some aspects that concern 
the interdiffusion process.
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4.4 ANALYSIS OF INTERDIFFUSION DATA

4.4.1 Comparison of interdiffusion coefficient results

In this section we have compiled the results for the interdiffusion 
coefficient (Dint) calculated, via Eqn.4.2, from the blue shift data of 
structures used in this thesis.

In Table 4.1 is listed a brief summary of the w ell/barrier nature of the 
structures used in this compilation. Also included is the depth  from the 
surface to the top well of the MQW region. This is followed by Table 4.2 
where the values of Dint are listed along with relevant inform ation such 
as the nature and thickness of the encapsulant and the tem perature and 
time of the RTF cycle.

From the compiled results some interesting points can readily be 
observed.
(i) Sample MV370 was annealed at both UCL and Sheffield w ith the same 
encapsulant and under nominally the same conditions, however we can 
see that there is approximately an order of m agnitude difference in the 
respective Dint values. All else being the same these results m ust therefore

TABLE 4.1 structures used in the data compiled in Table 4.2

Structure
nam e W ell/barrier No. of 

wells
Depth of 1®* 

well from surface

MV370 85A GaAs 160A Al^ 50 0.642\xm

MV301
82A GaAs SQW in 

^^0.34^^0.66^^
1 1.602\im

QT154 I50A GaAsIôOA Al^ 30 1.085\xm

CB308 95A GaAsl40A Al^ ^j^^O 6 ^ ^ 10 1.01\im

QT220B SOA GaAsinOA Al^^Ga^ ^ s 11 0.91\im
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TABLE 4.2 Compilation of data from work in this thesis.
N.B. (P), (S) and (U) used below show where the particular 

process was carried out, nam ely PRL, Sheffield 
University or U.C.L.

Structure
nam e

Cap type Cap
thickness

A nneal 
temp (°C)

A nneal 
time (s)

D .„,(m V s)

MV370 2500A 930 (U) 90 1.7x10'^^
MV370 2500A 930 (U) 120 2.3x10'^^
MV370 2500Â 930 (U) 150 4.6x10'^^
MV370 SiOJP) 2500Â 930 (S) 60 31x10'^^
MV370 2500Â 930 (S) 90 29x10'^^
MV370 2500Â 930 (S) 120 26x10'^^
MV370 2500A 930 (S) 180 26xl0'^‘
MV301 SiO^(P) 2500A 930 (S) 60 3.5xl0'^‘
MV301 2500À 930 (S) 120 5.0x10'^^
MV301 SiOJP) 2500Â 930 (S) 180 7.0x10'^^
QT154 SiO^ (S) 3500Â 930 (S) 60 49x10'^^
QT154 SiO^ (S) 3500A 930 (S) 90 51x10'^^
QT154 SiO^ (S) 3500A 930 (S) 120 54x10'^^
QT154 3500A 930 (S) 180 55x10'^^
QT154 SiO^ (S) 3500Â 930 (S) 210 53x10'^^
CB308 SiO^ (U) 3000À 930 (S) 60 18.3x10'^^
CB308 SiO^ (U) 3000Â 930 (S) 720 18.4x10'^^
CB308 SiO^ (U) 3000À 930 (S) 180 22.4x10'^^
CB308 SiO^ (U) 3000Â 930(6:; 240 17.7x10'^^
CB308 Uncapped NIA 930 (S) 60 4.0x10'^^
CB308 Uncapped NIA 930 (S) 120 7.5x10'^^
CB308 Uncapped NIA 930 (S) 180 4.5x10'^^
CB308 Uncapped NIA 930 (S) 240 43xlO'^‘

QT220B 7000A 960 (S) 75 85xl0'^‘
QT220B Uncapped NIA 960 (S) 75 7.3x10'^^
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stem from differences in the RTP system used, especially since the results 
from the Sheffield set are comparable to all the other data shown. Thus 
the implication is that the measured temperature of the UCL set-up is not 
an accurate reflection of that experienced by the samples. This statement is 
borne out by the fact that the values of Dint for the UCL sam ples are 
com parable or even lower than uncapped interm ixing at the quoted 
tem perature [Tan et al '88]. This overestimation of the tem perature is in 
itself not surprising due to the rudim entary nature of the tem perature 
m easurem ent used (see Chapter 3). The discrepancy in the results from 
MV370 can thus be simply explained by the fact that sam ples were 
annealed at a lower temperature at UCL than their Sheffield counterparts. 
It is not feasible to attempt to estimate the anneal tem perature at UCL due 
to the num ber of other factors that influence the intermixing.
(ii) Looking at the SQW (MV301), its values of Dint are lower than the 
results from the other samples. This is probably due to its depth below the 
surface of « 1.6pm which is greater than any of the other samples. The 
difference in encapsulant could also have been a factor in the difference 
between it and QT154 and CB308.
(iii) If we look at QT154 and CB308 then the encapsulant, anneal 
conditions and depth of the first well from the surface are all comparable, 
how ever Dint of the former is over twice that of the latter. A possible 
reason is that QT154 is a n-i-p while CB308 is a p-i-n, thus gallium  
vacancies have to diffuse through different doping types in the two cases. 
It is believed that the nature of the Ga vacancy is different depending on 
the doping type [Baraff et al] and intuitively this would lead to a difference 
in the rate at which the vacancies would diffuse through the layers to the 
QW region. If this is the case then this w ould explain the difference 
observed.
(iv) For some of the samples (MV301 and MV370 (UCL)) an increase in 
Dint observed w ith time in line with the observation in Sec.4.2.2 about 
the nature of the process. Surprisingly, the other results do not display 
such an increase and, within experimental error, rem ain constant w ith 
time. We shall return to this in the next section.

The above shows that it is difficult to compare sets of interdiffusion 
data if certain parameters are different. The difference in anneal system for 
the results of MV370 showing this clearly. Other differences pointed out 
include encapsulant, depth from the surface and doping structure of the
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material. Thus this makes comparison of our values of Dint to the results 
of different authors a pointless exercise.

4.42 Depth dependence

The point has already been m ade that as the process is a surface 
driven one then the interdiffusion coefficient should increase w ith time 
as the levels of surface generated vacancies, that have penetrated to a 
given depth, also increases. However from the results compiled in the 
previous section it appeared that in some case the interdiffusion remained 
essentially constant with time ; we will return to this later. The above also 
leads to another conclusion, that an elem ent of dep th  dependen t 
interm ixing will occur. This has indeed been reported by a num ber of 
authors who have investigated SQW at different depths from the surface 
[Guido et al '89, Kahen et al '89, Koteles et al].

The extent of the depth dependence is determ ined by two things, (i) 
The concentration of gallium vacancies at a given depth and time, over 
and above the thermal generated equilibrium vacancies. This is controlled 
by the num ber of surface generated vacancies, and the rate of diffusion of 
these vacancies through the structure, (ii) The relationship betw een the 
concentration of vacancies and the interdiffusion coefficient. W ork carried 
out by Kahen et al ['88,'89j has suggested that this latter relationship is 
linear in nature i.e. doubling the num ber of vacancies doubles the 
interdiffusion coefficient, and was used to extract values for the diffusion 
of gallium vacancies from intermixing of SQW's at various depths.

In order to check the validity of this relationship it was decided to 
examine the depth dependent intermixing results produced by Koteles et 
al. He looked at two SQWs of 50Â and 80Â respectively (32% AlGaAs 
barriers), at depths of 0.5, 1 and 2pm from the surface, after RTP at 950°C 
for 15s with a 4000Â Si02  cap. The results were displayed as the difference 
in blue shift, of e l-hh l, between capped and uncapped surfaces. In order to 
know the ultimate position of the peak under the capped surface we need 
to know the m agnitude of blue shift of the uncapped material under the 
above conditions. To do this the fit of Tan et al ['88] was used (Eqn.2.4) to 
give a value of = 5.7x10"^^ m ^/s at 950°C, and when used in Eqn.4.2 

this gave shifts of 5.4meV and 2.3meV for the 50Â and 80Â wells 
respectively. This allowed us to evaluate the m agnitude of the total blue 
shift and thus, as stated above, know the final position of the e l-h h l
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transition, allowing us to attempt to fit the data.
The fit was carried out with a technique previously used by Kahen et 

al ['89]. The anneal time , was increased in 0.2s steps up to the total 
anneal time of 15s. At each step the concentration of surface generated 
vacancies, over and above the native equilibrium  vacancies, for the 
desired depth was calculated from

Cy(z) = Cy g.erfc
2 .^D y Ga-linc

Eqn. 4.3

where is the normalised gallium vacancy (V^^) concentration and 
equals the total vacancy concentration over the equilibrium  vacancy 
concentration ; z is the depth from the surface ; g is the
norm alised concentration at the surface, and Dy is the 
diffusion coefficient. Having thus found the V^a concentration at a given 
time and depth we now relate this to linearly via ,
where D^j is the uncapped inter diffusion coefficient obtained from Tan
et al ['88]. The next step is to solve the following equation

where is the A1 concentration profile, which is initially a square 
well. Eqn 4.4 is solved numerically and a new diffused A1 profile obtained. 
The time is then incrementally increased, Eqn.4.3 solved for the new time 
and then Eqn.4.4 is evaluated using the diffused profile generated by the 
previous step. The final profile is then used as before to calculate the e l- 
h h l transition energy. There are two variable parameters, Dy and g, 
and these were adjusted until a good fit was obtained to the data for the 
50Â well, and then used to predict the 80Â shifts. The results are shown in 
Fig.4.9 where the data of Koteles et al is shown along with the calculated 
shifts obtained by the method described above, using Dy =8.5x10"^^ m ^/s 
and g = 17.5. The fit is remarkable good, which appears to prove that the 
linear relationship assumed between the interdiffusion coefficient and the 
vacancy concentration is indeed the correct one. An interesting aspect 
thrown up by the fitting is that the value of Dy found only adds to the 
discrepancy in this parameter already discussed in Chapter 2. A
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Figure 4.9 The above shows a reproduction o f the experimental data produced by 
Koteles et al (Opt. & Quantum Electronics, 23, pp.S779-S787, VI) showing that 
intermixing is dependent on the depth from the surface. Also plotted are the results 
from the theoretical f i t  as described in the thesis, which shows good agreement 
with all the data, (see text for details).

reproduction of Fig.2.2 is shown as Fig.4.10 along with the aforementioned 
value, and as can be seen it is more than an order of m agnitude higher 
than any of the other results displayed, which them selves show  an 
extensive spread . This w ould seem to suggest that Dy is very 
dependent on the nature of the material used.

The above results have confirmed the supposition  that a dep th  
dependence is exhibited by the process. However such a dependence is not 
apparen t in the results presented in Sec.4.3.3 for the MQW structure, 
MV370. In that case we would expect that the fifty well structure (MQW 
region 0.725pm wide) would show a depth dependence resulting in a 
spread of excitonic transition wavelengths from the top to the bottom  of 
the region, and hence a rapid loss in excitonic resolution and strength. But 
the excitonic resolution of the diffused samples is little changed from the 
as-grown, both for OV and with an applied field (Fig.4.6a & b). Only a slight 
broadening of the e l-h h l FWHM linew idth from  12.4 to 15.5meV is 
observed, suggesting little variation in intermixing across the well region.
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Figure 4.10 This is a reproduction o f Fig.2.2 of Ga vacancy diffusion, with the 
additional data calculated from the results o f Koteles et al (see text). We can see 
that this only adds to spread of data being an order of magnitude larger than any 
previously published value

In order to exam ine this m ore closely transm ission  electron 
m icroscopy (TEM) was perfo rm ed  by Dr. X-M Z hang  a t the 
Interdisciplinary Research Centre for Semiconductor Materials at Imperial 
College. TEM being a microscopy technique commonly used for the 
exam ination of fine structural detail in advanced sem iconductors [see 
Stradling et al]. The TEM was perform ed on pieces of structure QT154 
(used in Chapter 5), which consisted of thirty 150Â GaAs wells separated by 
60Â Alg gGag yAs barriers (see Appendix A for full details). Three samples 
were prepared and examined, a piece of original wafer, and two samples 
annealed for 60s and 240s respectively at 930°C with a 3500Â Si0 2  cap, the 
three m icrographs being shown in Fig.4.11a, b and c. (a) Shown is the 
MQW region before annealing with the wells (dark) and barriers (light) 
clearly distinct and the interfaces of high quality being both sharp and 
uniform, (b) The micrograph for the structure after the 60s anneal still 
shows distinct wells and barriers. The interface is still relatively uniform
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A s - g r o w n

Figure 4.11a The above is a TEM micrograph of structure QT154 before IFVD. 
We can clearly see the 30 periods of 150À GaAs wells (dark regions) separated by 
60A Alg jOaQjAs barriers (light regions). The well/barrier interfaces can clearly be 
seen to be sharp and smooth. (N.B. All micrographs are shown the surface 
uppermost).
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Figure 4.11b This micrograph shows QT154 after annealing at 930°C, with a 
3500Â SiÛ2  cap, for 60s. The well!barrier interfaces are still distinct and smooth, 
though a slight grading is present.
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T r. t,

Figure 4.11c This micrograph shows QT154 after annealing at 930°C, with a 
3500A SiÛ2  cap, for 240s. The well/barrier interfaces are now quite clearly graded 
and also non-uniform (i.e. interface roughness). However no depth dependence is 
observable in this intermixed sample.
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though we can see that a grading is beginning to occur, (c) This grading of 
the aluminium across the interface is now clearly visible in this the 240s 
anneal and there is also a loss of uniformity along the interface. However 
there is no obvious evidence of depth dependence even in the 240s anneal 
where a shift from « 860nm to « 830nm has occured i.e. substantial 
intermixing. (N.B. The uncapped in this case has shifted to « 855nm). It is 
interesting, and instructive, to calculate the depth dependence we might 
have expected by solving Eqns. 4.3 and 4.4, using Dy values taken from 
both Kahen et al ['89] and Katayama et al ['91], whose results were 
discussed in Sec.2.2.2 and represent the two extremes of the few published 
Dy Ga values. Firstly the value of g is found that corresponds to the 
central well of the thirty being at « 830nm i.e. the experimental result. 
From this the profile for the top and bottom well are found and then the 
respective e l-hh l positions evaluated. (N.B. eq l^ken as 4xlO"^^m^/s 
from uncapped data). The results are tabulated in Table 4.3 and in Fig.4.12 
the corresponding well profiles are shown.

TABLE 4.3 Shown are calculated e l-hh l positions for three wells of 
sample QT154, the top, middle and bottom well, using the 
technique described in the text, for two different Ga 
vacancy diffusion coefficients.

Sample
QT154

Kahen et al ['89]

DvGa = 3-4xlO''^mVs
C ' = 140,000v,s

Katayama et al ['91]

D ,,„  = 2.2x10"^® m ^/s V,Ga
C =150 v,s

Top well 
(1.085pm)

Alloy of 
8.6% AlGaAs el-hhl = 815.Onm

Middle well 
(1.4pm) el-hhl = 830.Onm el-hhl = 830.Onm

Bottom well 
(1.715pm) el-hhl = 857.9nm el-hhl -  844.8nm

As can be seen there is a significant spread predicted for the profiles 
and transition energies across the MQW region, using either Dy Ga value. 
Indeed utilising the value of Kahen et al ['89] would result in the top QW 
disappearing and become an AlGaAs alloy, while the bottom well would
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Figure 4.12 The above plots show the AI distributions corresponding to the 
results of Table 4.3, for the Dy values taken from (a) Katayama et al ['91] and 
(6) gr a/
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rem ain little changed. For both cases the dep th  dependence in the 
interm ixing should be clearly observable in the m icrographs taken, but 
equally clearly is not. In actual fact if we follow the above procedure for 
structure QT220B of Fig.4.2, we can see that the spread of transition 
energies predicted for this eleven well system, shown in Table 4.4, is also 
significant

TABLE 4.4 Shown are the calculated e l-hh l positions for three wells 
of sample QT220B, the top, middle and bottom  well, using 
the technique described in the text.

Sample
QT220B

Katayama et al ['91]

Dy = 3x10'^^ m ^/s
C =255v,s

Top well 
(1.085pm) el-hhl -  778Anm

Middle well 
(1.4pm) el-hhl -  789.7nm

Bottom well 
(1.715pm) el-hhl -  800.7nm

where we have used Dy = SxlO'^^m^/s (at 960°C) from Katayama et 

al ['91], gq = 6.2xl0"^^m^/s from the uncapped result, and C^ g has again 
been found by assum ing the central well to be at the experim entally 
observed shifted e l-h h l wavelength i.e. 790nm. The spread from top to 
bottom  of « 20nm would completely destroy any excitonic resolution, 
however as can be seen from Fig.4.2 this does not occur.

Thus the MQW structures w ould appear not to display the depth 
dependence associated w ith the SQW results and the C>v,Ga other 
authors. Two possible explanations for this phenomena follow.

The first is that the lack of a depth dependence is due to the multiple 
quantum  well nature itself i.e. that the m ultiple interfaces play some part. 
This rather surprising conclusion has also been stated by Guido et al 
['87,'89] who observed no depth dependence in the TEM of a MQW 
structure while later observing such a dependence in SQW material. The 
m ultiple interfaces may in some way change the vacancy diffusion process
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such that a near uniform vacancy distribution occurs across the region. 
This w ould happen if the value of Dy increases w ithin the MQW 
region. The result being a more uniform vacancy distribution across the 
MQW region, leading to a more uniform  intermixing. It is difficult to 
envisage a m echanism for such an increase, though it is interesting to 
note that the diffusion of Zn has been observed to be greater in MQW 
material then bulk [Lee J.W et al].

A second explanation is that rather than an increase in Dy within 
only the MQW region, it may be that this value is far higher than that 
quoted by either Kahen et al ['89] or Katayama et al ['91], throughout the 
entire structure. We have already noted that Dy calculated from our fit 
to the results of Koteles et al is far higher than any previously quoted (see 
Fig.4.10). Performing the same procedure as that used to produce Table 4.3 
we can show that to produce a spread of = 3.5nm in the e l-h h l transition 
from top to bottom of the MQW region of QT154 requires that Dy be « 

lOxlO'^'^m^/s. When we compare this to the data of Fig.4.10 we can see that 
though it is far higher than any published data, it is comparable to that 
derived from Koteles et al's data.
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Figure 4.13 This plot shows the evolution with time of the (surface generated) 
vacancy concentration at a depth of l\im, for different values o f vacancy diffusion 
coefficient (Dy qJ .  We can see that for large values of Dy the concentration 
remains almost constant after a rapid initial rise.
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A very rapid diffusion of vacancies through the structure w ould also 
explain why the averaged value of appears constant w ith time for 
m any of the results shown in Sec.4.4.1. In Fig.4.13, we have plotted 
versus time, at a depth of 1pm, for a number of Dy values. We can see 
that w hen Dy is large then, after an initial rapid  rise, Cy rem ains 
essentially constant with time. Thus, also after an initial sharp rise, 
being proportional to Cy , also remains almost constant with time. Hence 
the average value of D^^y (that found by Eqn.4.2), will also display little 
change. If this latter explanation is true then this implies that the nature of 
the material can produce large variations in Dy and hence intermixing.

It is interesting to note here that work has suggested that divacancies 
(VcaVAs) diffuse very rapidly in GaAs (« 3xl0"^^m ^/s for T = 930°C) 
[Morrow]. This could make it responsible for the high Dy values 
associated with the work of Koteles et al and possibly our own results. The 
value quoted however is « two orders of m agnitude greater than any of 
that shown in Fig.4.10, nor does the divacancy account for the large spread 
of data shown in that diagram. Its possible presence though should be 
borne in m ind, as should other possible vacancy complexes whose 
existence may be material dependent and thus explain the discrepancies 
outlined previously.

The exact reason for the lack of the expected depth dependence in the 
multi-well samples is thus unclear and is worthy of more investigation. In 
Chapter 7 a structure is suggested to help this investigation. But we can say 
that the results presented here mean that MQW m aterial can be used in 
IFVD processes, while by simply using published Dy results, the 
resultant depth dependence would have made this impossible. Indeed in 
Chapter 5 we dem onstrate an application of IFVD using a thirty well 
structure.

4.5 POSSIBLE PROBLEMS ARISING FROM IFVD

4.5 J  Excitonic resolution

The results presented in this thesis, and also the w ork of other 
authors [Ralston et al '88, Ribot et al '89a], have shown that IFVD tends to 
produce both a broadening of the excitonic features and a loss of oscillator
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strength resulting in a general loss of resolution, the extreme being that 
the heavy and light hole are no longer individually resolvable.

This could arise if, on interm ixing, the overlap integral of the 
electron/hole wavefunctions drops significantly, as the oscillator strength 
is proportional to the square of the overlap integral [Miller D.A.B. et al 
'86a]. W hen calculated the overlap does indeed decrease on intermixing 
for the n = 1 transitions, but the num bers involved are too small to 
account for the changes observed experimentally. The well shape also 
affects the broadening via enhanced particle tunnelling through the 
graded and lowered potential barrier, however this has been calculated to 
be only of the order of lO'^meV [Ralston et al '88], which again is 
insignificant.

Thus it appears that the results seen cannot be attributed to the shape 
of the diffused well, though to some extent this will play a part. If we look 
at the TEM of Fig.4.11 a dom inant factor is revealed, that of interface 
roughness. The interdiffusion has not only graded the A1 concentration 
across the w e ll/b a rrie r  interface, bu t has also in troduced  random  
fluctuations along the interfaces. Such interface roughness is well known 
to cause both a broadening of the excitonic transition and a consequent 
drop in the peak absorption since excitons along the interface experience 
different effective well widths. [Herman et al].

In some cases the loss in resolution can also be attributed to a decrease 
in the heavy/ligh t hole separation, as is the case for QT220B of Sec.4.3.1. In 
Fig.4.14 we have plotted this separation, both in meV and nm  as a 
function of blue shift for the w ell/barrier structure of QT220B. We can see 
that initially  there is little change observed (indeed there is a slight 
increase in the 'm eV plot), but that as the blue shift becomes large then 
the separation begins to decrease rapidly. This effect can be regarded as two 
opposing  factors, an effective narrow ing of the well which tends to 
increase the separation, and a drop in the barrier potential which decreases 
the separation, w ith the latter dominating as the interdiffusion increases. 
One should  note that the change from meV to nm also accentuates the 
loss in separation.

A part from  the above effects responsible for a loss of excitonic 
reso lu tion  one m ust rem ember that in m ultiple well structures some 
elem ent of depth  dependence will also contribute, though as discussed 
previously not necessarily to the extent expected. There could also be some
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Figure 4.14 The graph shows the separation of el-hhl and el-lhl as a function of 
heavy hole blue shift for a 80Â GaAsll20Â A I q  ^ G o q  j A s  welllbarrier system 
(identical to QT220B used in Sec.4.3.1). The separation is plotted both in meV and 
nm terms, and we can clearly see that as the inter diffusion increases so the 
separation decreases.

broadening due to dopant diffusion, though as we shall now discuss this 
does not appear to be significant in most cases.

4.5.2 Doping considerations

The retention of a clear QCSE in both our work (Fig.4.6a and b) and 
that of other authors [Ralston et al '89, Ribot et al '89b], and the ability to fit 
it reasonable well suggests that the p-i-n nature of the structures is not lost, 
and hence that little dopant movement occurs for the RTF cycles used. C- 
V m easurem ents of MV370 before and after annealing have been able to 
show  no appreciable change in the doping profile, confirm ing the 
previous observation. For QT220B due to the high doping (~ 2xl0^^cm"^) 
of the nominally intrinsic AlGaAs buffer layers on either side of the MQW 
region and the higher temperature used (960°C as opposed to 930°C), some
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form of dopant redistribution has probably occured, resulting in the lack of 
QCSE observed. Generally though it w ould appear that if the initial 
intrinsic doping levels are kept low then the doping d istribution  is 
maintained. It is also advantageous to design the structure so that it can 
produce reasonable blue shifts for lower tem peratures or times, so as to 
prevent any such redistribution. Such considerations are exam ined in 
Chapter 7.

4.5.3 Reproducibility

This is an im portant issue for the transfer of any technology into a 
commercial environment. We have already stated that direct comparison 
of interdiffusion data from different authors is impractical due to the 
dependence of IFVD on a number of factors, (i) Material quality influences 
the concentration of native equilibrium defects and almost certainly the 
vacancy diffusion coefficient, (ii) The nature of the annealing system and 
cycle is important, through differences in the anneal technique (furnace or 
rapid), tem perature measurement and ram p time, (iii) Most im portant is 
the nature of the encapsulant itself, as its composition, thickness and 
porosity have all been shown to influence the rate of gallium outdiffusion 
and hence ultimately the amount of intermixing (see Chapter 2). All the 
above factors can result in differences in the observed interdiffusion and 
indeed in Sec.4.4.1 it was suggested that differences in anneal system was 
responsible for some of the discrepancies observed. How ever the above 
statements do not mean that the technique is non-reproducible. Samples 
QT154 and QT104 (identical structures) were processed independently a 
few months apart but with the encapsulation and annealing carried out in 
the same systems. The results obtained for the blue shifts were the same in 
the two cases, thus showing that reproducibility is possible, this was also 
borne out by reproduced results on CB308. Thus if care is taken to 
reproduce each particular phase of the process, growth, encapsulation and 
anneal then the overall process can be repeated. O bviously initial 
calibration of a particular system is needed and accurate control over the 
steps listed bu t this should not prove a practical lim itation to the 
commercial application of the technique.
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4.6 CONCLUSION

This chapter has shown that though the process still has aspects 
which are not understood, especially concerning depth dependence, it still 
displays attributes which are very attractive from an applications point of 
view. The ability to selectively blue shift and still retain excitons and Stark 
shift mean that the diffused region can still be used for device applications. 
We have also shown that an error function profile for the diffused well is 
reasonable to a first approximation. In the following chapters applications 
of the technique will be demonstrated.
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Chapter 5

IFVD of Surface-Normal 
Modulators
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5.1 INTRODUCTION

In this chapter we describe the use of IFVD in changing the operating 
properties of a reflection m odulator namely an asymmetric Fabry-Perot 
m odulator (AFPM). We begin with a brief description of the principles 
behind the operation of such a device, dem onstrating the two possible 
operating configurations, norm ally-on and normally-off. This will be 
followed by the results section which will present data showing how IFVD 
can be used to produce devices from the same wafer working in either of 
the two modes. In conclusion some general applications will be discussed.

5.2 AFPM OPERATION 

5.2.7 Basic principles

Transm ission m odulators, with light passing perpendicular to the 
QW layers, suffer from intrinsically low contrast ratios [Stevens et al '89]. It 
is in an effort to im prove the contrast perform ance from  such 
perpend icu lar m odulators that reflection type devices have been 
considered. In its simplest form one can place a high reflectivity m irror on 
the back and an anti-reflection coating on the front of the sam ple to 
produce a double pass through the QW region, effectively doubling the 
active area thickness without any voltage penalty [Boyd et al '87], thus 
increasing the contrast to {- 9dB). In recent years concurrent work carried 
out by W hitehead et al ['89] and Yan et al ['89] have improved the contrast 
values obtainable by demonstrating structures in which the front face is 
left uncoated. This produces an AFPM with the Fabry-Perot (FP) cavity 
being formed between the high reflectivity back m irror ( > 95%) and the 
front air/sem iconductor interface (reflectivity « 30%).

Figure 5.1 shows a schematic of such a cavity where Rf and Ry are the 
front and back reflectivities respectively, a  is the absorption w ithin the 
cavity (produced by the MQW material) and d is the total thickness of the 
absorbing region. The standard equations for such a cavity can be found in 
W hitehead et al ['89] and reference therein. It is found that at the FP 
resonance of the cavity the total reflection from the structure, Rres can be 
written as:-
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m À 
4n

where m is an 
odd integral 

number
V

Incident
light

*
R res

R f

a, absorption

Rb

Figure 5.1 Schematic of an absorptive asymmetric Fabry-Perot cavity. See text 
for definition of symbols.

Rres

where:-

Ra = (RfRb) e

Eqn.5.1

Eqn.5.2

In order to achieve the maximum contrast we need to be reduced 
to zero. By inspection of Eqn.5.1 we can see that this condition is met when 
R^ = Rf. Substituting this back into Eqn.5.2 we find that the a d  value 
needed to achieve this is given by

adR ô = 0.5.1n(Rb/' f̂) Eqn.5.3

We have already seen in previous chapters that the absorption of 
MQW’s can be significantly altered by application of an applied field. This 
ability to modulate the absorption in turn allows the reflectivity of an 
AFPM to be modulated, with the ability to produce high contrasts when 
the critical ad  value is achieved.
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5 .2.2 Operating modes o f an AFPM

An AFPM MQW structure can be designed to operate in one of two 
modes, known as normally-on [Whitehead et al '89] and normally-off 
respectively [Whitehead et al '90]. In the normally-on configuration the 
device is reflecting (ON) when unbiased, and becomes non-reflecting on 
application of a reverse bias. The normally-off design is the reverse of this, 
that is the device is non-reflecting (OFF) in the unbiased state and becomes 
reflecting when biased.

Normally-off 
wavelength

1
coMjOu
o

<

Normally-on
wavelength

30000

25000

20000

15000

Unbiased 
Biased

10 000  -
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1 -1  1 .1  i  I 1 I JL I J  1 A I 1 I J  1 1 I I I I I I I I I - L J  T - l  t . I . I  1

800 810 820 830 840 850 860 870 880

W avelength (nm)

Figure 5.2 Shown are a typical unbiased and biased spectra from a MQW 
structure. The arrows indicate the wavelengths at which a device would be 
operated to produce either normally-on operation (long wavelength side of 
unbiased el-hhl) or normally-off operation (at unbiased el-hhl wavelength).

Figure 5.2 shows at what wavelengths the two modes w ould be 
operated (i.e. the position of the FP resonance) with respect to a QW 
spectra. The norm ally-on device is designed to w ork to the long 
wavelength side of the heavy hole exciton. Initially, in the unbiased (OV) 
state, the absorption is low and hence the reflectivity ON, as the device is 
reverse biased the heavy hole red shifts and thus the absorption at 
resonance increases resulting in a drop in reflectivity. When the critical
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value of a d  is reached Rres drops to zero, and m axim um  contrast is 
achieved [see for example W hitehead et al '89].

In the case of a normally-off AFPM then the resonance is designed 
such that it coincides with the OV e l-hh l excitonic peak. The value of a d  
at this point is chosen so that it satisfies Eqn.5.3 and the structure is thus 
non-reflecting (OFF). On application of a reverse bias the heavy hole shift 
results in a drop in the absorption at the operating wavelength. Thus the 
device no longer satisfies the zero reflectivity condition and hence now 
reflects some of the incident light [see for example W hitehead et al '90].

5.2.3 Integrated reflector and cavity tolerances

Thus far we have looked at the two modes in which an AFPM can be 
designed to operate. Now let us consider the nature of the high reflectivity 
back m irror ( > 95%) needed for efficient operation of the device. The 
m irror is a quarter wave multilayer stack (MLS) of alternate layers of high 
and low refractive index material (see Macleod for detailed explanation). 
The use of Al^Ga|_^As (where x ~ 10% in most cases) and AlAs as the two 
m aterials has allowed the integration of the m irror w ithin the overall 
epitaxial growth procedure [Van der Ziel et al]. A MLS of 12 periods is 
sufficient to produce a reflectivity in excess of 95%, which rem ains high 
over a range of « 60nm. This broad reflectivity band can be centred at the 
operating wavelength by a suitable selection of the layer thicknesses. Since 
the high reflection band is broad this makes it less sensitive to growth 
fluctuations in layer thicknesses.

H aving grown the reflector stack upon the substrate the rest of the 
MQW structure is then grown on top. The length of the cavity formed 
betw een the MLS and the top surface dictates the position of the FP 
resonances. The cavity length needs to be an odd integral num ber of X/An, 
where X is the desired operating wavelength and n is the refractive index 
of the cavity. Though the cavity can be designed to place a resonance at the 
correct wavelength its position is very sensitive to the cavity thickness. 
The grow th  rate m ust thus be well controlled in order to achieve 
successful devices, as m ust wafer scale uniformity since any fluctuations 
will give rise to a reduced yield. In the next section the effects of such 
cavity thickness fluctuations on the position of the resonance will be 
displayed.

M any different AFPM devices have been demonstrated in the last few
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years, utilising a variety of structures, with the aim of im proving one or 
more param eter such as contrast, voltage, reflection change, insertion loss 
or tolerance [Law et al '90a & 91, Pezeshki et al '90 & '91, Yan et al '90 & '91, 
Zouganeli et al] The use of other m aterial system s has also been 
dem onstrated such as InGaAs/GaAs [Hu et al. Sale et al] and InG aA s/InP 
[Moseley et al] for 1.55pm based systems. The latter is of particular interest 
since AFPM's offer the possibility of overcoming some of the problems 
associated w ith the low absorption coefficient of materials used at that 
wavelength.

The m ain applications envisaged for such m odulators is in optical 
in te rconnection  netw orks or as possible sw itch ing  e lem ents in 
telecommunications routing systems. In the final section of this chapter 
we will address these applications in more detail. First let us look at how 
IFVD can be used to change the nature of the device produced.

5.3 TAILORING OF THE AFPM OPERATING CHARACTERISTICS

53.1 Aims and original wafer reflection spectra

As already stated the ultimate aim of post-growth modification via 
IFVD is the production of devices with different operating characteristics 
on the same epitaxially grown wafer. A wafer grown to operate as a 
norm ally-off AFPM offered the possibility of dem onstrating this for a 
perpendicular configuration device rather than the common waveguide 
structure, since by blue shifting of the heavy hole the structure could in 
principle be made to operate in a normally-on mode. Selective capping of 
the wafer would thus allow distinct areas to be produced, some operating 
in the original normally-off mode and some in the modified normally-on 
mode.

The structure chosen for the experiments was QT154 (see Appendix A 
for structure), a standard AFPM with an MQW region m ade up of 30 
periods of 150Â GaAs wells and 60Â Alo.3Gao.7As barriers. The structure 
was designed by Dr. Mark W hitehead to operate at 862nm in a normally- 
off mode. The wafer's reflection spectra was scanned using the OMA and a 
typical result is shown in Fig.5.3. with the excitonic feature visible at the 
desired wavelength. It is not possible to resolve the heavy and light hole 
since the wide well w idth brings the states closer together and also the
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Figure 5.3 The top o f the diagram shows the reflection spectra taken from a 
typical area o f the wafer, showing the Fabry-Perot (FP) resonance and the 
excitonic features (though the heavy and light hole are unresolvable). We can see 
that the two are misplaced. In the lower half of the figure we have mapped out the 
position of the FP resonance across the wafer.

cavity nature of the structure introduces extra complications into the 
spectra. The FP resonance however can quite clearly be seen misplaced at « 
848nm, this is a result of the cavity thickness being incorrect. In the lower 
portion  of Fig.5.3 the position of the FP resonance across the wafer is 
shown, and apart from small areas close to the wafer edge it is misplaced 
throughout. (NB:-the excitonic feature remained situated at « 862nm over 
the entire wafer). The results show clearly how the resonances sensitivity
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to the cavity length can cause problems for high device yield. Fortunately 
the FP resonance was misplaced to the short wavelength side of the 
bandedge. This meant that a blue shift via IFVD could be used to make the 
resonance and heavy hole exciton coincident thus allowing normally-off 
operation of the structure. A greater blue shift could then be expected to 
produce devices capable of operating as normally-on AFPM's.

The wafer was cleaved into a number of samples and the following 
IFVD cycle was performed, (i) a 3500Â capping layer of Si02 was deposited 
(ii) followed by RTF at 930°C for a number of different anneal times, both 
steps being carried out at Sheffield University. After removal of the oxide 
cap, using HF, the samples were examined with the OMA.

In Fig.5.4 we show the photocurrent spectra of a sample annealed for 
60s. Excitonic features are visible at = 854nm, a blue shift of ~ 8nm , 
however this is insufficient to coincide with the resonance (at ~ 845nm). 
Thus a longer anneal time was needed to produce the m agnitude of blue 
shift required.
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Figure 5.4 Shown is the photocurrent from a sample after RTF at 930°C fo r  60s 

with a 3500Â SiÛ2 cap. We can see that the heavy hole has shifted by 8nm to 

854nm, but that this is still not sufficient to coincide with the FP resonance.
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Figure 5.5 Shown is the photocurrent from a sample after RTF at 930°C for 120s 
with a 3500Â SiO^ cap. We can see that the heavy hole has shifted by I8nm to 
844nm, such that it coincides with the FP resonance.

5.3.2 Normally-off operation

On inspection, with the OMA, the sample annealed for 120s showed a 
spectra consistent with an overlapping heavy hole and FP resonance. 
Figure 5.5 shows the photocurrent spectra with bias for a fabricated device, 
clearly visible at = 844nm is the FP resonance. As a reverse bias is applied 
to the device the heavy hole, which is initially also at 844nm (having blue 
shifted by 18nm (31meV)), red shifts out of the resonance causing a drop in 
absorp tion  at this w avelength and consequently  a reduction  in 
photocurrent. This behaviour is characteristic of a normally-off AFPM, the 
negative differential resistance displayed allowing it be used as a self 
electro-optic effect device (SEED) [Miller D.A.B. et al '84]. The reflection 
spectra of the device for biases of OV, -5V and -lOV is shown in Fig.5.6a. At 
OV the reflection is a minima (~ 1%) at resonance and as expected for a 
normally-off device this increases as a bias is applied. In Fig.5.6b the 
reflection contrast produced by the device has been plotted, this shows that
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Figure 5.6a The reflection spectra is shown froni the sample whose photocurrent 
was displayed in Fig.5.5. We can see the normally-off operation of the device.
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Figure 5.6b We have plotted the reflection contrast using the data o f Fig5.6a, 
relative to the OV spectra.
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a value of > lOdB can be achieved for a voltage swing of -5V. The 
m inim um  reflection value is non-zero because, on blue shifting, the 
absorption of the heavy hole peak is reduced (as shown in Chapter 4), thus 
the structure no longer has sufficient absorption to satisfy Eqn.5.3. It is also 
noticeable that the device suffered from a high insertion loss (~ 8dB), this 
was inherent to the structure as it was designed with high contrast and not 
low insertion loss as the principle priority.

We have thus demonstrated that by using IFVD we can significantly 
blue shift the bandedge and still achieve a device w ith reasonable 
performance. In the next section we will show that by increasing the shift 
we can produce a device which has entirely different operating 
characteristics.

1400.0
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Figure 5.7 Shown is the photocurrent from a sample after RTF at 930°C for 180s 
with a 3500Â Si02 cap. We can see that the heavy hole has shifted by 30nm to 

832nm. We can also see the light hole at ~ 827nm.

5.3.3 Normally-on operation

The photocurrent spectra under different biases from a sample 
annealed for 180s is shown in Fig.5.7. The unbiased spectra shows clearly
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resolved heavy and light hole peaks at 832nm and 827nm respectively, 
corresponding to a blue shift of 30nm (52meV). The FP resonance is at = 
847nm, the difference between this and its position in the 60s and 120s 
sam ples being due to the wafer scale fluctuations shown in Fig.5.3. As a 
field is applied the red shift of the heavy hole causes the absorption at the 
resonance to increase causing the rapid rise in photocurrent. The affect of 
this on the reflection spectra is shown in Fig.5.8a. In the OV spectra the 
excitonic and resonance features are clearly visible, and as the bias is 
applied the reflectivity at resonance drops from 79% to 48% for -8V. The 
reflection change as a function of wavelength is shown in Fig.5.8b for a 
num ber of voltage swings. This switch from high to low reflectivity is 
norm ally-on operation, but the contrast value is poor ( < 3dB) due to the 
high OFF state value, obviously caused by insufficient absorption. This 
lack of absorption is the result of a number of factors. A major reason is 
sim ply that the structure was designed to work at the OV heavy hole 
w here  a  is largest. Thus the num ber of wells in the struc tu re  is 
insufficient to provide the necessary absorption when used in a normally- 
on m ode i.e. the value of ad  at resonance for -8V is too low. A second 
factor is the already mentioned drop in excitonic absorption that results 
from blue shifting, in this case worsened due to the large shift required. 
Lastly the separation between the heavy hole and the FP resonance, at 
15nm, is far larger than is either necessary or desirable. The heavy hole 
peak absorption after red shifting (by the QCSE) 15nm is far lower then if a 
more norm al (eg. lOnm) separation were used. This latter point was also 
responsible for the very low insertion loss observed ( ~ IdB), as the 
separation between bandedge and resonance is sufficiently large for the 
absorption at resonance to be negliable at OV.

The results w ould obviously have been im proved had the original 
wafer operated correctly as a high contrast normally-off device, since then 
the blue shift required for normally-on operation w ould only have been 
lOnm. This would have led to the annealed area retaining a higher heavy 
hole absorption coefficient than was the case w ith the work presented 
here. In order to optimise the performance of the post anneal structure in 
its normally-on mode, the structure would need to be designed with this 
aim in m ind, this in itself would inevitable involve a trade-off in the 
norm ally-off performance achievable.

The reflection spectra shown also yielded information on the post
annealing integrity of the back mirror. One would expect some degree of
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Figure 5.8a The reflection spectra is shown from the sample whose photocurrent 
was displayed in Fig.5.7. We can see the normally-on operation of the device.
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Figure 5.8b We have plotted the reflection change using the data of Fig5.8a, 
relative to the OV spectra.
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intermixing to be caused in the mirror stack, since like the MQW region it 
consists of layers of high and low aluminium concentration, the question 
is w hether this significantly degrades the performance. The spectra of 
Fig.5.6a and Fig.5.8a show that high reflection values (away from the 
absorbing region) are still m aintained and that the position of the 
reflectivity band is essentially unchanged. Studies performed on structures 
m ade up of the m irror stack alone have confirmed that the anneal cycles 
used above have little observable effect on the optical response. This 
a p p a ren t insensitiv ity  to the annealing process is obviously very 
im portan t for the use of this technique in the fabrication of reflection 
based devices.

5.4 APPLICATIONS

The interest in reflection type m odulators, such as AFPM's, has been 
driven by a num ber of possible applications. These can be broken down 
into two broad, and overlapping, areas, optical interconnection and optical 
routing /  switching. Here we shall look at the possible role of IFVD in this 
context.

Optical interconnection of electronic processing "islands" (chip to chip 
interconnection) has been proposed as a method for overcoming the speed 
lim itations brought about by conventional metal tracks [Goodman et al. 
M idw inter '85, Miller D.A.B. ’89]. The new generation of high speed IC s 
are beginning to be limited by such links, and this problem  can only 
worsen. Two distinct methods can be envisioned for providing the optical 
in te rconnection , (i) reflection m odula to rs [F arhad iroushan  et al. 
M idwinter et al '90] or (ii) vertical cavity surface emitting lasers (VCSEL's) 
[Geels et al, Jewell et al '89]. The latter offers readily controllable power 
w ith no problems for cascading and fanout. VCSEL's can in itself only act 
as the ou tpu t component and thus integration of a photodiode is also 
requ ired  to read  incom ing data. Such integration has recently been 
achieved by Hasnain G. et al, who integrated a GaAs photodetector atop a 
VCSEL. The reflection modulator, can act directly as both the input and 
ou tpu t node, and the use of a single off-chip laser w ould allow central 
clocking and easier heat dissipation. Problems can be envisaged, however, 
due to insertion losses and the subsequent requirem ent for the control 
laser to have high power. Since they are to be utilised as chip to chip
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interconnects, integration w ith standard silicon IC s is required. This 
integration has already been dem onstrated for AFPM's in a num ber of 
forms. Direct integration via growth of GaAs AFPM's on Si has been 
successfully demonstrated [Barnes et al], growth of reliable laser structures 
however, does not appear practical due to the large dislocation density 
associated w ith the lattice mismatched system [Hall et al]. W ork is still 
requ ired  on reducing the grow th tem perature  in o rder to allow  
com patibility w ith  conventional CMOS fabrication. A m ore hybrid  
technique such as "epitaxial lift-off" [Yoffe et al] has also been 
dem onstrated with AFPM structures, and in principle should be possible 
with VCSEL. No consensus has yet been reached as to whether one or the 
other is more advantageous, and in all probability a combination of both 
devices would be utilised within an overall system.

The routing of light in telecommunications networks is also an area 
w here the reflection m odulators described above can find useful 
applications [Ikegami et al]. To this end AFPM's have already been 
dem onstrated functioning as optical taps [Grindle et al '91a], as digital 
polarisation m odulators [Bradley et al], and have also been used as a 
simultaneous bidirectional optical link [Kirkby C.J.G et al].

For both of the above applications a family of devices know n as self 
electro-optic effect devices (SEED's) have attracted enorm ous interest as 
they can offer both switching and logic characteristics. They use a positive 
feedback loop to show bistability and hysteresis for low switching energies 
and can be used in a variety of different configurations to produce 
different functions (for a thorough review of SEED operation see Miller 
D.A.B. '90). Large arrays (128x256) of symmetric SEEDs (S-SEED), which use 
two identical devices connected in series, have already been fabricated by 
workers at AT & T using double pass reflection m odulators as the devices 
[Chirovsky et al]. The requirem ent for SEED operation is that it exhibit 
negative differential resistance (NDR), that is a decreasing current for an 
increasing voltage. Such a criteria is m et by a norm ally-off AEPM 
operating on resonance, since (referring back to Fig.5.5), we can see that the 
photocurrent at resonance is maximum for OV, and that w hen a bias is 
applied this current decreases. An AFPM, being a high contrast device 
offers advantages in terms of extinction ratio and reduced crosstalk. Such 
high contrast AFPM's have recently been dem onstrated in a num ber of 
SEED configurations [Grindle et al, '91b, Law et al '90b]

The question to be addressed is does IFVD have a role to play in these
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fields, and the answer is yes, since selective bandgap engineering can 
prove useful whenever multiple optoelectronic functions are required in 
an integrated circuit. A few simple examples utilising SEED phenom ena 
can be postulated. One such is the D-SEED, where the SEED is connected in 
series w ith a photodiode detector. This has been dem onstrated, using 
discrete devices [Miller D.A.B. et al'85b]; using a single vertical integrated 
device, where the top AlGaAs layer is used as the photodiode (with He:Ne 
light) and the central MQW region is the SEED [Miller D.A.B. et al '86b]; 
and more recently integrated in the InGaAs/GaAs system along w ith an 
RTD and FET for improvement of the overall system performance [Chen 
et al]. Production of integrated norm ally-on and norm ally-off AFPM 
devices, using IFVD as has been described in the preceding sections, would 
also allow D-SEED operation, where the normally-off AFPM is the SEED 
and the normally-on device acts as the photodiode, both devices working 
at the same wavelength. The reflected signal of the SEED component can 
thus be switched ON or OFF by controlling the light incident on the 
photodiode. Since the photodiode is actually a normally-on AFPM we can 
also do this operation in reverse, i.e. use the light incident on the 
norm ally-off AFPM to switch the reflected light from the norm ally-on 
AFPM. (This is similar to an S-SEED except that the logic table is slightly 
different.)

A nother way that IFVD can be utilised is in the production of an 
in tegrated S-SEED consisting of two normally-off AFPM's operating at 
d ifferent w avelengths, hence creating a high contrast b id irectional 
m odulation convertor from one wavelength to another. Such a function 
was dem onstrated by Bar-Joseph et al, using two discrete MQW SEED's 
one based on InGaAs/InP (1610nm), the other on GaAs/AlGaAs (850nm), 
to transpose a train of pulses incident at one wavelength to the other 
w avelength. The production of two normally-off AFPM's at different 
w avelengths requires the blue shifting of both the excitonic and EP 
resonance features on one device. The former can be achieved by IFVD, 
while the latter can be brought about by controlled etching of the structure 
[Ünlü et al]; this will change the cavity length and hence the position of 
the FP resonance.

It should be noted here that this latter method of repositioning the FP 
resonance is better suited to "repair" of a mis-grown wafer, rather than 
shifting of the excitonic position, since the performance should not be as
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effected [P. Z ouganeli, p rivate com m unication]. In a com m ercial 
environm ent, however, the chosen m ethod may simply be regrow th of 
the structure.

The two examples described above are very simple, and I have only 
concentrated on AFPM's in a SEED context, however they do show that 
possibilities exist for using IFVD in complex perpendicular m odulator 
configurations. Intermixing has also recently been shown to be useful in 
VCSEL, where disordering, using Si0 2  of the mesa walls was used to 
produce reduced wall recombination and hence lower threshold currents 
[Hamao et al].

5.5 CONCLUSION

Thus in general, though intermixing has been mainly viewed up till 
now  as an aid in the construction of planar OEIC's, we have shown in this 
chapter that it can also be used to m odify the perform ance of norm al 
incidence reflection m odulators. Selective interm ixing of such devices 
could find applications in sw itch ing /rou ting  system s that utilise a 
wavelength multiplexing configuration, or systems that require a variety 
of different integrated optical functions. The work presented also shows 
that MQW structures can be used in IFVD processes. [N.B. very recently 
Goossen et al ['92b] have demonstrated integrated norm ally-on/norm ally- 
off operation of an AFPM structure, not by intermixing but by altering the 
top surface reflectivity].
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Chapter 6

Important Parameters for  
Applications
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6.1 INTRODUCTION

In this chapter we investigate three im portant issues concerning the 
IFVD process. Firstly we examine the lateral resolution that the technique 
can offer, which is im portant from an integration view point. We then 
analyse the possibility of being able to produce a num ber of m odulator 
operating wavelengths upon a single wafer, which w ould dram atically 
increase the usefulness of the technique. Finally we investigate the effect 
the intermixing process has on the carrier escape from the wells and how 
this is im portant from a practical viewpoint.

6.2 LATERAL RESOLUTION

6.2.1 Theoretical evaluation

If the selective area intermixing brought about by IFVD is to find 
applications, in for example OEIC manufacture, then the transition region 
between diffused and undiffused areas needs to be as a small as possible i.e. 
the technique needs a high lateral resolution. This resolu tion  will 
obviously be very dependent on the lateral spread of the Ga vacancies 
created at the Si0 2 /GaAs interface. This spreading can be m odelled using 
the solution derived by Kennedy et al, for the 2-D diffusion from the 
surface at a mask edge. They assumed the diffusion coefficient, D to be 
isotropic and Fickian, and that the surface concentration, CQ rem ains 
constant throughout the diffusion process. The solution (in polar co
ordinates) is given by:-

C(r,0) = Co] i - - Y k .L.m [ Eqn.6.1
[  ^ n = 0  J

where, K = sin[(n + y)0]

r /r /  __
T L /2 V ^
L =  ------

r[(n + |)/2]
2r(n + |)

n + y-  ; (n + f ) ;
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where t is the anneal time and iF i represents a hypergeom etric 
function. The equation was solved (using "Mathematica" [see Wolfram] a 
commonly used computer program) for an anneal time of 90s, using two 
different values for the vacancy diffusion coefficient (Dv,Ga^- One was 

taken from Katayama et al ['91], i.e. Dv,Ga “ 2.2x10'^^ m ^ /s  for 930°C, it 
representing the higher end of the published values The other value used 
was Dy = 10x10"^^ m ^/s, this being the value estim ated in Chapter 4, 
that could account for the minimal depth dependence observed, it also 
being consistent with the value calculated from the data of Koteles et al 
(see Sec.4.4.2). Note that the solution assumed that vacancies were only 
generated at the Si0 2 /G aA s interface, and that the possible formation of 
vacancy complexes was also ignored. A graphical representation of the 
solution is shown in Fig.6.1, with (a) being generated using the data of 
Katayama ['91] and (b) being that found using the higher value of Dy 
The contours represent lines of constant vacancy concentration relative to 
a surface value, C q , of unity. We can readily observe that the vertical 
penetration of the vacancies is greater than their lateral penetration, 
which is obviously desirable. Kennedy et al pointed out, in their original 
paper, that this can only be observed using the rigorous 2-D solution 
em ployed by them. In Fig.6.1, we have also shown the position of the 
MQW region of QT104, the sample used in our subsequent experimental 
evaluation of the lateral resolution.

The level of vacancy concentration will dictate the extent of 
intermixing at a particular point, and thus the lateral spread of vacancies 
will dictate the width of the transition region. It is however not possible to 
come up w ith a quantitative value for this width. The reason is that the 
actual concentration of vacancies is not known and will anyway be highly 
dependen t on both the nature of the encapsulant and  the anneal 
param eters. N ot only w ould we need to know the level of surface 
generated vacancies, but also their abundance over equilibrium vacancies. 
Since, as discussed in chapter 4, these factors are not accurately known this 
limits us to a qualitative estimation of the transition w idth. We can see 
from Fig.6.1 that the value of Dy will play a part in the w idth of the 
transition region. For a low Dy value (Fig.6.1 a) then at « 1pm from the
capped/uncapped  interface at a depth corresponding to the centre of the 
MQW region the concentration in the uncapped region is « 1/30 of the 
value in the capped region. For the high Dy value (Fig.6.1b) this ratio is
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Figure 6.1 Shown is the graphical representation of the solution to Eqn.6.1, for 
an anneal time of 90s using tM’o different values of vacancy diffusion coefficient, 
(a) Dy = 2.2x10'^^ nr is from Katayama et al [VI] for T = 930°C and (b) 
Dy Ga -  10x10'^"  ̂m^ls as discussed in text. The lines represent contours of equal 
gallium vacancy, relative to a constant suiface value of unity.
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only « 1/4. Since the level of intermixing has previously been shown to be 
proportional to the vacancy concentration, then the less the lateral 
difference in vacancy concentration the less the lateral difference in 
interm ixing i.e. the greater the transition region w idth from  mixed to 
unmixed. Though a qualitative estimate is difficult it w ould appear that 
from Fig.6.1b we would expect a transition region significantly greater than 
1pm, while from the results of Fig.6.1a the expectation is for a w idth of less 
than  1pm. The objective then was to try to verify this estim ate via 
experimental means.

(5.2.2 Experimental evaluation

Such an experiment has only been previously carried out by Chi and 
co-workers at GTE [Chi et al], who investigated, via photoluminescence, a 
structure containing two quantum  wells, « 0.5pm below the surface. They 
found that after RTF at 950°C for 15s measurement of the transition region 
betw een the capped (intermixed) and uncapped (unm ixed) areas was 
lim ited by the spot size employed of « 1.5pm (1/e^). In order to examine 
this finding it was decided to investigate the lateral resolution by using the 
reflected signal from an AFPM structure. The sample em ployed for the 
study was QT104, (identical to QT154 used in Chapter 5), which consisted 
of thirty pairs of 150Â GaAs wells separated by 60Â A Iq  gG aQ  y A s  barriers, 
located between 1.08pm and 1.71pm below the surface (see Appendix A for 
details of the structure). The design of QT104 was such that it should 
operate as a normally-off AFPM at « 860nm.

The sample was uniformly coated with « 3000Â SiOy at UCL, which 
w as then  selectively rem oved using  s tan d a rd  p h o to lithog raph ic  
techniques, to leave a strip of dielectric as depicted in the schematic of 
Fig.6.2. The sharpness of the feature was then m easured using a surface 
profiler, the result of which is shown in the inset of Fig.6.2. As can be seen 
the dielectric capping layer shows a gradual rise from oA to 3000À over a 
distance of « 1.7pm. The above processing was performed at UCL, and the 
sam ple was subsequently sent to Sheffield University where it underw ent 
RTF at 930°C for 90s. After the anneal the SiOy was rem oved using a 
buffered HF solution and the reflectivity examined using the TirSapphire 
laser set-up described in Sec.3.5.4.
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Figure 6.2 Schematic of sample used in lateral resolution experiment. Consists of 
an MQW structure (QT104) with a capping stripe of SiO-y of -  3000Â thickness. The 
inset gives surface profiling results which show that the edge of the stripe is 
graded over -  1.7\im.

In Fig.6.3 we have plotted the reflection spectra from the sample, 
curve A being that from the uncapped area of the sample and curve B that 
from the capped area. We can see from curve A that as designed the FP 
resonance and excitonic feature are coincident at 860nm, resulting in low 
reflectivity at this wavelength. In the capped region interm ixing has 
occurred resulting in a drastically different reflection spectra. The hh 
exciton has clearly blue shifted to = 850nm and the resulting drop in 
absorption at 860nm has given rise to a significant increase in the 
reflectivity. Therefore by scanning a ^ = 860nm laser beam across the 
sample, from the unmixed (i.e. uncapped) to the intermixed (i.e. capped) 
region, the reflected signal will change dramatically, the sharpness of this 
change revealing inform ation on the lateral resolution of the QW 
intermixing. In order to carry out this experiment the sample was placed 
on a piezoelectric x-y-z positioner, and the incident laser beam focused 
onto it using a x40 (N.A. 0.65) microscope objective. The 1/e^ spot radius of 
the focused beam was then measured to be ~ 3.5pm. In Fig.6.3 we have
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Figure 6.3 The plot above shows the reflection spectra of QTI04 from three 
different positions on the sample, after annealing at 930°C for 90s. Curve A 
represents the response from an uncapped area (negliable interdiffusion} with the 
FP resonance and hh exciton coincident at 860nm, Curve B that from a capped 
area (~3000Â Si02 removed after RIP) where the exciton has been blue shifted to 
~ 850nm, while Curve C is that from an intermediate or transition region

also plotted, as curve C, the reflection spectra with the spot placed in the 
transition region. As expected the reflected signal at 860nm is between the 
two extrema of curves A and B.

The value of reflected signal was then recorded for different sample 
positions and the results are shown in Fig.6.4. The change in going from 
an undiffused to a diffused area, and the transition region are all clearly 
visible. The 'S'-type shape obtained is characteristic, being caused by the 
integration of the Gaussian beam as it becomes progressively more 
incident onto the high reflecting (intermixed) region. If we assume that 
the transition region is linearly graded in terms of reflection then using a 
G aussian beam  of radius 3.5pm, corresponding to the previously  
m easured spot size, we can attem pt to fit the experimental results by
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assuming different interface widths. In Fig.6.4 we have plotted theoretical 
resu lts for three different interface grading w idths, 0, 4 and  8pm 
respectively. As can be seen the best fit to the experimental data points is 
obtained using a linear transition region of 4pm. Any differences in the fit 
are probably due to a combination of experimental uncertainties, and the 
transition region almost certainly not being a simple linear grading but 
some more complex function. It should be noted that the transition region 
will be widened by the fact the dielectric cap itself is graded over « 1.7pm. 
Even so the value obtained is of the order of a couple of microns and, 
w hen compared to the theoretical evaluation, is more consistent w ith the 
high vacancy diffusion coefficient used for Fig.6.1b. Thus we have more 
evidence for suspecting that the vacancies diffuse more rapidly than the 
published data has suggested (as already discussed in Chapter 4).

The values for the lateral resolution both calculated theoretically, and 
confirmed reasonably well experimentally, are perfectly compatible with 
current OEIC technology, where separations of at least a few pm's are used 
to avoid crosstalk between optical components. Usually two adjacent 
devices will be electrically isolated from each other via etching, proton
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Figure 6.4 The graph shows the reflection from QT104 (RTF at 930°C for 90s) as 
the sample is scanned across a laser beam from an uncapped (unmixed) to a capped 
(mixed) region. Also shown are theoretical fits (see text) for different transition 
region widths, showing that the best fit is given by a region 4pm wide.
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bom bardm ent or IILD [Thornton et al '90, W ada et al ’89], and this would 
more than adequately cover the transition region. The w idth of the region 
could, if necessary, be reduced by placement of the MQW layers nearer the 
surface, allowing a reduction in either the anneal tem perature or time to 
produce the same blue shift. This reduction would obviously also reduce 
the lateral vacancy spread and hence the transition w idth. The above 
value is a reasonable estimate of the upper limit of this transition region.

6.3 M ONOLITHICALLY INTEGRATED M ULTI-W AVELENGTH 
OPERATION

63.1 Introduction

We have demonstrated in the preceding chapters that IFVD offers the 
possibility of post-growth selective area modification of the optoelectronic 
properties of quantum  well material. So far however we have only looked 
at the production of dual operating areas, i.e. uncapped (original) and 
capped (intermixed) regions. A real breakthrough would be achieved if the 
technique could be used to produce a num ber of monolithically integrated 
regions each graded to different extents. A num ber of m ethods for 
achieving such a result can be envisaged.
(i) Repetitive annealing. Here the sample undergoes a num ber of anneal 
cycles. Before each cycle regions of the sample are selectively encapsulated 
with an Si02  layer. Thus by masking different areas for a different num ber 
of anneal cycles, the extent of interm ixing in a given region can be 
controlled e.g. area A undergoes 5 anneals each time with a capping layer, 
while area B is capped during only 4 of the 5 anneals, area C during 3 of 
the 5 etc. The technique w ould obviously involve both  m ultip le  
lithographic and multiple anneal steps.
(ii) Varied dielectric composition. It has already been m entioned in 
Chapter 2 that the extent of Ga outdiffusion, and hence surface vacancy 
generation, is greatly influenced by the com positional nature  of the 
encapsulant, the greater the oxygen content in a SiON layer the greater the 
outdiffusion. By suitable control of the PECVD process the composition of 
the dielectric can be controlled. Therefore use of photolithography would 
allow areas of different SiON composition to be produced over a sample. 
On annealing the different levels of vacancy production should thus give
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rise to the desired effect i.e. regions with differing levels of intermixing. 
The problem involved with the utilisation of this technique w ould appear 
to be the level of compositional control required, though the use of a 
single anneal step is advantageous.
(iii) Encapsulant thickness variation. It has been dem onstrated by Koteles 
et al that the level of intermixing is dependent on the thickness of 
encapsulant used. This effect can be attributed to the additional thermal 
stress induced at the G aA s/S i0 2  interface occurring w hen the cap 
thickness is increased [Nishi]. This leads to increased Ga outdiffusion 
which w ould account for the increased intermixing observed. Thus with 
the use of photolithography areas of different thicknesses could be 
produced, which upon annealing w ould result in regions of different 
operating wavelengths.

Dual w avelength operating areas have already been utilised to 
produce integrated two wavelength demultiplexers [Masum Choudhury et 
al, M iyazawa et al '89a] and also laser+passive w aveguide structures 
[Miyazawa et al '91]. However no work has been produced demonstrating 
the extension of IFVD to more than two wavelengths. In order to 
dem onstrate the principle of multi-wavelength operation we decided to 
use the latter technique to attempt to monolithically integrate five devices 
each having a different degree of interm ixing and hence heavy hole 
operating wavelength.

6 3 2  Experimental procedure

The structure used for this experiment was CB308 (see Appendix A for 
full structure), a p-i-n structure consisting of ten 95Â GaAs wells separated 
by 40Â AIq 32Gag barriers. The MQW section was in the centre of a 
1.135pm intrinsic region, and began ~ 1pm below the surface. Figure 6.5 
shows the photocurrent spectra for different biases from an unannealed 
sample. We can clearly see the e l-h h l and e l-lh l transitions as well as 
higher order n = 2 states. The structure also shows the standard QCSF 
response to applied bias, and overall is of a high quality.

In order to build up layers of varying Si02  thickness, four deposition 
steps had  to be undertaken , involving the sequential PFCVD of 
approxim ately 4000Â, 2000Â, 700Â and 300Â respectively. Between each 
deposition  step selective etching, using buffered HF as before, was 
perform ed to remove the freshly deposited Si02  from specific areas of the
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Figure 6.5 Shown is the photocurrent spectra under a number of applied biases 
for an unannealed piece of CB308. The sample is a p-i-n structure with ten 95À 
GaAs wells separated by 40Â AIq ^2^^0 68^^ barriers within a 1.135\xm intrinsic 
region.

sample. The sample was divided into five strips, one strip was always 
masked during the etching steps and thus the cap thickness was the sum 
of all the depositions i.e. = 7000Â, the next strip was the sum of the last 
three depositions and so on. Thus the five approxim ate thicknesses 
produced were 7000Â, 3000Â, 1000Â, 300Â and 0Â (uncapped). Due to 
mask design constraints each Si02  "strip" was not a continuous layer of 
dielectric but rather consisted of mesas of the given thickness. (Mesa 
dimensions as shown in Fig.3.5). This can quite clearly be seen in Fig.6.6, 
which shows a photograph of the completed sample. Four strips of 
coloured mesas, the colours been caused by differences in the thickness of 
dielectric, are visible, plus an uncapped region at one end.

Four such samples were produced (at UCL) and these were then 
annealed (at Sheffield University) at a temperature of 930°C for times of 1, 
2, 3 and 4 minutes respectively. Before the annealing step each sample was 
placed in a surface profiler and the thickness of its respective caps
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Figure 6.6 The photograph shows strips of mesas of different thicknesses of SiÛ2  

deposited on sample CB308 (see Appendix A). Each colour represents a different 
thickness, (i) Red ~ 7000Â, (ii) Light Blue ~ 3000A, (iii) Dark Blue ~ lOOOA, (iv) 
Light Brown ~ 300A, with a space to the right being for an uncapped strip. The 
mesa dimensions are as shown in Fig.3.5.
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measured. These are shown in Table 6.1, and we can see that variations 
existed from sample to sample. This was expected since the PECVD system 
is non-uniform w.r.t positioning within the chamber. One should note 
from the data, that in percentage terms variations in the thickness of the 
thinnest cap are the most significant. frv>e o ne  oodt onneaYs.
\jO\V\ ro V  t a e  -^orW^er^ (% s.44-\e\r e w e  arnxV ar-
lo ro jer  o .'o n e a X  .

TABLE 6.1 We have tabulated the encapsulant thicknesses for each of 
the four annealed samples, showing the variation from sample to 
sample.

Sample anneal 
time (minutes)

SiO^ encapsulant 
thickness

3ÔÔT 1050A
1050À

3400A
3150A

6800A
6200A

One
Two 350À

400À
300A

1050À
1100À

3400A
3550À

6850A
6800Â

Three
Four

After RTF the samples were processed into standard mesas, these 
being aligned to the previous Si02  mesas (this having been removed with 
HF). The samples were then cleaved into strips containing five devices, 
one from each cap configuration, mounted onto a gold header and each 
device bonded. Standard photocurrent spectroscopy was then used to test 
each of the monolithically integrated devices, the results of which are 
shown in the next section.

6.3.3 Results

Some of the results obtained in this work have already been used in 
the discussion of the diffusion process, undertaken in Chapter 4. In this 
section we shall concentrate solely on examining whether variations in 
the capping thickness can indeed be used as a means of controlling the 
magnitude of blue shift induced. In Table 6.2 we have shown the el-hhl 
position for the devices on the samples annealed for three and four 
minutes respectively. (Note that the original heavy hole position was ~ 
849nm).
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TABLE 6.2 Shown are the e l-h h l positions as a function of 
encapsulant thickness for the samples of CB308 annealed at 930°C for 
three and four minutes respectively.

A nneal
time

(m inutes)

e l-hh l position (nm)

Uncapped « 300Â « lOOOA = 3000Â = 7000Â

Three 842.6 ± 0.3 825.3 ± 0.5 817.8 ±0.8 816.8 ± 1.0 817.8 ±1.0
Four 839.3 ± 0.3 832.7 ±0.5 819.3 ±1.0 815.8 ± 2.0 816.8 ± 2.0

The errors assigned to the values increases with the m agnitude of the 
blue shift, because the excitonic resolution decreases rapidly. This drop in 
excitonic strength can be seen in Fig.6.7 which displays the OV spectra of 
the five devices for both the 180s (6.7a) and the 240s (6.7b) samples. The 
reason for this reduction in the excitonic features is probably due to the 
nature of the w ell/barrier system, since it was not designed w ith IFVD 
w ork in mind. The problem arises from the narrow  40Â barriers used, as 
during  the interdiffusion process the barriers will act as an alum inium  
source, thus if they are too narrow  this rem oval of alum inium  will 
drastically reduce their height. This is shown in Fig.6.8 for the CB308 
system, where the shape of the well has been calculated for t=180s and 240s 
using = 2x10"̂ ® m ^/s  (approximate value corresponding to the thick 
cap blue shifts). It is apparent that the height of the barrier (measured from 
the bottom  of the well to the top of the barrier) is severely reduced from 
32% to only « 11% for the four minute case. This will result in a decrease 
in the excitonic strength, similarly to that which has been observed in 
recen t studies on shallow  quantum  wells [Goossen et al '90]. The 
interm ixing also gives rise to some form of interface roughness, as seen 
from the TEM results in Chapter 4, which will be an added factor in the 
reduction in oscillator strength.

If we now look at the results presented in Table 6.2 and Fig.6.7 we can 
d raw  a num ber of conclusions. Firstly we can see that the uncapped 
devices showed a noticeable blue shift (of up to lOnm), this is obviously 
undesirable and in practical applications one would wish to reduce this as 
m uch as possible. If we look at the capped devices then the three thickest
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Figure 6.7a Shown is the OV photocurrent spectra from CB308 after RTF at 
930°C for 180s for a number of monolithically integrated cap thicknesses.
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Figure 6.7b Shown is the OV photocurrent spectra from CB308 after RTF at 
930°C for 240s for a number of monolithically integrated cap thicknesses.
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Figure 6.8 Calculated well profile of CB308 using D = IxlO'^^nfls for anneal 
times of 180s and 240s respectively. The value o f D used gives a good  
approximation to the blue shifted el-hhl position observed experimentally. The 
plot clearly shows the dramatic drop in maximum barrier height from 32% to 11% 
resulting from the narrow 40A barriers of the systems.

showed blue shifts of similar m agnitudes, suggesting that the level 
ofvacancies produced at the surface saturates. There are two possible 
explanations for this : (i) the interface strain (due to the different thermal 
expansion coefficients) is relieved in part by the production of dislocations, 
so that the greater the thickness (i.e. strain) the more dislocations and thus 
relief, such that beyond a given thickness the net strain is similar for all; 
(ii) a second possible explanation is that the dielectric cap will have 
pinholes and cracks in the surface caused during the deposition. These 
pinholes act as an escape channel for arsenic produced at the interface. As 
the cap is made thicker the number of pinholes running through to the 
surface is reduced, thus leading to build up of arsenic at the interface, 
which in turns inhibits Ga outdiffusion and thus vacancy production. 
This latter effect has been observed by Katayama et al ['91], who showed it 
to be very dependent on the anneal temperature used.
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If we now look at the thinnest capped devices we can see that their 
blue shift lies between the uncapped and thick capped results, suggesting 
that the thin cap has indeed resulted in a reduced blue shift relative to the 
thicker caps. However an apparently strange anom aly is seen if we 
compare the 180s and 240s results i.e the 180s has shifted « 24nm while the 
shift for 240s is only « 16nm. Though the difference could be due to 
reproducibility from sample to sample 1 believe the discrepancy is caused 
by the nature of the cap in the two cases. If we look back at Table 6.1, which 
show ed the cap thicknesses for each sample, we can see that the 240s 
sample had a cap of 300Â, 25% less than that of the 180s sample. Thus we 
w ould  expect the thinner cap to yield less vacancies and  thus less 
interm ixing of the MQW region for the same anneal time. Though the 
time is greater for the thinner of the two caps the actual difference is only 
(240/180)^/2 « 1.15, so it could well be that in this case the difference in 
thickness is the dominant factor.

63.4 Conclusions

The above results show that the thickness of the cap does indeed 
influence the m agnitude of the blue shift induced. Though we were 
unable to produce five devices each working at a separate wavelength this 
was due to an ill-fated choice of thicknesses, rather than any inherent 
problem  in the technique. If we had chosen our thicknesses between oA 
and 1000À then we could have hoped for devices working at different 
wavelengths. One should note that the quality of the cap (i.e num ber of 
pinholes/cracks) and the tem perature used will also affect the thickness 
range which can be used to produce different intermixing levels.

Overall we were able to demonstrate the monolithic integration of 
devices w orking at three different w avelengths, and  w ith  suitable 
characterisation this principle should be extendable to a far greater number 
of wavelengths. This is explored more fully in the final chapter, where 
som e possible applications are discussed, especially in the field of 
w avelength division multiplexing and de-multiplexing.

6.4 CARRIER ESCAPE AND SATURATION INTENSITY

The ability of photogenerated carriers to escape rapidly from an MQW
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reg io n  is an  im p o rtan t e lem ent in the perfo rm ance  of such 
electroabsorption modulators based on QW's. It is im portant to know the 
effect that interm ixing has on this, because not only does the carrier 
transport influence the overall speed of a device [Boyd et al '90], but it also 
plays an im portant role in the power density that can be used before 
saturation effects become significant [Fox et al '90]. This latter factor of 
exciton saturation intensity has come to the fore of late due to the interest 
in SEED'S w here it can be the lim iting factor in determ in ing  the 
m axim um  bit rate [Lentine et al]. The production of dimensionally small 
devices, needed  to reduce the requ ired  sw itching energies, have 
encountered problems due to mesa sidewall recombination [Swaminathan 
et al]. This is attributed to diffusion of the carriers along the well to the 
mesa w alls in the same timescale as their escape from the wells. On 
reaching the walls the carriers recombine at the recombination centres that 
exist at the mesa edge. Thus reducing the escape time reduces this problem 
since the carriers will be collected more rapidly at the contacts, reducing 
the num ber lost at the sidewalls [Morgan et al].

The carrier lifetime, x, can be regarded as com posing of three 
lifetim es, x^, recom bination (radiative and non-radiative), and due to 
carrier escape phenom ena, Xj, tunnelling through the barriers and Xg, 
therm ionic emission over the barriers. We can thus write

1 1 1 1  
X Xr  Xx  Xe

Eqn.6.2

O ther factors may also be present such as thermal assisted tunnelling, 
resonant tunnelling and carrier recapture. In an extensive recent study by 
Fox et al ['91] it was shown that the nature of the barrier is im portant in 
determ ining both the carrier escape and the saturation intensity (Is). From 
this w ork we can write the following equations for the tunnelling rate 
(1/Xy) and the thermionic emission rate (1 / Xg)

Xt

nfiTZ exp-
2LbV2mbHi(F)

Eqn.6.3a
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,exp- Hj(F)

kgT
Eqn.6.3b

where
Hi(F) = E^eii - Eievel " qF L ^ /2  

(N.B:- for Eqn.6.3a in the above is replaced by (L^ + L̂ )̂)

and Ly are the well and barrier width respectively; and my the 
effective masses of the particle in the well and the barrier; n is the sublevel 
order; E^^y is the depth of the potential well (i.e. conduction for electrons, 
valence for holes); Ejg^^j is the confined energy of the subband of interest 
and F is the applied field. H-(F) represents the effective barrier height seen 
by the confined particle.

As the w idth of the barrier is decreased we can see that Zj decreases, 
resulting in a decrease in the overall carrier escape time, though the extent 
will be dependent on which of the two escape mechanisms is dom inant 
(for the m om ent let us assum e that the recom bination  rate  is 
insignificant). If the barrier height is decreased, via a reduction in A1 
content, this will give rise to a decrease in escape time as both Xg and  Xj 
decrease. This is caused by a reduction in the value of H-(F). Fox et al ['91] 
also show ed that decreases in carrier escape times corresponded to 
increases in Ig as the presence in the wells of carriers for shorter times 
m eans that excitonic saturation is more difficult and requires higher 
intensities. Application of a field lowers the effective height of the barrier 
via H-(F) and from the previous statements this will obviously also lead to 
a decrease in carrier escape times and increase in Ig.

We have already seen that the intermixing process causes a significant 
change in the nature of the w ell/barrier system, and we would expect this, 
in some way, to affect the associated carrier escape times. Using the results 
from QT154 (used in Chapter 5, structure given in A ppendix A), then 
Fig.6.9 shows the profiles after RTF at 930°C for different anneal times, 
calculated using Eqn.4.2, clearly showing the severe changes brought about 
in the profiles.

An attem pt can be m ade to predict qualitatively w hat effect this 
change in profile will have on the carrier escape. (Quantitative evaluation
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Figure 6.9 Calculated well profiles of QT154 (after results of Chapter 5) on 
annealing for 930°C with a SiÛ2  encapsulant of ~ 3500A,for the respective times 
shown. We can see that dramatic changes in the nature of the well!barrier system 
occur.

is difficult due to the non-square nature of the profile). The change in 
profile brought about by intermixing has a significant effect on Hj(F), 
which is basically the energy difference between the carrier subband and 
the top of the well (ignoring field effects). This energy separation decreases 
on intermixing since (i) the subband is further from its band bottom and 
(ii) the maximum height of the barrier decreases. Thus this resultant 
reduction in Hj(F) should lead to a decrease in both and Xj, and hence a 
decrease in the overall escape time.

In order to see whether this qualitative assum ption was valid we 
perform ed a simple experiment on the samples of QT154 whose profiles 
are shown in Fig.6.9. The experiment is based on examining the internal 
quantum  efficiency, rj, as a function of bias. Ideally r\ will be unity 
meaning that for every photon absorbed an electron-hole pair is collected 
at the contacts as photocurrent. However this will only be the case if the 
recombination rate is negligible compared to the rate of collection, since q
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can be written as

n = Yc/ '̂Vc + Tr) Eqn.6.4

where Jq is the collection rate (and is related to the rate at which 
carrier escape from the wells) and Jq is the recombination rate. At low 
biases then we may have « Jq and hence ti 1, because « Xj, Xg. As a 
bias is applied then the effective barrier height is reduced and the carrier 
escape time is reduced, via Eqn.6.3, and thus r\ will increase and when we 
have Xj, Xg « x^ then T| will saturate at unity, i.e the carriers escape from 
the well before they can recombine. The voltage at which this occurs (Vg^ )̂ 
will obviously be dictated by the nature of the w ell/barrier system. It has 
recently been shown that as the barrier is made narrower the value of Vĝ j. 
is reduced [Morgan et al]. This stems from Eqn.6.3, since as Lg is reduced so 
is Xj thus leading, at a given bias, to an increase in Jq and hence to an 
increase in r|. We would also expect Vĝ .̂ to become smaller as the barrier 
height is reduced, since the carriers will now  escape quicker both 
therm ionically and by tunnelling. Thus for our interm ixed sam ples we 
w ould expect that if the carrier escape time is indeed reduced, then the 
voltage at which T| saturates will be lower than for the original square 
well.

The experiment was performed by illuminating the mesas w ith light 
of X = 780nm, which is well away from any excitonic or Fabry-Perot effects, 
so that the absorption is unchanged by field. The photogenerated carriers 
rapidly fall to the bottom of the well (in timescales far less than x), from 
which they m ust escape before recombining in order to be collected at the 
contacts. By m easuring  the collection of these carriers i.e. the 
photocurrent, ipg, as a function of field, this allows us to evaluate Vg^ ,̂ the 
voltage at which the photocurrent, and hence Ti, saturates. In Fig.6.10 we 
have plotted the photocurrent as a function of bias for the different anneal 
times plus an as-grown sample. We can see that the original, unannealed 
sample, shows the expected response. At forward biases (remembering that 
their is a built-in reverse bias of ~ 1.4V), the collected current is low since 
Xr « Xg, Xj. As the device is reverse biased then the escape times decrease 
allowing more carriers to leave the well before recombination, resulting in 
an increase in ipg. Finally the bias is such that recom bination becomes 
insignificant and ipg saturates, remaining constant with bias. This occurs
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Figure 6.10 Experimental result showing the photocurrent response as a function 
of bias for the different samples of QT 154, corresponding to the profiles shown in 
Fig.6.9. We can see that the voltage at which the photocurrent saturates changes 
with the level of intermixing.

at ~ -IV for the original sample. If w e look at the long anneal times w e can 
see that at low  biases the collection efficiency is im proved over the 
original, resulting in a lower value of V̂ ^̂ , = -0.45V for the 210s anneal. 

This result im plies that the carriers escape far more readily from the 
interm ixed w ells, as w e had expected from the qualitative argument put 
forward previously. The interesting result is that the response of the short 
anneal tim es (little interm ixing) is degraded i.e. the value of V^^t 

increases. The reason for this is in all probability due to an increase in the 
recom bination rate. We have already seen that the interm ixing causes a 

roughening of the interface, this will lead to an increase in recombination  
centres a llow in g  to decrease. This w ill of course occur for all the 

sam ples, but in the longer anneal times the effect of the change in profile 
in red u cin g  the escape tim es d om in ates over any decrease in 
recom bination time, however this is not the case for the short anneal 
times. Thus w e can see that for the 60s anneal the collection efficiency is
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reduced, as the anneal time increases to 90s then the response becomes 
similar to the original, while for the longer anneal times the response is 
improved.

Improvements in carrier escape rates, should have a direct bearing on 
the saturation intensities of the samples. Thus the quicker escape of 
carriers in the interdiffused samples should cause an increase in Ig. (N.B:- 
increases in recom bination rate, since it increases the rem oval rate of 
carriers from the well, will also be beneficial from a saturation viewpoint). 
In Table 6.3 we present work carried out by a colleague (Dr. R. Mottahedeh) 
which compares Ig for an as-grown and an interdiffused sample of CB308 
(as used in the previous section). We can see that at OV their is almost an 
order of m agnitude improvement in Ig on intermixing the sample. This is 
in agreem ent w ith the results that show an im provem ent in carrier 
escape.

TABLE 6.3 Shows saturation intensities (Ig) from two pieces of CB308, 
an as-grown sample and an intermixed sample (annealed at 930°C with 
a cap of « 3000Â Si02  for 180s). We can clearly see the im provem ent 
brought about by intermixing. (Results taken by Dr. R. Mottahedeh).

Sample
CB308

Ig (kW/cm^) 

OV
Original 2.85

Interm ixed 20.1

Thus we have seen that the change in the profile of the w ell/barrier 
system brought about by intermixing causes an im provement in collection 
efficiency and in saturation intensities. Both of these can be attributed to 
the increased carrier escape from the well. These type of im provem ents 
are similar to those recently seen for shallow QW's, where the barrier is 
m ade of less than 5% AlGaAs [Goossen et al '91]. The similarity should not 
surprise us since the reduction in barrier height on extensive intermixing 
is such that, combined with its graded profile, the diffused well is in many 
ways similar to a shallow well. We shall return to this in the next chapter.
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The above would allow areas of the wafer to be tailored for use as devices 
were speed and / or power factors are of concern.

6.5 CONCLUSIONS

In this chapter we have further demonstrated that the technique has a 
num ber of attractive features from an applications viewpoint. The lateral 
resolution is such as to allow its use for integration of optical components 
and the dem onstration of monolithically in tegrated  m ulti-w avelength 
devices opens the door for its use in, for example w avelength division 
multiplexing and demultiplexing systems. The effect on carrier escape can 
also be used beneficially.

In the following chapter we will use some of the above results to 
investigate areas where IFVD may have a role, as well suggesting some 
future work that will be required.
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Chapter 7

Future Directions for IFVD 
Research
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7.1 INTRODUCTION

In this chapter we will briefly analyse some of the areas in which future 
work on IFVD needs to be carried out. Essentially the progress in this thesis 
has been in demonstrating the initial feasibility of the technique for use in the 
integration of optical components. The next stage of the work needs to go in 
two different directions. One, is into the actual mechanism and process itself 
and how different factors influence this, and thus whether these can be used 
as a means of control. The other push should be into actually using IFVD to 
carry out simple optical component integration, and for preform ing specific 
functions. In the following sections we shall expand on these two areas, as 
well as examining the QW structures which are best suited to IFVD and 
others which may show interesting results on disordering.

7.2 FUTURE ANALYSIS OF THE IFVD PROCESS 

7.2.7 Depth dependence

Work obviously needs to be carried out to investigate the lack of depth 
dependence, observed and discussed in Chapter 4, and which was utilised in 
Chapter 5 to produce the two different types of reflection m odulators. The 
first priority would be to see whether the observed phenomena is in any way 
due to the MQW nature of the structures involved. Two simple structures 
could be grown to investigate this, an example of which is shown in Fig.7.1. 
The MQW is a standard fifty well structure, while the other structure consists 
of three wells, of the same width as the those of the MQW, placed at depths 
corresponding to the top, middle and bottom well of the MQW structure. The 
AlGaAs layers separating the 3 wells is the average alloy composition of the 
MQW w ell/barrier system. After undergoing the same RTF cycle with the 
same encapsulant, the effect on the structures can be compared. This can be 
done by photocurrent measurements, photoluminescence techniques (PL) and 
visually by the use of transmission electron microscopy (TEM). If little depth 
dependence is observed in the two structures (for a variety of RTF cycles), 
then this would seem to confirm that the vacancy diffusion rate (Dy Q^) is 
higher than previously published results, as already suggested in Sec.4.4.2. To 
ascertain the value of (Dy c^), SQWs, preferably of different widths, would
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Figure 7.1 Two simple structures are shown for use in examining whether the 
multiple interfaces of an MQW play a role in the lack of depth dependence previously 
observed. Structure A is a fifty-one period MQW, while Structure B has three QWs 
placed at depths from the surface corresponding to the top, middle and bottom well of 
Structure A..

have to be grown at a number of depths from the surface, and calculations 
similar to Sec.4.4.2 would have to be performed on the results (probably 
obtained via PL). Ideally such an experiment would be perform ed for a 
num ber of samples grown by different techniques a n d /o r  by different 
groups. It is important that such a comparison should be undertaken, since 
one w ould intuitively expect differences during  grow th to m anifest 
themselves in differences in the intermixing process, if only because the level 
of native defects will be affected. An example of such subtle effects is the 
work carried out by Clew et al, who have observed that the level of thermal 
interdiffusion in InGaAs/InGaAsP MQWs is a function of the quality of the 
starting substrates, more precisely its etch pit density.
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7.2.2 Doping effects

Results presented in Sec.4.4.1, have suggested that differences in the level 
of interdiffusion m ay exist between p-i-n and n-i-p doped structures. The 
reason for this could lie in the difference in doping, i.e. p or n, through which 
the surface generated vacancies must diffuse to reach the QW region. It is 
believed that the vacancy may form complexes w ith the dopant atom, and 
this may influence its diffusion rate. A straightforward experim ent can be 
carried out to examine whether the doping type is a factor, this consists of 
growing two identical structures, one in  a p-i-n the o ther a n-i-p 
configuration, and comparing the interdiffusion results after identical RTF 
cycles.

7.2.3 The influence o f the encapsulant

We know that the cause of the enhanced intermixing in the IFVD process 
is the encapsulant deposited on the surface, and we have already seen that its 
thickness can be used as a means of control over the level of intermixing 
produced. It will be im portant to find in w hat other ways the encapsulant 
enhanced intermixing can be controlled. Experiments need to be carried out 
to verify that a SiO%Ny cap will cause greater interdiffusion as the ratio x:y is 
increased. This result is expected from the data of Fig.2.1, which showed that 
an increase in this ratio led to an increase in Ga outdiffusion, and these extra 
surface vacancies should thus give rise to enhanced interdiffusion. Evidence 
also exists that increased Ga outdiffusion into the cap, is related to the ramp 
rate used in the RTF cycle [Katayama et al '89], and the effect of this on the 
rate of interdiffusion is also a m atter which needs investigation. This latter 
effect may be important, since one must remember that the requirement is for 
an enhancement in interdiffusion (and blue shift) over an uncapped region. 
Thus if we can, for the sam e tem perature and tim e, im prove this 
enhancement then this would obviously be desirable. Further study is also 
necessary to examine the effect that the quality of the encapsulant has on the 
level of intermixing, since some authors have suggested that the porosity of 
the Si02  will influence the Ga outdiffusion [Ralston et al '88]. To this end it 
would also be of interest to compare the various techniques available for the 
dielectric deposition (e.g. FECVD, sputtering, e-beam evaporation etc.), to see 
whether one of these is more advantageous. In general intensive investigation
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of the nature of the encapsulation needs to be undertaken since, the whole 
generation of surface vacancies appears sensitive to not only the nature of the 
cap but also the anneal conditions used.

7.2.4 Investigative techniques

Obviously beyond investigating the technique and means by which it 
can be controlled, other aspects of the IFVD process need examination. 
Fundam entally we w ould like to know  w hat happens to the surface 
generated vacancies, and by w hat steps and how  quickly do they diffuse 
through the structure. We have already described in Sec.4.4.2, and again in 
Sec.7.2.1, that Dy can be found using the technique of Kahen et al ['89]. 
However this is an indirect technique in that it relies on m onitoring not the 
vacancies, but the effect they have on interdiffusion. This illustrates a major 
problem  it is almost impossible to m easure vacancies themselves. Thus 
measurements of the group III vacancy concentrations produced by surface 
encapsulation, have essentially relied on indirect techniques. A method used 
by a num ber of groups [Ito et al, Kuzuhara et al] is deep level transient 
spectroscopy (DLTS), which examines defects in the crystal and then 
associates them with the Ga vacancy. In this way the diffusion of vacancies 
from the capped surface has been fitted to a complementary error function 
(erfc). Another technique is to use C-V depth profiling [Guido et al '89], on the 
principal that the Ga vacancies (being acceptors) will com pensate for p 
doping of the original structure, and thus the resultant drop in carrier 
concentration can be monitored. Use of this method has also yielded an erfc 
fit for diffusion from the surface. In general techniques of this kind need to be 
developed further, and the need for some novel more direct m ethod is 
required. The very nature of the process, being vacancy based, may prohibit 
such direct analysis, and it must also be remembered that one is looking at the 
final result at room temperature, and the kinetics, and for example complexes 
formed, at the anneal temperature may not be the same as this.

Another important investigation area is the actual shape of the A1 profile 
produced by the interdiffusion process, and w hether the error function 
commonly used is indeed a reasonable approxim ation. It is known for 
example that in the case of uncapped thermal interdiffusion, the resultant 
profile is not exactly an error function [Fleming et al]. A num ber of ways can 
be envisaged for exploring the nature of the w ell/barrier profile. One way is
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the use of secondary ion mass spectroscopy (SIMS), which m easures the 
concentration of a particular atom as a function of depth [Stradling et al]. This 
can be used quite readily to detect if for example a depth dépendance exists 
across a MQW structure, however obtaining quantitative data on the nature 
of the interface is more difficult. The problem is that the resolution is not 
sufficient to produce a sharp interface even for the original square well, since 
the technique has a tendency to push atoms into the structure as it removes 
each atomic layer, thus the interface will be smeared out over a considerable 
number of atomic layers. Thus the intermixed profile obtained will also suffer 
from this, removing the possibility of generating an accurate w ell/barrier 
profile. This could be improved with current work being undertaken on using 
bevelled samples (effectively widening the width of the sample), but 1 find it 
difficult to believe that the resolution will be sufficient to allow a quantitative 
study of the intermixed profile.

Another method, is the use of transmission electron microscopy (TEM) as 
already shown in this thesis (see Sec.4.4.2). This, as seen in Fig.4.11, can give a 
very vivid display of the intermixing process, including whether any depth 
dependence exists and the am ount of interface roughness that has been 
induced. To obtain quantitative data from the m icrographs, as to the 
compositional nature across the interface, is impractical. However in recent 
years a technique similar to TEM, known as chemical lattice imaging (CLl) 
has been developed at AT&T laboratories [Ourmazd]. The m icrographs 
produced, along with the powerful image processing techniques developed 
allow a map of the composition of a w ell/barrier system to be built up, with a 
resolution down to the atomic level. Some very impressive results have been 
produced show ing for example growth problem s such as atomic level 
interface roughness in GaAs/AlGaAs [Ourmazd], and non abrupt interfaces 
in the InGaAs/ AlGaAs system [Kim et al]. However of particular interest is 
that the technique has been used to look at therm al interdiffusion at a 
GaAs/AlGaAs interface [Ourmazd et al], and it is claimed that the technique 
is capable of deducing interdiffusion coefficients as low as 10"^  ̂m ^/s. This is 
far lower than the in ter diffusion coefficients quoted in this thesis, suggesting 
that the technique should be ideal for determining the compositional profiles 
after IFVD. As if this wasn't enough, Ourmazd has suggested that CLl should 
also be capable of detecting the passage of native defects, such as vacancies, 
through the interface region. Such a technique would open up the exciting 
prospect of tracking the vacancies as they pass through a MQW region. It 
remains to be seen whether CLl is indeed the answer to all our prayers, but it
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definitely appears the best if not the only candidate.
Overall the need for material science investigation of the whole 

mechanism of interdiffusion is needed. One of the strange anomalies being 
that though such techniques as IILD have been intensively researched and 
utilised, the basic physics of the thermal process has not been intensively 
investigated or understood. The development of investigative techniques, 
such as CLl will hopefully encourage a more intensive study of this area.

7.3 STRUCTURES FOR IFVD

In this section we will examine how the exact structure  of the 
w ell/barrier system influences the results obtained by IFVD. To try to deduce 
a "best" structure for the process is not practical since it will depend on the 
exact application envisaged. Thus we will confine ourselves to presenting 
data which will provide general assistance to an OEIC designer.
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Figure 7.2 Plot of el-hhl transition wavelength as a function of well width for three 
different Al barrier concentrations.

In the first chapter we made the point that QW material offered another 
m eans of controlling device operating wavelengths to the OEIC engineer. 
This can be achieved by control of the well w idth (L^) and the height of the 
potential barrier, the latter being a function of the Al concentration (for
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G aA s/AlGaAs system). In Fig.7.2 as an illustration of this we have plotted the 
calculated e l-hh l position as a function of well w idth for a num ber of 
different Al barrier concentrations. A num ber of interesting points can be 
draw n from the results presented in this diagram, (i) As the well w idth is 
reduced so the e l-hh l transition wavelength decreases. The decrease is most 
pronounced for narrow wells, where even slight changes in give rise to 
substantial differences in the el-hh l transition. This sensitivity is a particular 
problem for the growth of narrow wells, since even monolayer fluctuations 
will be important, e.g. 40Â ± one monolayer gives 805.7 ± 5nm. (ii) As the 
barrier Al concentration is increased then the confinement energies will also 
increase resulting in a decrease in the e l-hh l transition wavelength. As before 
this effect is most marked for small well widths.
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Figure 7.3 Shown is the magnitude o f the el-hhl blue shift as a function of 

interdiffusion length ( ̂ D t ) calculated for a number o f different GaAs well widths. A 
barrier ofAlQ jGaQ yAs was used in all cases.

Figure 7.2 is important, since from it we can derive some intuitive ideas 
concerning the effect of well width on the intermixing process. We have seen 
that as the well is made narrower the sensitivity of e l-hh l increases, thus any 
changes to the well width due to effective narrowing by IFVD will have a
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more significant impact. Thus by starting with narrow  wells it should be 
easier (i.e. lower anneal tem perature/tim e) to produce a substantial blue shift 
than for w ider wells. This is an im portant consideration since one desire is 
that the anneal cycle, in terms of both temperature and time, be kept as low as 
possible in order to minimise any redistribution of the constituent dopants.In 
Fig.7.3 we have plotted the shift in e l-hh l (relative to the abrupt square well) 
for a num ber of well widths as a function of the interdiffusion length (V ot ), 
assuming 30% AlGaAs barriers of infinite thickness. As we had intuitively 
expected, for a given anneal cycle, the blue shift is greater for narrower than 
larger wells. This is due not only to the greater sensitivity already discussed 
but also to the diffusion of Al into the well which results in the well centre's 
bandgap being no longer GaAs but AlGaAs. To produce a given Al 
concentration at the centre of the well far more Al m ust diffuse in for a wide 
well than a narrow well. i.e. a larger interdiffusion length is needed. This 
leads us onto another point, that the barrier can be regarded as an Al source, 
so it m ay be desirable to increase the Al available in this source. To 
investigate this we examined the blue shift induced for a num ber of 
w ell/barrier MQW configurations for different interdiffusion lengths, the 
result of which are tabulated in Table 7.1. On inspection of the results we can 
see that increasing the Al barrier concentration, in all cases increases the 
sensitivity of the technique, so that again reduced RTF cycles can be used to 
achieve a given blue shift. The effect of doubling the barrier w idth however is 
only a factor for wide wells and large interdiffusion lengths.

TABLE 7.1 e l-h h l position as a function of interdiffusion length for a 
variety of well/barrier systems.

(i) Well width = 40Â
AlGaAs Barrier e l-hh l (nm) for different interdiffusion lengths

Al conc. (%) Width Original 3À 6À 19À
20 60A 816.3 814.2 808.8 785.5
20 120À " " " 784.3
40 60À 798.5 793.1 780.1 723.9
40 120À " " " 721.7
60 60A 788.1 780.5 760.6 673.4
60 120À " " " 671.1
80 60À 779.5 771.1 745.0 630.0
80 120À " " " 628.0
100 60À 772.4 763.6 731.9 591.1
100 120A " " " 589.4
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(ii) W ell w id th  = 80Â
AlGaAs Barrier e l-hh l (nm) for different inter diffusion lengths

Al conc. (%) Width Original 6Â 19À 26.8À
20 60A 843.7 8437 822.5 812.2
20 120À '• " 822.3 808.8
40 60À 841.8 835.7 7915 767.9
40 120À " " 791.7 763.5
60 60À 839.1 830.9 766.0 730.0
60 120À " 766.6 725.4
80 60À 836.9 827.3 743.8 6%.7
80 120À " " 744.6 692.0
100 60À 835.1 824.5 723.7 666.9
100 120Â " " 724.7 662.1

(iii) Well width = 150Â
AlGaAs Barrier e l-hh l (nm) for different interdiffusion lengths

Al conc. (%) Width Original 8.5À 26.8À 42.4À
20 60A 862.7 861.0 846.6 832.7
20 120À " " " 827.0
40 60À 861.3 858.7 831.7 801.4
40 120À " " " 793.0
60 60A 860.8 857.3 819.3 773.5
60 120À " " " 763.3
80 60A 860.3 856.3 808.3 748.1
80 120À " " " 736.5
100 60À 859.9 855.6 798.3 724.7
100 120A " " " 712.0

Thus to improve the sensitivity of the system to intermixing it would 
appear that narrow wells with high Al concentration barriers are appropriate. 
However one should not necessarily jum p to the conclusion that such 
structures are necessarily ideal since a number of other factors m ust be taken 
into consideration. Though the improved sensitivity means they will blue 
shift at lower tem peratures and times it will also mean that they are less 
tolerant to fluctuations in these and other parameters such as cap quality and 
thickness. Another major drawback in using such structures, where the 
particles are strongly confined, concerns the original square well QCSE. The 
confined states are very insensitive to field and exhibit only small shifts e.g., 
and for most applications this is considered undesirable. The use of high 
concentration Al barriers also poses problems for use as lasers, since they 
tend to have higher concentrations of non-radiative recombination centres, 
and also larger resistances, overall reducing the laser efficiency. Growth via
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Figure 7.4 Shown are the Al profiles for both a 80Â GaAsIôOÂ A lg 2 GaQ gAs (top) 
and a 80A GaAsIôOÂ AlAs (bottom) MQW system for a variety of interdiffusion 
lengths. The insets show the position of el-hhl as a function of inter diffusion length.
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MOCVD of high Al material is also problematical due to a tendency for high 
background doping concentrations.

It is interesting to compare the different effects that can be achieved by 
for example changing the Al barrier concentration. As an illustration we have 
calculated the e l-h h l shift and the Al profile as a function of interdiffusion 
length for an 80Â GaAs MQW system with 60Â barriers of AIq 2GaQ gAs and 
AlAs respectively, and the results are shown in Fig7.4. As expected the AlAs 
structure displays a far larger blue shift for a given interdiffusion length, and 
indeed e l-hh l may be shifted to visible wavelengths while still maintaining a 
reasonable differential between the top of the barrier and bottom of the well 
[i.e. = 28%]. Hence if shifts of very large m agnitude are desired while still 
retaining good confinement then AlAs barrier are required. If however we 
wish to attain the total intermixed state i.e. AlGaAs alloy then we can see that 
the 20% barrier approaches this state m ore rapidly. It w ould also allow 
im proved carrier escape phenom ena to be observed m ore readily. This 
demonstrates that the nature of the structure used will be dictated by the 
application required.

In Chapter 4 we made the point that though the m agnitude of the QCSE 
for a diffused well is less than the original square well, it is actually greater 
than the equivalent square well i.e. square well designed to operate at he 
same wavelength as the diffused well. This is because an error function 
shaped well has confined states which are more sensitive to an applied 
electric field. Thus if operation at a specific wavelength is desired it may be 
that a well diffused to this wavelength may in some applications be favoured 
over a square well, if a desire for rapid Stark shifts with field exists. In Fig.7.5 
we have plotted the Stark shift of e l-hh l for a num ber of QW systems with 
OV operating wavelengths of 830nm. Data for a 60A GaAs/60À Al^ gGaQ yAs 
square well is shown, along with data from other systems which have been 
blue shifted to 830nm. We can see that in general the intermixed samples 
show an im provem ent in Stark shift over the square well. This is most 
m arked for those samples with Alg gGag yAs barriers which have undergone 
the largest blue shifts i.e. interdiffusion. For example under an electric field of 
lOOkV/cm, the 60À square well shows a red shift of » 3.7nm, while the 80Â, 
100Â and 120Â (Alg gGag yAs barriers) diffused wells show shifts of 6.5, 9.6 
and 15.8nm respectively, corresponding to increases of 76%, 159% and 327% 
over the square well.
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Figure 7.5 The above shows the el-hhl red shift caused by the QCSE, for a number 
of structures whose el-hhl OV wavelength is ~ 830nm. Structures shown include a 
60A square well with AIq ^Gag yAs barriers and also structures o f differing well 
widths, with either 30% or 100% Al concentration barriers, which have been 
intermixed such that el-hhl is now at 830nm. Table 7.2 shows the blue shifts 
associated with each o f these structures (The barrier width in all cases is 60A).

TABLE 7.2 Blue shift associated with structures of Fig.7.5

Well 
Width (Â)

Al barrier 
concentration

Ael-hhl (nm)

80 30% 13.8
95 100% 14.3
100 30% 22.0
115 100% 22.3
120 30% 27.2
135 100% 27.3
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Interestingly with the use of AlAs barriers the improvements are far less 
marked, for comparable blue shifts. A look, shown in Fig.7.6, at the profiles of 
two of the diffused structures used in Fig.7.5 gives an insight into the reasons 
for this observation. We can see that use of an Alg gGag yAs barrier causes a 
significant change in the w ell/barrier shape. For the AlAs barrier this is less 
m arked, and we can regard the intermixing as causing predom inantly a 
narrowing of the well rather than a profile change. Since the improvement in 
Stark shift of a diffused well over the equivalent square well is due to the 
profile, then we w ould indeed expect the m ore altered profile (i.e. the 
AIq sGag yAs barriers) to exhibit a greater enhancement, as is observed.
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Figure 7.6 Shows original square and dijfused well profile for two of the structures 
used in Fig.7.5. (a) 100Â GaAsIôOÂ A Iq  f ia g  jAs MQW, with interdiffusion length of 
16.6A, (b) 115Â GaAsIôOÂ AlAs, with interdiffusion length 12.9Â.
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Though such an improvement in Stark shift is obviously desirable, it 
m ust be remembered that the m agnitude of the e l-hh l absorption coefficient 
is also of importance. We have already seen, from the results of previous 
chapters, that the blue shifted samples exhibit a reduction in heavy hole 
absorption relative to the original sample. Since the equivalent square well 
w ould have a greater absorption than the original sample, being a narrower 
well, then when it is compared to the diffused well the relative absorption 
drop is even more substantial. This is obviously a drawback since to maintain 
high absolute absorption the interaction length will have to be increased. 
Though a particular problem for transverse modulators, this may be less of a 
drawback in a waveguide configuration, where increases in length do not 
correspond to voltage increases. The ability to produce large Stark shifts with 
acceptable voltages allows us to work further from the bandedge in regions of 
low ON state absorption, though obviously a loss of OFF state absorption 
m ust be accepted.

Overall the nature of the w ell/barrier system is thus very influential in 
determining the speed and sensitivity of blue shift produced, with the barrier 
being as important as the well in this instance. The choice made will depend 
not only on the end result desired, but also on the performance desired for the 
original structure and the application envisaged.

7.4 APPLICATIONS

74.1 QW configurations

We have already noted in the previous section that interm ixed QW 
material, produced by IFVD, may offer advantages in terms of improved 
QCSE. There are also other areas in which the process m ay be used to 
simulate QW configurations, which are normally produced by control of the 
growth step.

One possible application of IFVD is in the production of QW profiles that 
are difficult to grow in a straightforw ard m anner. An exam ple is the 
m anufacture of parabolic QWs (PQW), which have attracted some interest 
lately due to their Stark shift which is both larger than for a square well and 
also independent of the carrier effective mass [Ishikawa et al]. Use of this 
phenomena has been made in the production of polarisation independent
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waveguide intensity switches [Tada et al]. Growing PQWs directly is difficult 
especially if one requires multiple PQWs with good uniformity, and as such 
they are commonly simulated by either making the barrier a series of narrow 
widths of differing Al concentration or by growing an equivalent superlattice, 
m ade of differing w ell/barrier w idths. Both m ethods obviously require 
accurate control of growth rates and Al composition and also place a strain on 
the source shutters, due to the large num ber of interfaces needed. Recently a 
real-time feedback system has been em ployed to provide compositional 
control capable of growing a continuously varying Al concentration to allow 
direct PQW growth [Aspnes et al]. However this still suffers from accurate Al 
control, tending to produce "rippled' interfaces, and also if well w idths of < 
200Â are tried then Al variations of up to 5% are observed. In a number of the 
diagram s in this thesis displaying the diffused Al profile, it is readily 
observable that many appear parabolic in nature. By suitable control of the 
intermixing process, and the initial w ell/barrier system, it is thus possible to 
mimic a parabolic profile especially as far as the lowest energy transitions are 
concerned, thus removing any complex growth procedures. This use of IFVD 
to enable the growth to be as simple as possible also applies to its use in 
integration and in general terms is one of the main advantages of such a post
growth technique.

It is known that the magnitude of the QCSE increases as the width of the 
well increases. In some cases it may be desirable to use this w ide well 
characteristic, along with the associated rapid drop in excitonic absorption, at 
shorter operating wavelengths. This can be achieved by grow th of a well 
which is made of low Al concentration AlGaAs. The problem is that accurate 
control of the concentration of Al is required, since the bandgap of AlGaAs is 
very sensitivity  to such fluctuations e.g. (10±0.5)% corresponds to 
(798.8±3.3)nm. Thus it may well be more controllable to introduce Al into the 
well not during growth but by IFVD, since we have seen that introduction of 
Al in such a way can be readily achieved.

Along the same lines as the previous suggestion it should be possible to 
produce shallow QW material by post-growth processing rather than by 
direct growth. Much of the work on shallow wells has been carried out at 
AT&T Laboratories on structures which consist of 100Â GaAs wells separated 
by Al^Gaj_^As barriers, where x < 5% [Goossen et al '90]. The attraction of 
such structures is for applications in SEED configurations (see Chapter 5), 
where the device operating wavelength is at the OV heavy hole excitonic peak. 
The required negative differential resistance is produced by the drop in
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absorption at this wavelength, on application of an electric field. This is 
caused primarily by a rapid drop in oscillator strength since the low barriers 
allow substantial leakage of the carrier wavefunction (short carrier lifetime), 
for relatively small applied fields. The im portant characteristic from a device 
viewpoint is that the low barriers allow rapid carrier escape from the QW 
region even at OV [Goossen et al '91]. This can be explained by referring back 
to Eqns.6.3a & 6.3b of Sec.6.4, where we can see that a reduction of barrier 
height causes a decrease in both the thermionic and tunnelling carrier escape 
times. This of course means that the operating speed of the device should be 
improved. More im portantly, the rapid  rem oval of the photogenerated 
carriers, will also mean that the saturation intensity of the device will be 
increased [Goossen et al '91]. As we have already stated in Sec.6.4 this is a 
very im portant consideration for SEED devices, since ultim ately this will 
control the achievable bit-rate. We have already seen in the results of Sec.6.4 
that the well profile produced by IFVD means that the carrier escape time of 
the diffused well is decreased and saturation intensity increased. In many 
respects this result, and in general, the absorption spectra of heavily 
intermixed QW material shows a strong similarity to shallow QW behaviour. 
The reduced maximum barrier height allied to the graded nature of the 
interface is responsible for this similarity. Hence performance characteristics 
sim ilar to grown shallow wells can be envisaged via IFVD, w ith the 
advantage that the operating point can be reduced, if desired, to shorter 
wavelengths. Direct growth of shallow wells with narrow well widths would 
result in the confined state wavefunction displaying strong leakage, hence 
short lifetimes and reduced strength. The desire for shorter wavelengths may 
well be driven by the commercial availability of cheap semiconductor lasers 
with high power outputs.

In general the use of IFVD to produce QW configurations offers another 
option to the bandgap engineer.

7 4 2  Device configurations

The most im portant characteristic of IFVD is its ability to produce 
selective area bandgap engineering, i.e. on a single wafer to create areas 
where a number of different operating wavelengths exist. Such an ability has 
very obvious applications in systems which are based for example on 
wavelength division (de)multiplexing (WDM). We can thus use WDM as a 
means of demonstrating possible application areas for IFVD.
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It is beyond the scope of this thesis to give a detailed analysis of different 
WDM networks, and far beyond it to try and compare WDM to other forms of 
data handling schemes [see Midwinter & Guo]. We shall limit ourselves to a 
very brief introduction to WDM and possible uses of IFVD in producing 
transmitters and receivers for WDM systems.

Most current communications netw orks, ranging  from  long-haul 
telecommunications to short-haul office/com puter links are simple point-to- 
point systems i.e a transmitter which sends the coded information and a 
receiver which decodes. From a telecommunications perspective the drive is 
to increase the am ount of information carried on a single fibre, in order to 
provide a variety of services beyond sim ple telephony, such as video
phones / conferencing, cable TV etc. To produce this increased capacity a 
num ber of methods are being investigated of which WDM is one [Wagner et 
al '89]. WDM, as it names suggests, involves the use of a num ber of different 
wavelengths, each individually  m odulated, which are then in general 
multiplexed onto a single optical fibre, transmitted to their destination where 
they are dem ultiplexed. (This is a generalisation insofar as different 
applications and network configurations may not require full demultiplexing, 
but rather operate on selective wavelength routing or filtering). The ideal 
requirement is thus for a multiple wavelength source and for a receiver which 
can demultiplex all the wavelength channels. The separation of the channels 
is used to denote the type of WDM system, i.e. coarse WDM « lO-lOOnm, 
dense WDM = 1-lOnm. (Channel separations in the 0.1 nm region and below 
are classed as optical frequency division multiplexing (FDM)). Im portantly 
the operation of multi-wavelength transmission and reception needs to be 
integrated, since this brings with it all the advantages already mentioned in 
Chapter 1. It is generally accepted that if broadband services are to make a 
commercial breakthrough, especially on a fibre-to-the-home (FTTH) basis, 
then OEICs are a prerequisite, due to the associated cost reduction and as 
importantly the considerable reduction in size and coupling losses.

7.4.2.1 Transmitter applications
The transmitter for WDM needs to be capable of producing a num ber of 

discrete operating wavelengths, which can be individually m odulated, and 
whose linewidths are sufficiently narrow that no crosstalk between channels 
occurs at the receiver. A DFB laser satisfies these requirem ents, and for 
example an 18 channel WDM system has been demonstrated, with each laser 
operated at 2G bit/s and separated by 2nm [Wagner et al '89]. This example
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used discrete DFB lasers as the transm itters, how ever the desire is to 
m onolithically in tegrate the com ponents that perform  this function. 
Integration of four DFB lasers operating at separate wavelengths has been 
achieved by a number of groups [Pratt et al, Wang L.A. et al]. In these cases 
the wavelengths were defined by suitable choice of grating period for each 
individual laser. A more complex WDM transmitter, produced by workers at 
AT&T Laboratories has already been shown in Fig. 1.7. This PIC consisted of 
four separate wavelength DBR lasers, integrated with a passive section which 
combined the four outputs into a single waveguide, and finally an optical 
amplifier to overcome any losses, allowing overall transmission of a total 
signal of 8Gbit/s. The use of IFVD in such WDM transmitter PICs would be 
useful, not only in manufacturing the passive guide section, but also in for 
example integrating feedback detectors or individual m odulators to each 
laser. The use of external m odulators rather than direct m odulation is 
attractive since high speeds should be attainable w ith  reduced chirp 
problems. Thus if the output of each laser was m odulated in this way the 
overall data transmission rate should be increased. However each of the 
integrated lasers will operate at a different wavelength, while the MQW 
m odulator section will have only one optimum operating wavelength, and a 
relatively narrow  useful operating bandw idth. Hence alteration of the 
operating wavelength of each individual m odulator would be necessary, and 
could in principle be produced by a single RTP cycle IFVD step, using 
different cap thicknesses.

Beyond the use of IFVD to produce guide sections and optim ised 
m odulators, it is also interesting to speculate whether it can be used to blue 
shift the laser operating wavelength w ithout catastrophic degradation. A 
GaAs/AlGaAs based laser, blue shifted by lOnm via IFVD, was produced by 
Ribot et al ['89a], with characteristics essentially unchanged from those of the 
unannealed laser. More recently, in work that integrated an InGaAs/GaAs 
laser and saturable absorber, Yamada et al demonstrated room tem perature 
laser operation after a considerable blue shift of « 37nm. These preliminary 
results would appear to demonstrate that IFVD can be used to fabricate an 
array of lasers with gain maxima at different wavelengths. Each laser would 
again need an individual grating, but the use of IFVD ensures operation at the 
gain maxima and may also increase the total wavelength range available. One 
should note that the selective growth technique, discussed in Chapter 1, 
(which allows via, different growth rates, control of QW thicknesses and
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w avelengths) has recently been used to produce an in tegrated  four 
wavelength InGaAs/InGaAsP laser array [Coudenys et al].

The use of light-emitting diodes (LEDs) as WDM transmission sources is 
also a technology currently under investigation for certain configurations. For 
example a broadband LED could be used along with "spectrum slicing", with 
each "subscriber" (be this a household/ office or a com puter/board) using an 
identical LED for transmission [Wagner et al '88]. This then passes through a 
filter allowing only a narrow wavelength band through, the wavelength being 
exclusive to each "subscriber". Advantages of using LEDs is that they are 
technologically easier to manufacture, each "subscriber" could have the same 
LED reducing cost and wavelength stability is not a problem  as in lasers. 
However the drawback is less output power which is accentuated by the fact 
that the filter will only pass a small fraction of this power. Another possible 
use of LEDs is in accessing an array of optical sensors, which are operating at 
different wavelengths, in order to provide a common optical bus/clock. 
Hence a desired requirement of the LED is a wide spectral emission since this 
will allow more channels to be used or sensors to be accessed. A num ber of 
methods have been used to achieve this including, a SQW using saturation of 
both the n=l and n=2 levels [Mantz et al], a MQW consisting of different well 
widths [Moseley et al ’91], and the previously mentioned growth technique 
which allows varying well widths to be grown in a single run. In the latter 
case a SQW was grown whose well width varied across the area of the LED 
resulting in a continuous spread of transmission wavelengths [Vermeire et 
al]. Such a structure can readily be envisaged using IFVD, growth of a wide 
QW material would then be followed by encapsulation with an Si02  layer 
whose thicknesses was continuously varied across the surface. After 
annealing this would result in the blue shift varying across the length of the 
LED, thus facilitating broadband emission.

7.42.2 Receiver applications
A desirable receiver for WDM applications is one which simultaneously 

demultiplexers and detects the incoming channels. In this way the receiver 
can use all the data channels simultaneously. A num ber of MQW based 
systems have been demonstrated, utilising the QCSE to produce different 
wavelength regions of peak absorption [Larsson et al. Wood et al '85] or using 
a grating filter [Sakata et al]. It has been realised that intermixing can also 
provide wavelength selectivity, and Zn ELD was utilised by Johnson et al to 
produce a two-wavelength photodetector. Dual wavelength demultiplexers of
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this kind have also been fabricated by IFVD in GaAs/AlAs [Miyazawa et al 
’89] and InGaAs/GaAs [Masum Choudhury et al] QW material. However the 
requirement is to extend this to a far greater number of wavelengths.

Si02 encapsulant

Figure 7.7 A schematic is shown of a four wavelength demultiplexer, based on 
different levels of blue shifting brought about by different SiÛ2  cap thicknesses. The 
input wavelengths are chosen such that section A absorbs section B absorbs X2  

etc.

Demonstration of a multi-channel wavelength demultiplexer using IFVD 
can be achieved by using the property that different cap thicknesses give rise 
to varying excitonic blue shifts. In Fig.7.7 a schematic of the construction of a 
simple multi-channel (four wavelength in this case) demultiplexer is shown. 
As can be seen the waveguide consists of regions which, from left to right, are 
progressively less disordered as the encapsulant thickness is reduced i.e. the 
heavy hole peak is located at increasingly longer wavelengths from left to 
right. The actual dimensions of each section will be dependent on the nature 
of the well/barrier system and the confinement factor of the guide. The basic
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operating principle is that four separate wavelengths, ^  ^  < X^.(each
carrying a modulated signal) are received at the left-hand side of the chip, this 
being the most disordered side. The wavelengths are chosen such that section 
A absorbs signal while allowing the other wavelengths to pass down the 
guide, where section B removes ^  allowing the rest to pass, section C takes 
out ^3 and finally section D detects the longest wavelength, The narrow  
regions between each section are required for electrical isolation, achieved in 
this case by etching through to the i-region, the thickness of the cap in these 
regions will hopefully make them as low loss as possible. The channel spacing 
achievable will obviously be limited by the degree of acceptable crosstalk i.e. 
the amount each detector absorbs of the other wavelengths. Due to the nature 
of the absorption edge it is difficult to envisage spacings of less than 5nm if 
crosstalk of better than 20dB is required. Even limiting ourselves to the shifts 
demonstrated in this thesis (i.e. ~ 50nm shown in Sec.4.3.1) and assuming a 
channel separation of lOnm it would still be possible to dem ultiplex six 
wavelengths. The manufacture of such a demultiplexer would be a powerful, 
yet relatively simple, demonstration of the ability of IFVD to produce PICs 
where different bandgap regions are a necessity.

Overall by using the example of WDM applications, we have been able 
to highlight areas in both transmission and reception where IFVD can play a 
role in producing better performance PICs. Obviously IFVD can play a role in 
all integration schemes where m ultiple bandgap regions are required, for 
example in the balanced heterodyne receiver of Fig.1.7, IFVD could be used to 
form passive interconnects and to optimise the waveguide detectors relative 
to the laser wavelength. A number of im portant areas will however need 
investigation, especially the bandtail absorption of the intermixed material, 
since this will have a profound influence on its use as passive guide sections, 
and also the coupling losses in going from one bandgap region to another. In 
principle IFVD should be capable of producing lower loss passive sections 
compared to IILD, as no increase in free carriers should occur, and the 
coupling losses when compared to regrown material should be better since 
are continuous transition region is produced. Other applications in relation to 
transverse devices have already been discussed in the final section of Chapter 
5. Recent demonstrations of an integrated laser/saturable absorber [Yamada 
et al], TE/TM  selective waveguides [Suzuki et al] and also its use in 
suppressing sidewall recombination in VCSELs [Flamao et al] all show that 
IFVD could have applications in a variety of systems, beyond those discussed 
above.
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7.5 OTHER MATERIAL SYSTEMS

The work of this thesis has concentrated entirely on GaAs/AIGaAs based 
material which essentially operate at 870nm and below. This material is thus 
lim ited to applications in short-haul fibre communications, such as that 
between computer processing centres or within small scale LANs, or where 
free space transmission is used. For long-haul fibre telecommunications, then 
wavelengths in the 1.3pm or 1.55pm are required, and it is this field which is 
behind the current drive for complex PICs. Some work on IFVD in materials 
com patible w ith  these w avelengths has been carried  ou t i.e. on 
InGaAs /  InAlAs [O'Brien et al] and InGaAs/InP [Miyazawa et al '89b] QWs. 
Indeed in tegrated  lase r/p assiv e  guide sections have already been 
dem onstrated in the latter case [Miyazawa et al '91], show ing that the 
technique is capable of the same selectivity in long wavelength materials as 
already demonstrated in this thesis for GaAs/AIGaAs. Further investigation 
is needed since work has not so far demonstrated that the excitonic features 
and the QCSE are retained. The systems can be expected, by their very nature 
to be more complex, since we will have In, Ga and A1 intermixing and also 
the possibility of group V (As, P) intermixing. Many of the systems are also 
based on strained QWs (since as mentioned in Chapter 1 these can exhibit 
better laser characteristics), and this will almost certainly influence not only 
the diffusion process itself, but also the final blue shift observed, since the 
strain may well relax during the anneal and resultant profile change. A direct 
knowledge of what atoms are actually diffusing will not be easy to obtain, 
and it could be that only use of the CLI technique described in Sec.7.2.4, will 
yield the necessary information. The interest in these wavelengths will 
probably mean that IFVD is used in device fabrication before the actual 
diffusion mechanism is fully understood.

As far as other wavelength regions are concerned, no work has been 
carried out on visible wavelength material i.e. InGaAlP QWs, probably due to 
the infancy of studies of this system. Future work in this direction could yield, 
by blue shifting, an integrated structure capable of emission over a range of 
visible wavelengths. For infra-red detection however IFVD has already been 
used to tune the response of GaAs/AIGaAs intersubband detectors [Ralston 
et al '92], over the entire 8-12pm region. The intermixing process will in this 
case be influenced by the Si (or other dopant) atoms which are used to 
provide carriers in the wells.
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7.6 CONCLUSIONS

In this chapter we have considered some future directions which work 
on IFVD might take. Investigation of the exact nature of the intermixing 
process, and by w hat means it may be influenced and controlled, are of 
param ount importance. To this end investigative techniques such as CLI, 
which offer atomic level insight into the w ell/barrier profile, will be of great 
use.

Applications for IFVD already exist, and relatively straightforw ard 
"demonstrators" need to be constructed to show the feasibility of the 
technique. In tandem work needs to be carried out on fully characterising the 
electro-absorption properties of the diffused material, especially in InP based 
systems since this is where current commercial activity is centred. Beyond 
simple demonstrations specific applications will require a suitable choice of 
starting material, since as shown in Sec.7.3, the intermixing process is critical 
dependent on the nature of the w ell/barrier system. 1 have really only 
mentioned some of the areas where IFVD can be utilised, but m any other 
applications could open up due to the bandgap control the technique offers. 
Of particular interest could be the interdiffusion of m ore exotic well 
structures, such as coupled or stepped QW m aterial, which m ay offer up 
interesting results.
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CONCLUSION

Since we have draw n conclusions in each chapter, and in Chapter 7 
we have considered the future directions that IFVD research will have to 
take, thus in this section I will limit myself to a brief sum m ary of the key 
results.

In Chapter 2 we used published data to explain how  encapsulation 
w ith  Si0 2  on RTP produces Ga vacancies w hich can enhance the 
intermixing of the QWs, and how such intermixing gives rise to a blue 
shift in the optical spectra.

Chapter 4 showed the three basic characteristics that make IFVD and 
attractive technique (i) the ability to produce very large area selective blue 
shifts (of up to 55nm, i.e. 102meV), (ii) the retention of distinct excitonic 
features, and (iii) the capability to still exhibit the QCSE after intermixing. 
A good fit to the QCSE of a diffused well profile was obtained using an 
error function solution, showing that to a first approxim ation this is a 
valid estim ate. Surprisingly the expected dep th  dependence of the 
technique (modelled using published values of gallium vacancy diffusion, 
Dy^Ga) not observed in MQW material either in the optical spectra or 
TEM micrographs. Modelling of data from Koteles et al show ed that as 
thought the interdiffusion coefficient was directly proportional to the 
concentration of gallium vacancies, but that the value of Dy was an 
order of m agnitude higher than published values. High values of Dy Ga 
could explain both the lack of depth dependence observed and that the 
interdiffusion coefficient rem ains essentially constant over the anneal 
time range used. The lack of depth dependence should allow the use of 
MQW structures in association with IFVD.

This is carried out in Chapter 5 w here an MQW surface norm al 
AFPM structure is subjected to IFVD. This enables the production from 
the same wafer of a normally-off m odulator (> lOdB contrast for 5V swing) 
and a norm ally-on m odulator (> 30% reflection change for 8V swing), 
which has possible applications in optical logic and sw itching/ routing.

In Chapter 6 we have focused on some issues which will have an 
im pact on the future application of IFVD. Experiments on the lateral 
resolution have shown that for a QW system « l|xm from the surface, 
then this should be better than 4^im, which is an upper limit, since the cap
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itself w as graded over 1.7|im. It has also been dem onstrated  that 
im provem ents in the carrier escape times will occur in going from a 
square to a diffused well and that this leads to an im provem ent in the 
saturation intensity, which is im portant for high pow er requirem ents. 
Im portantly this chapter also dem onstrates the monolithic integration of 
three devices with different operating wavelengths, i.e. different levels of 
intermixing and hence blue shift, brought about by selective area control 
of the cap thickness. This is the first dem onstration of interm ixing to 
p roduce  m ore than  just tw o (capped and uncapped ) opera ting  
wavelengths. It should be possible to substantially increase the num ber of 
wavelengths produced by this m ethod and this is obviously very attractive 
from an integration viewpoint.

The results presented in this thesis show that the characteristics of 
IFVD are applicable to its use in the production of OEICs, in particular 
PICs. More work is obviously needed to investigate the basic mechanism 
and to extend the technique to long wavelength materials. Im portantly 
one needs to fabricate sim ple in teg rated  devices using  IFVD, to 
dem onstrate the feasibility, and also to give an insight into the problems 
that m aybe encountered. M ore inform ation is also required  on the 
coupling and passive guide losses and on the reproducib ility  and 
controllability of the process. Thus the results presented in this thesis open 
up further questions and avenues of investigation.

In conclusion the technique is a candidate for future applications, 
almost certainly in conjunction with more established techniques such as 
regrowth and IILD, as a means of realising the full potential of OEICs and 
so establishing them in the commercial market.
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APPENDIX A Full Description of Structures

In this appendix  we list in full the structures u sed  for the 
experim ental results shown in the thesis. All the structures, grown by 
MOCVD by John Roberts at Sheffield University, are p-i-n in nature grown 
on an n"*" GaAs substrate (the exception being QT104/QT154 which is n-i-p 
grown on a semi-insulating substrate). The intrinsic region in all cases 
contains the QW layers, allowing the application of an electric field to the 
wells. The p, n doping is of the order 10^^ cm‘^, while the p^, n+ layers are 
doped to = 10^® cm"^. The intrinsic region is undoped  and has a 
background doping of < 10^  ̂ cm"^, which is p-type and due to carbon 
contamination. The doping species are Si as the n-dopant and Zn as the p- 
dopant. For more details on the growth procedure see Chapter 3.

OT220B

p-̂ GaAs 1 0 0 Â

P Alo.3 Gao.7 As 0.5|J.m

i Alo.3 Gao.7 As 0.4 t̂m

MQW
1 1 X 80Â GaAs wells
1 0 X 1 2 0 Â Al^gGaQyAs barriers

i Alo.3 Gao.7 As 0.4 îm

n AIo.3 Gao.7 As 0.5|im

n GaAs 0.5|xm

GaAs substrate
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MV301

GaAs 0.24|im

p A1 o.3sCa 0.65 As 0.96^m
i A10 3Ga 0.7 As 0.38pm

i 6 X (15Â GaAs/15Â Al 0.3Ga 0.7 As)
i 44Â Aln 34Gao66As barrier
i 82Â GaAs quantum well
i 44Â Alo.34Gao.66 As barrier
i 6 X (15Â GaAs/15Â Alo 3Gao 7 As)
i Alo 3Ga 0.7As 0.38pm
n Alo.3sGa 0.65 As 0.96pm

n GaAs buffer layer 0.3pm

n+ GaAs substrate

MV370

P*" GaAs 0.3pm

P ^^0.31^^0.69^® 0.3pm

i ^^0.31^^0.69^® 416Â

MQW

«5Â (
50 X

85Â GaAs wells
60Â Alo.3iGao.69 As barriers

n A10.31 Ga 0.69 As 0.6|im

n Al^g^Ga  ̂^^As 0.45 îm
(including 0.13|J-m grade from Alp _______

n GaAs 0.45|xm

n̂  GaAs substrate
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OT104/ QT154

n+ GaAs 50Â

n+ ^^0.3 ^^0.7 1.08pm

MQW
î inÂ

30 X
150Â GaAs wells

60Â Al Q 3  GaQ 7  As barriers

MultilayerReflector Stack 
(15 periods)

A1 Qj Ga 0  Q As 609Â'
-AlAs 723Â-

p+ GaAs buffer/contact layer 2pm

Semi-insulating GaAs substrate

CB308

GaAs 100Â

P ^\).32^^0.6S^® 0.5pm

i ^^0.32^^0.68^® 0.5pm

________MQW

QSÂ (
10 X

95Â GaAs well

40Â AlQ 3 2 G aq^A s barrier

i Alo.32Gao.68 As 0.5pm

" ^^0.32^^0.68^® 0.5pm

^  GaAs substrate
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APPENDIX B Error Function Solution to Interdiffusion Problem

H ere the error function solution for the  in terd iffusion  of the 
w ell/barrier interface shown in Chapters 2 and 4, and used throughout the 
thesis is derived. The derivation assumes that the process is Fickian i.e. 
the diffusion coefficient is independent of time and concentration, and 
that the process is isotropic, that is the diffusion coefficient of Ga and A1 is 
identical. The latter being the case we can regard our GaAs/Al^Ga^.^As 
w ell/barrier system in terms of just the A1 distribution. Hence we have a 
bar of finite length containing a uniform  concentration, Cq, of A1 atoms, 
which on annealing for a time, t, diffuse into the wells on either side, 
which at t = 0 have a zero A1 concentration.

The solution of such a problem can for example be found in Crank, 
and is as follows. We start with our finite bar of A1 contained w ithin the 
region -h < % < +h, as show in Fig.B.l.

-h x=0

Figure B.l Shows schematic diagram of problem solved in text.

The solution considers the bar to be com posed of a num ber of 
in d ep en d en t line sources of w id th  d%, and then  com bines the 
corresponding infinite num ber of elem entary solutions. Each elemental 
source, from Fig.B.l has a strength Cg.d^. After time, t, the concentration 
due to an individual line source at a point P, a distance Ç, from the source 
is thus given by the standard Fickian solution for a plane source:-

exp :
4Dt

Eqn.B.l
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The total concentration at P will be that due to the sum  of all the line 
source solutions i.e betw een jc-h and jc+h. Thus the concentration at 
position X at time t, C(x,t) can written as the integral of Eqn.B.l between the 
aforementioned limits, i.e.:-

j.(x + h)

J ( j: - h)

Co
4 D t,

Eqn.B.2

if we substitute T] = y^-v/Dt this yields.

j f  % - h 
l 2VDt

Eqn.B.3

The integral can then be split

C(%,t) = Ço
% + h _____

fUVDtj / 2\ ^  fUVoFj / 2\ ^I exp[-T] jdri -  I exp[-Ti j d^
Jo Jo

( 2 7^ ]
Eqn.B.4

We now use the m athem atical function known as the error function, 
denoted by erf() which has the following properties

X

L jex p (-T ,2 )erf(x) =
Vtî

dîi

G

erf(-x) = -erf(jc) ; erf(O) = 0 ; erf(oo) = 1

It thus follows that the solution of Eqn.B.4 is

C(x,t) = ^  erf 2 L ^ ] . £sL erf  
2V ot I 2

X  - h
v2V dT,

Eqn.B.5

which can be re-written in the form shown in Eqn.2.5, i.e.:-
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CU ,t) = ^ erf
h + jc
zV ot

+ erf h - % 
2VOt

Eqn.B.6

In Eqns.2.6 and 4.2, we have displayed the above solution in terms of 
the well w idth L ^ . This form can be arrived at by looking at the diffusion 
of Ga from the well. The solution for the Ga distribution, CQg(%,t) will be 
given by

“ ^Ga,barrier Eqn.B.5

where is the initial Ga concentration in the barrier (this is
taken as a base level), and Eqn.B.5 accounts for the additional Ga that has 
diffused from the well. The reason that in Eqn.B.5 Cq, the A1 barrier 
concentration, is still valid in this case is because this also defines the 
difference in Ga concentrations between the well and barrier. We can now 
write the A1 distribution as

C(x,t) = 1 - (CGa,barrier + Eqn.B.5)

and since, ^Ga.barrier ~  ̂ ” ^0 ' >

C(%,t) = 1 - (1- Cq + Eqn.B.5) ;
C(x,t) = Cq - Eqn.B.5

W riting this out in full then gives us

C(%,t) = C q - Co erf 2 + ^ e r f
2

{ x -
2

2VDÏ 2Vot
V J I  )

Eqn.B.7

which finally yields that shown as Eqn.2.6 and 4.2 i.e:-

C(%,t) = C q 1 + —erf 
2

2 - —erf 
2

f x  ^
2

2V ot 2V ot
I y I y

Eqn.B.8

W hen solved betw een + Lg) ^ + Lg), w here
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Lg is the barrier w idth, this gives the A1 profile of the interm ixed 
w ell/barrier system which is subsequently used to calculate the confined 
energy levels.
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APPENDIX C Model & Parameters for Subband Energy Calculation

The model used for the calculation of the subband energy levels of the 
quantum  well was the tunnelling resonance technique [H arw it et al. 
Miller D.A.B. et al '85a]. The com puter m odel used was based on that 
form ulated by Dr. P. Stevens [Stevens et al '88], and here w e shall only 
briefly detail the tunnelling technique, and list the param eters used in the 
calculations.

The technique works by searching for resonances in transm ission 
through a barrier /  well /  barrier structure, which is split into a num ber of 
discrete steps, as is shown in Fig.C.l for a system under an applied electric 
field.

Figure C .l Barrier I well! barrier system split into a number of steps (lA wide 
steps used) to enable tunnelling resonance calculation to be carried out.

In each step the envelope w avefunction, F(z), is assum ed to be a 
combination of a forward and reverse travelling wave, or their evanescent 
equivalents:-

F(z) = Aexp(ikz) + Bexp(-ikz)

where A and B are constants within a step, and k the wavenum ber is 
given by

[2m *(E-V(z))]^

nk =

E is the incident particle energy, V the potential and m* the effective 
mass in the growth direction.
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In order to account for the band non-parabolicity , the energy 
dependent effective mass [Nelson D.F. et al] is used in the following way

1 +
2m*y(E-V(z))

where y is the band non-parabolicity, which we calculate using

y  =
mo

2m*qEj

(ob tained  by P .S trav inou from  R idley, "Q uantum  processes in 
semiconductors") where ihq is the electron rest mass.

The calculation of the transm ission coefficient is m ade by using a 
transfer matrix to evaluate the wavefunction throughout the structure, in 
an analogous way to calculating the optical transmission through a series 
of dielectric layers of different refractive indexes. The value of F(z) and

^  *(E) either side of a potential step are evaluated

cos(kAz)

F ^

'' ^Z=Zq+Az(E)

cos(kAz)

sin(kAz)

sin(kAz)

m*(E)

( F

%
A

where the width of the step is Az. Hence the envelope wavefunction 
can be evaluated from left to right of Fig.C.l.

The energy of the incident wave is increased from  zero until a 
transm ission resonance is observed, this corresponding to the first 
confined energy level for the particular particle under investigation. The 
w ave energy is then increased until the next resonance is observed, 
corresponding to the second confined state and so on. The procedure is 
carried out for heavy and light holes in the valence band and electrons in
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the conduction band.
Since the program  operates by splitting the structure into a num ber of 

discrete steps, this makes it ideally suited to calculation of a diffused 
profile. At each step the A1 concentration at that point, obtained from the 
calculation of Appendix B, is inputted and appropriate effective masses etc. 
generated, and then the calculation proceeds as before. This tunnelling 
resonance technique has for th is reason  been used  by w orkers 
investigating for example confined states in parabolic QWs [Ishikawa et al].

In the table below we list the param eters used in the modelling. Note 
that the step size used was 1Â, and that x denotes Al^Ga^.xAs.

Param eter Value Reference
electron mass 0.0667 + 0.0835X Miller R.C et al

heavy hole mass 0.34 + 0.412X "
light hole mass 0.094 + 0.066X "

bandgap 1.4247 + 1.247X + 0.26x^ Casey et al

band offset ratio 0.65 Duggan et al
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